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~NT.RODUCTION 

The objective of this report is to describe sentencing 

decisions in the Superior court of the.District. of Columbia, to 

~dentify the factors most closely a~s~ciated wi~h the variation 

in those decisions, and to suggest a methodology by which that 

variaticn could--if so desired~-be reduced. ,. . 

~s w~ll be discussed· in_this chapter, some kinds of.vciri

,!~~~n are commonl~ considered .j ustifiable, wh.ile other kinds 

,~e not. For ~nstance, when a conviction for homicide results 

in a more severe sentence than a conviction for simple assault, 

. v.ariation has ~ccurred but it is both legally and--to most peo-\ ... ~ . . 

~~e~~philosophically justifiable. However, when comparable de

fendants are convicted of the same o~fense but nevertheless . ., 

G~~e~ve ~~~ferent sentences, the variation is less justifiable 

~nd ~s usually d.esignated a " d ispar i ty. ". .Expanded discuss ion 

o£ these ideas follows ~hortly .. In th~ meantime~ it is ~mpor

~ant to note that the int~nt of this report is not to classify' 

the variat{on that has occurred in the Superior Court as ethic

ally desirable or undesirable, but i~' rather to make an empiri-

cal statement about the factors that are associated with the 

variation in sen~encing decisions and to suggest some ways in 

~hich that variation might be reduced .. 

This chapter briefly cpnsiders the historical, legal, and 

philosophical background of c~rrent sentencing· practices, the 

publi6·d~bate that surrounds sentencin~, and the main·findings 
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.. . hd . ft' 1 of emplrlcal ~e~e~r9h ~~t9 t.~ .ete~m~~ant~ 9. ~en enclng. 

These cons~derat~on? heJped shape the ~e~t~n 9f the study, 

wh~ch ~s detailed ~n' ehapter II. 

A. BACKGROUND OF rHE SENTENCING ~ROB~EM 

~oward t~e latter part of the nipeteenth century, the 

y~ew th~t .sente~c~ng should serve ~~~abtlitative rather than 

punitive· purposes gatned moment~m~ ~~~t the ~~ntshment fit 
~ . .. . 

. the cr ime" was :t;~placed by' g, new pb±~Qsopl).y ~ ... ·L.et tbe treat-
'" . ~ . ." ., . . ..' . . .. 

ment fit the needs of the indi,viduai ~ffender ,,,'r~' M.~asures to . ............ - ... , ... ,... '. ...". - ".' . 

~reat ~he ~ffende~~ aqcordtDQ to t~ts ~btloSQ~h¥, should serve 

~ ~l:Jer~I?e~t~c ~~nc:.tj:qn gn.d ~hq~.1q l;>e q~st~n,ed ",t,o effect 

'. ~h.ange 9 ~n t.~~_ behayioJ; q f tJf,~ qqn,v):q·t,ed t?el;'·sqn.~.',3 

Given the ijscendancy of ~eh~b~lttattQQ as tb~ primari 

l)l~rpOse of sentenq~ng., tl),e.I?ext 12QS!~.l~q.J; ~tEH? was fOl:: legisla

~~res to m~dif~ ~he senteI?~inS! powe~ Qf t,h~. iu~t~iary. Be

cause rehabi'l~·tati'on ta~es place..,. . ..,.if ~.t .. all, ........ some time after 

~entenc~n~,. the ~en~encing judg~ ~~ Qlea~l~· not-in a position 

l-rr:1'!e discu~sion tqat ~ollows is i:ntenOe.d' to prov·id·e a general 
f'r-arne of reference for the study. Expanded discussion of the 
~~ncepts and 'issues that are raised may be found in The Inter
im Report to the District of Columbia Law Review CommISsion: 
Sentencing Issues and Problems (Institute for Law and Social 
Research, washington, D.C., January 1977)., The reader who 
4esires a more exhaustive commentary Ls urged to consult 
that, document and the other wo~ks cited 1n thi~ chapter. 

~'president I S Commission, The Challenge of- 'Cr ime' ina Free 
Society (Washi.ngton; D.C .. ~overnrnent pl.)nting Office, 1967), 
p~,163. 

3·see ~lan M. Dershowitz, "Crirninai sente~cing in the 'United 
States: An Histor ical and Conceptual .overv iew, II The Annal s, 
'j~nuary 1976, pp. 129-30. 
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to know the specific time at which it has occurred. Conse-

quently, the authority of the judge to specify the period of 

incarceration that had to be served wa·s. replaced by the au

thority to set the lower and upper li~its of that period. Ac

tual rele~se date--somewhere within those limits--would then 

be determined by prison or parole authorities and would depend 

on their judgment about the Qffender's degree of rehabilitation. 

At the corrections level,. this 'cha'nge cl~arly introduced 

a degree of discretion and potential for disparity that had 

not previously existed. Offenders given identical--though in

·.determinate--s~ntences might now serve dramatic~lly different 

periods of time .. Moreover, since the criteria' for identifying 

re.habilitation were, at best, murki.lY defined, the reason for 

differences in time served might never be clear. In addition, 

the indeterminate sentence structure that was established by 

~ost legislatures was itself so general that digparity at sen-.'. . 

te~cing was also possible. That is, the lower and upper limits· 

that judges were empowered to impose were so broadly specified 

in statutes r~lating to sentencing th~t they offered little 

if any guidance. to the sentencing jud.g.e. As a result, 'offen

ders who had committed similar offenses and had similar back-

grounds could and often did receive quite different sentences. 
. . 

The general consequenc~, then, of th~.introduction of the 

philosophy of rehabilitation and its accompanying structure of 

indetel!minate sen te1'1C ing was that' it was d i f.f icul t to· .know 
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what kind of sentence would be given, except within v~ry gen

eral limits, and diffi~ult to know how much time would be 

served. 4 Reactions to these two consequences have tended to 

be critical. "The tendency towacd indi~~dualize~ treatment 

of persons within the custody and control of the state," Allen . . 

observed, ~creates its own problem~ and perils ..•• Programs 

of individualized treatment inevi~ably involve the exercise of 

wide discretionary powers::. ,"5 A similar point was made by 

the author of a widely read sentencing study of the early 

1960s: "Legal innovations, such as the indeterminate sen-

tence, have infused greater flexibility into the administra

·tion of criminal justice at the expense of' precision and 

certainty in the law. u6 

The National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 

standards and Goals concluded in its 1973 report on correc-

tions: 

In view 0 f the' cr uc ial and ·compl ex nature 0 f sen tenc
ing decisions, the current state of that process in 
this country is nothing less than apP'alling. In the 
vast majority of jurisdictions, the decision as to 
where and how a man may spend year~ of his life is 
made by one man, whose discretioQ is virtually 

41bid . 

5Francis A. Allen, The Borderiand of crimihal Ju~tice (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press', I9bifT-;-pp.-r33='34. 

6Edward Green, Judicial Attitudes.in Sentencing (London:' Mac
Mill an', i 9 61), pp. 1- 2 . 
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unchecked or unguided by criteria, procedural require
ments, or further review. 7 

And Chief Justice Warren E. Burger· observed: "Discretion in sen-

~encing has been a doubled-edged s~ord. It permits the judges to 

accommodate unusual circumstances relative to each defendant. 

But this ~ometimes results ·in the defendants who ought to be 

~~milarly treated receiving ~ubstanti~lly disparate sentences. u8 

Commenting on the sentencing process in the federal court 

~ystem, Senator Kennedy observed: "Tod~y the standard s~n

~ence imposed in Federal Courts is indeterminate, under which 

~ur Q~pothetical bank robber can receive a 1 to 24 year prison 

term-~with the Federal parole board, not· the judge, decidi~g 

at which point the offender should be released from prison. u9 

Federal Judge Marvin E. Frankel's condemnations of cur-

~~nt sentencing practices have been widely cited. Noting the 

~uQ~hecked and swe~ping powers we give to judges in the fash

~·on~ng of sentences" and ~xpressing deep concern that II our 

7National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice S£andards and 
Goals, Corrections (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Of
fice, 1973). It is interesting tp note, how~ver, that senten
cing by jllry--which broadens the participation·in sentencing 
decisions·--is no more appeal ing to the Commission than senten
cing by j~dge. Abolition of .the jury approach has in fact 
been recommended by the Commission (Courts, Standard 5.1:110) 
~nd by the American Bar Ass6ciation (dSentencing Alternatives 
~nd ~rocedures,"Section 1.1,. Approved Draft, 1968). 

8Quoted in Lesley Oelsner, "Burger As~s Review of U.S. Senten
cjng, ,I New Yor k· Times, January 2, 1977., p. 1 .. 

9~dward M. Kennedy, "Should Prison Parole Be Abolished?" Bos
ton· Globe, July 10,1977, pp. AI, A4·.·. 
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~~w~ cha~acter~stically leave to the sentencing judge a range 

et pho~ce that should be unthinkable in a 'government of law~, 

P9t 9f men' ,,,10 ~e maintains: ~~entencing is today a wasteland 
. 11 in the ~aw~ It calls above a~l, for regulatlon by law." 

~~ r~sponse to these criticisms, some legislatures have 
' .. 

moved toward limiting sentencing discretion in recent years, 
I. .' .. ~. .• "- -. . . .• . • 

~~th~~ ~¥ ~~ductn~ the QptiQns available to judges, or by 

~u~ta~~~ng or eJtmtnating the di~cretiQ~ of parole boards to 

~~t~~~~~e w~en an tnmate ts read¥ for release. 12 

~~~ ~ede~al ~overnment also seems tQ be mov~ng toward a 

more ~~~uct~red process. rhe $entencin~ 'provisions of the 

,~~~~~~ ~~t~ina~ Gode ~eform ~qt Qf 1~77 (S.1437) are intended 

tQ ~~~~ judictal discretion~ ~ltminate indeterminate or open-

~l!.~.~~ 12e l!.te l!ce ~, and m,ak.~. Ql," im.tl)a.t sen.tenc ing fair er and mor e 

Q;~ J;',~ a ~l!, •. ~ ~ 

.. ' .. ~.""'-~. --....., 
~QMarvin E. Frankel, Criminal sentences: Law without Order 
(~~'w' ~~.~ k :: ~X~· ~~nd Wan~, ~ ~7 3) " p" 5'. 

11 . . . .. ""Quoted 1n Barbara L. Johnston, et al., "D1scret1on 1n Fel-
<?ny'Sentencing--A study of Influencing Factors," Wasnin5J.ton 
Law Review, vol. 48, no~ 4 (197~), p. 880. ---,-
~~For ~n example of a retJ;'eat 'from a vir.tually total legisla
tive commitment to rehabilit~tion, consider the case of Cali
fornia. Prior to enactment of the Uniform Determinate Senten-
6frig 'Act'of 1976 (effective July 1, 1977), many offenders 
~~ntenced to imprisonment in California were subject to con
finement for life, and discretion was granted to the Adult 
~uth~rity to establish subsequently the length of sentence to 
~e ~erved. See National Advisory Commission on Criminal Jus
~~~e Standards and Goals, Co~rections, p. 151. 

13 . . ·~o~. ~ current assessment of various'proposals aff~cting sen-
~e~qing ~iscret~Qn in'feder~l courts, s~e James Eaglin (c6nt.) 



~nevitably, many concerned indiv~duals are reaching the 

@9nc~~~~on that indeterminate sentencing has not and cannot 

• ,.:I h b'l' t" 14 h . t h f . f th b f . t ~nuuce ~e.a ~ Ita lon, t. at 1 as ew 1 any 0 er ene 1 s, 

eng th~t it has many costs, not the least of which is wide 

gi~~arity due to excessive judicial and correctional discre

t~9n, ~~ ~ 90n~equence, increasing attention is being directed 

t9W~~d develo~in~ metnods anOapproaches that wIll remove 

ID~9h of thi~ 9iscretion, toereby also iimiting or removing 

. ~i~~~riti~~~ One Qf the f1~st $teps in this process is to' iden

tif¥ ~nd QQ9ument the degree Of disparity that presently exists 

~n~ tb toentify the f,ctors associated with it. The following 

t@vt~w'briefl¥ $~mmar1?es research that has been done to date 

@nt~1$ quest1on~ 

§. $~~T~NC~NG S~UD~ES~ ~ MlXED VERDICT 

l~nten9±n~ studies have 9~nerally confirmed the existence 

f ··,.:I,.:I· 't' 1·.'t:'l, t . 15 ~.: \i:J;~.~. ~+s~ar~ +E;s ,$en encln9. Analyses have examined 

~n9 Anthony Partridge, An Evaluation of the Probable Impact of 
Selected Proposals for Imposing Mandatory MInIffium-Sentences-rn 
t'h e Fed era 1 Co u r t s, Fed era 1 J u eli c i a 1 C e n t·e r, F J C - R - 77 3 (Was h
T.i5.g ton, D. C., 1 9 7 7 ) • 

~4What many regard as a particula~ly telling bl~w to those who 
~~pouse'rehabilitation as the primary purpose of sentencing 
was administered by Robert Ma~tinson and associates. See 
I'Wbat Works? Questions and Answers About Prison Reform," 
Chapter 14 in John A. Gardiner and Michael A. Mulkey (eds.), 
Crime and Criminal Justice (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington 
Books, 1975). This chapter originally appeared as an article 
~n Public Interest, Spring 1974. For the full text of the 
~tudy, see Douglas Lipton, Robert Martinson, and Judith Wilks, 
The Effectiveness of Correctional Treatment: A Surv~ 
Treatment Evaluation studies (New york: Praeger, 1975). . . . 

~~A selected bibliography of empirical studies relating to 
sentencing dispaiity appears in Appendix A. 
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the impact of numerous suspec~edcauses of 'disparate sentences, 

!n9~~ding the following: 

pefendant's age, race, sex, socioe~onomic status 
(income, education, occupation), criminal history 
(~~rests, convictions, incarcerations, parole or 
probation revocations), marital' status" 'work history, 
~rtminal status at time of arrest (on parole or pro
b~tion), number of dependents~ attitude in court, 
~ottve for the crime, pretrial release status (jail, 
~~t~, persQnal recognizance), and birthplace. 

~~entity of the judge, prosecutor, defense counsel 
(~etained or appointed), and victim (person or 
inl?tttution). ' 

G~~vity qf the offense, includiny drug-alcohol 
9QUl?e, weapon usage, victim injury; number of 
Qh~r~es tiled; original police charge(s). 

~~ckground, philosophy, and other characteris
ttcs C?f the jud~e. 

~ethod of determining guilt--plea, bench, or jury 
tr~al--~nd the strength of the evidence pointing 
tQ,ward ~uil t. 

~PGation (urban or rural) or type of court (lower 
Q,l,' ~ uJ?er lor) . 

~yatlabiiity of'jail space. l6 . 

~re-l960 a~alyses of these 'and other factors indicated 

mQ~e Qft~~ th~n not that sentences were biased by extralegal 

, G;Qnsider at ions, such as the defend an tis r ace and econom ic 

~ta~us. Many of tbese studies have ~een criticized for using 

tnadequate data qr limited analytic technique and for failure 

.lJipederal courts have ruled that prisons in several states 
weie so overcrowded that inmates were bein~ subjected to cruel 
~nd unusual punishment in violation ot: the Eighth Amendment. 
~udges have been reported as pursuing alter~atives to co~fine
l1len tand red tIC ing sentences because of, overcrowding ~n the 
prisons. See "Yesterday's 'Baby Boom' is Overcrowding Today's 

.p,risons," U.S. News & World Report, Ma,rch 1, 1976. 
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'to take into consideration such factqr~ as the serlousness 

of the offense and the prior record of t~~ accused. 

,Recent studies, however, seem to conclude more frequently 

that sentencing decisions are lesB affected by extralegal fac-

tors. Instead, it is increasingly sugges~ed that sentences are 

based on such legally relevant consiqerations as the gravity 

of the crime and the criminal history ~f the accu~ed. Whether 

these more receht findings differ fro~ past results because of 

better r~search desig~, improved statistlcal,tools, greater 

judicial objectivity, or other reasons is not entirely cJear. 

~~ ?pite of the recent trend, it would ,not be true to say 

that the more current studies represent anythi~g approaching 

,consensus: simil~r studie~ often produce contradictory re-

sults~ many studies have been criticized on methodoJogical or 

gn,lytic groun,ds~ and the pauclty of empiriGal data has often 

'been noted. 17 " 

'Nevert~eless, many observers of the sentencing process 

,~pear to be in substantial agreement with this comment by 

17 For example: ~ ..• adequate empirical data bearing on the 
~ssue is sparse at bes(. Although a number of social re
searchers have attempted to measure' the degree to which dis
crimination i~ operative in sentence disposi~ions, the findings 
of these endeavors have often proven to be contradictory.H-
Carl E. Pope, Sentencing of California Felony Offenders (Wash
Ington, D.C.: Government printIng orfice, 1975), p. 10. Also: 
URecently more sophisticated studies have attemp~ed to pinpoint 
the reasons for the obvious disparity in sentencing by analyz
ing the characteristics of the offender, the crime and,the 
judge ..•• However, these studies suffer from methodological 
shortcomings and frequentfy fail to account for variables such 
as judge s I bac kg round s. "--Johns-ton, .• D,i.sc ret ion in Felony Sen-
tencing," pp. 861-62. ' 
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Federal Judge Marvin Frankel: 

Some writers have -quibbled about the definitive
ness of the evidence showing disparity. It is 
among the least 'substantive of quibbles. The 
evidence is conclusive that judges of widely 
varying attitudes on sentencing, apministering 
statutes that confer huge measures of discretion, 
mete out widely divergent sentences where the 
divergences are explainable only'by the varia
tions: among the judges, not by material differ
ences in the defendants or their cri~es ... , 
The -evidence grows every time judges ~ather to 
discuss specific cases and compare notes on the ' 
sentences they would .impose 9n given defendants. 18 

Consistent with Judge Frankel'~ co~ment~Qne study's 

findings rtseriousJy challenge tbe qnderl¥ing assumption of 

indeterminate and discrefionar¥ sentencing t~at it is possible 

·.to individuali~e a sentence for a ~articular offender~u The 

results of the study were generated b¥.model;ate judges, "yet 

the individualized sentences of thes~ non-aberrant judges were 

directly dependent upon the judge's QaqkgrQund and uncon~ 

19 scious biases rather thijn upon the defendant's needs." 

C. APPROACHES TO THE REDUCTION OF DISPARITY 

A number of different strategies bave been p[oposed t6 

reduce the kind of sentencing disparitx that is generally 

--------------------------------
18Frankel, Criminal Se~tences, p. 21; 

19Johnston, "Discretion in Felony Sentencing," p. 872. In 
fact, this vtew is not new. In 1940, for instance, other re
searchers stated: " ... the conclusion seems unescapable that 
the [sentencing) differences are due primarily to diverse at
titudes on the part of the individual judges toward various 
crimes and that the severity or lightness of the punishment 
dep~nds in each instance very largely on the personality'of 
the trial judge.u--Matthew F. MCGuire and Alexander rfoltzoff, 
c~ted in Green, Judicial_~ttitudes, p.,13. 
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E~nsidered to permeate ,the sentencing process. These range from 

t~e s~ecification by'legislative mandate of sentences for each 

type of charge, to the relatively informal structure that is 

r~presented by the voluntary judicial sentencing council. 

Thoug~ the ,legislative approach would transfer discretion 

from a judicial to a political authority, .it would not necessar-

ily abolish variation in ~entences given, unless, of cou~se, ."... . . . .. 

~~e~~fic sentences were mandated fOl" al'l charges, \.,ithout regard 

~9~ any other circumstances. It could, however, formalize vari-

i?.t~on in sentencing in such a way tLnt discretion vlith respect 

,~9 sentence determination would no longer exist: For example, 

it a ~tate legis;ature required the imposition of a 15-year, 

~~~t-time sentence for armed robberY'with a prior felony con-

x,~c:t~on, and a IO-year, flat-time sentence for the same offense 

~~th no prior convictio~, variation woulo still exist but judi

~~al discretion would not. Whether this kind of approach is 

~.o~.sidered desirable is, perhaps, partly determined by one" s 
, , 

~~e~~ngs ab6ut the extent to which wisdom is located in the 

~eg~slature ~ather than the judiciary~ and partly by one's 

~egree of confi.dence that a formalized structure can be devised 

that will be appro~ri~te for future and as yet probably unfore

aeen'circumstances. 

~hatever opinion is held on this qu~stion, it seems clear 

that support of a legislatively determjned sentence structure 

~rnplies an orientation toward tpe'issue tha~ is somewhat at 

qdds with the traditional vie~ that ju~icial decision making 

1'-11 



~hou1d not be subject to political p~e~sure. The process of 

appOinting or electing judges underlines th~s view. Federal 

judges are appointed for life, contingent Opon good behavior. 

state and local judges, though elected by popular vote, tend to 

hold much longer terms than legislative r~presentatives. Conse

quentlYr judges are, in principle, les~ subject to political 
f 

and public influence than legislator~ and, therefore, have more 

~ndependence i~ their decision making activities. Of course, 
. . " 

this does not mean that in practice judges a~e uhinfluenced by 

nonjudicial considerations. It does suggest, however, that the 

sentencing decision would be politicized by.transferring it to 

t~e legislative branch of government. 

Another factor ~o be co~sidered in the removal of discre-

tion from the judiciary is the use of sentencing indeterminancy 

~s a means of .eliciting defendant cooperation~ Prosecutors of

ten use the promise of a recommendation for a lighter sentence 

as a"method of plea bargaining and getting additional informa

tion from offenders. This additional information~ in many in-

~t~nGes, leads to successful prosecution of criminals who would 

Qtherwise be untouched. Judges have done the s~me kind of thing 

~~ough less frequently. Perhaps th~ most famous instance in 

~ecent times fs the sentence of·35 year~ given by Judge John 

.$irica to James McCord after conviction for the watergate break-
. " 

in, a sentence that was subsequently reduced whe~ McCord agreed 
" .' 

to cooperate with the prosecutor. Whether these uses of senten-

qing discretion are considered desirable or undesirable is again 
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·a matter of individual philosophy. However, they would almost 

cer'tainly be lost under a legislatively Qete~.-mined sentenc'ing 

structure. Of course, since prose6utors are unlikely to be 

able to conduct their business without plea bargaining tools, 

they would in all likelihood increase the use of charge re

duction as a bargaining method, thus ~ompensating for reduced 

judicial 'discretion by an increase of p~osecutory'discretion, 

t~~ latter being, if anything, less sribject to review than the 

former •. 

One strategy that lies between t~e two extremes of legis

lative mandate and unfettered judicial discretion is to estab

tish sentencing guidelines. A major premise of this procedure 

~s ~hat "once the judges of a'~iven ju~isd£ction are accurately 

in.formed as to what they have been doin.g i.n the past, then they 

can ~ore clearly focus on what·they !hould do in the future • 

. And, these changes,' made by the judges themselv~s, are much more 

J . I. 1 t b t d d' 1 t d II 2,,0 :}",e. y 0 e accep e an lmp emen e .. · ... ,., . 

Another major assumption is that~ althQugh ~entences are 

~mposed on a case-by-case"basis, the st~a~i buildup of these 

~.Qdividual sentencing decisions results in the .in.cremental 

qevelopment of a sentencing. policy, however latent it may be.21 

The task then becomes one of id~ntifyin.9, through var ious ana

lytic techniques, the principal factors that appear to have 

20Lesl ie T. W il kins, et- al., Sen tenc ing Guidel ines: Str uct ur
ing JUdicial Discretion(Washington, D.,C.,:. Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, 1976), p. 108. 

21 Ibid ., p. 31. 
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accounted for a large percentage of sentencing decisi6ns ~ade 

in the recent past in the jurisdiction studied. Formerly im-

plicit and constituting what might be termed a latent policy, 

these factors would be made visible arid explidit. 

Such factors, in effect, repres~nt the coll~ctive experi

ence of the bench and can form the basis for the development 

of overt guidelines by which to reduce the frequency of sen

tencing disparity in the future. The'guidelines would indicate 

the expected sentences to be imposed in given types of cases 

on the basis of recent practice. 

One set of recently developed guidel~nes is cast in the 

f f 't' t' 22 ormat 0 - a sen enclng rna rlX. Running down the left side 

is a series of numerical scores refl~cting the seriousness of 

the offense. Across the top of the chart is another set of 

scores, indicating offender characteristics, such as prior 

record. To determine the guideline sentence fo~ any given 

case, the offense and offender scores are computed with the 

~id of simple" worksheets and the intersection of the two 

$Gores ~s located on the chart in muc,h the same way that the 

mileage between two cities is determined from charts on road 

maps. At the intersection, the guideline sentence is indi-

cated--whether to incarcerate, and, if so, the suggested term. 

Basicaliy, the ~guideline sentence is merely additional-

q~t very significant--information for the sentencing judge, 

ex~laining what the 'average' senterice of all judges in 'that 

-,------------------
22 1 '01" d' • 46 p.. ' 
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jurisdiction in the recent past would'hav~ been in the actual 

individual case befo.re the judge. I
•
23 The gufdeline sentence 

is seen as a frame of reference against which a judge can 

evaluate the sentence he or she tentatively plans to impose. "., 

If that sentence conforms to the one sbggested by the guide-
. '. 

lin~s, the iudge ~ill presumably feel more comfortable in 

handing d~w? such a sentence, with the various factors that 

enter into the computation of offense and offender scores con

stituting'the reason for the sentence. 

~he establishment of guidel~nes does not mean that sen

t.ences deviating from them can never be. given. In fact·, the 

approach fully recognizes the occasional necess~ty of impos-

ing sentences that fall outside the guidelines range. In such 

cases f couft policy might require that written reasons support 

such a departure. 'Furthermore, adjustments can be made by 

syst.em'atic review~ perhaps on an at:lnua'l basis, so that they 

reflect the most current thinking of ·the court. This is most 

easily accomplished, of course, in cou~ts employing ~omputerized 

information systems. A nu~ber of advantag~o~s by-products 
. . 

are cited as flowing from the guidelines approach: 

Judges recently elected or appointed gain instant 
accesa to current sentencing practice. In effect, 
new judges have the collective wisdom of the entire 
local judiciary at th~ir fingertips. 

Delay reSUlting from judge shopping should be less 
of a problem, for all judges would be using common 
sentencing criteria as embodied in the guidelines. 

---------
23 b'd 9 U_.,p. 5. 
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Dissemination of the guidelines to prosecutors, 
defendants~ and defense attorneys may result in 
improved ~tt9rney-clien~ rel~t~onSh~is and more 
open and 1nformea plea oarga1n1ng., . 

Criticisms and disadvantages are'also associated with the 

guidelines approach. First, unjust or unfair sentencing pra6~ 
/ 

tices may.simply be formalized and applied in a more consis-

tent manner. This reduces discretion and'disparity, but is 

not easily seen as desirable~ In addition, the guidelines may 

not eliminate sentencin~ disparitie~ b~tween independent juris-----.. ~ . 
dictions, even though evenhandedness may be achieved ~ithi~ 

the jurisdict~ons. Nevertheless, guidelines advocates maintain 

, that the apprQach is a worthwhile first step th~t shows promise 

o~ being accepted by judges, and of being able to reduce ~ub-

stantially the sentencing disparitie~ ,within each court. 

As an initial step toward the possible implementation of 

a guidelines procedure in the Distric~ of ,Columbia, the re

search"discussed in this publication attempts an identifica-
, , ' 

tion of the principal det~rminants of felony sentencing 

decisions in the Superior Court for the District of Columbia. 

The design of the study and the org~riization of this report 

are presented in Chapter II. 

24~bid, pp. 10-2-106. 
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II.· . THE DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH 
./ 

The focus of this report is the sentences given to 1,665 

offenders who--after arrest in 1974--~ere corivi6ted of a fel~~_ 

ony. Felony, i:ather than misdemeanor', convictiohs are empha

sized because felony convictions invol've the kinds of offenses 

about which public and judicial concern is highest. Moreover, 

sentencing decisions for. f~l'orlies are' JI.lore problematic than' 

those for misdemeanors because of the wider' range of sentencing 

options available and because of the severity of the penalties 

that can be imposed. 'Fin~lly, a greater amount.of information 

£snormally developed on felons than on misdemeanants, an~ con

~equently, more factors' can b~ examined for possibl~ i~pact on 

the sentencing decision. 

As stated previously, this study has two primary objectives: 
. . 

·to describe and then to explain sentencing patterns in the Dis-

tr:ict of Columbia Superior Court. In·this chapter, the'rE;'search 

·plan adopted ~oi the achi~vement of these objectives will be expli

cated. There are four sections. Th~ ,first presents a conceptual 

framework for the assessment of variation and the inve~tigation 

of the sentencing ·decision; the sec~nd 'contains a discussion of 

~he .sources of data that were available, the data elements that 

were incorporated into the study, and'the.strengths and weaknes-. . ' 

ses of the resultin~ data base; the third focuses on the method-

olegy by which the data were ana~yiedi and the fourth describes 

~he organization of the remainder of ~his report. 
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.A. A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE ANALYSIS 

Sentencing in the Supetior Court is ~sually though not 

nec~ssarily performed by the-1udge who wa~ ~be t~ial judge in 

~he case. l After conviction, bu~ b~fore sentencing, a presen

tence report is produced by the probation officpr assigned t~. 

the case. The report is narrative in.style and normally con

tains a summary of the offense ,.deta(J..s 'on thp defendant IS cr im-
0-

in.al career (if an)~)o anc('-socioeco'nomic background, a br ief de-

script~_~.n- o-t--the processing' of the case from arr.est to conviction, -. . 

~~d a recommendation concerning the sentence. The latter is 

normally general in content, but--depending on the wishes of 

the judge and the working style of the probation officer--may 

be specific. The presentence' report is intended to be a sum-

mary of the case, thereby saving the judge the time and tiouble 

of r efamil iar iz ing himsel f wi t.h the contents 0 f the case file, 

and, according to the judges with whom the mat~er was discussed, 

it ~s the primary document that they qonsult before determining 

sentence. The presente~ce report is considered 'sensitive and 

confidential by the judge& and is filed Separately from the 

case folder. Ac~ess to it by nonjudicial pers?nnel is re-

str icted. It is not cu'sto~ary, for instance, for the prosecu

'tor to be conversant with the cont~nts of the' r~port. 

Before pronouncing sentence', then, the judge can consult 

the presentence report or the case fil~, hear statements--if 

-----------------------------------
1 Judges may be excused frum the sentehcing process for a jus-
tifiable cause. 
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any--by the defen~ant and the prosecutor, 'and take into account 

the recommendations·of the probation officer. In addition, the 

judge has available his or her knowle~ge of sentencing prece

dent in similar cases. Schematically, the sentencing decision 
/ 

may be represented by the process depi~ted in Figure II-I . 

. Analys{s of the decision would ideally capture data elements 

representing each of the factors th~t potentially influence the 

deliberation process. However, certain·of those elements are 

beyond the reach of a study such as this. First, statements 

made by the defendant and the prosecutor at the sentencing hear

~ng ar~ not record~d in any readily us~ble form. Second, the 

demeanor of the defendan~ and the nature of the·psychologipal 

interaction among the defendant, the defense attorney, an~ offi-

cials of the court are impossible to describe unless directly ob~ 

served at the hearing. Even then, an interpretation of the be-

havior of the pr.incipal a8tors would be difficult to make. In 

additi~n, sentencing preced~nt in similar cases is rarely avail

able to the judge and virtually. never av~ilable (given the pres-

ent state of record keeping ~n mos~ courts) to the researcher. 

Consequently, the influence of these various factors on the 

judge's decision could not be· measured for use in the present 

study~ Four are~s of potential influence remain, each of which 

could be a source of sentencing variation. 

The first ~f these is the nature ~f the offense. This may 

b~ expressed in two ways: the· first ielates to the charge(s): 

the second relates to the characteristics of th~ c~ime. Felons 

convic~ed of differe~t charges will n~turally receive different 
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kinds of sentences. For instance, the maximum s~nten~e permitted 
. " 

by statute for conviction of ro~bery (15 ,yea~s) is substan-

tially greater than that permitted for conviction for attempted 

robbery (3 years), and this difference 'is reflected in the 

sentences given for the two types of,crime even ~hen the sta-
" 

tutory maximums' are not imposed. 'This does not mean, of course, 

that all robbery convictions result in se~tences that are greater 

than the statutory maximu~ for attempted robbery. In fact, more 
, ' 

than one-third of all robbery 'convictions in the D.C. Superior 

Court result in probation. However, it does mean that the . ' 

range of sentences given for any convicted charge is likely 

to be influenced by the upper limit for that charge. In this 

~tudy, then, t;.he charge, at conviction will play an important 
. 

role in the analysis. This raises' another question. Does the 

charge at arrest, when different from the dharge at conviction, 

~ave a similar kind of ~nfluence on the'sentence? For instance, 

let us say that an ind iv id ual is ar rested and c'harged with bur-

glary I, but" after negotiation,' pleads guilty to burglary II.' 

Another individual--in an unrelated case--is charged with bur-
, . 

glary II and' pleads guilty as chal:ged. Thus, both individuals 

were convicted~ by plea, of the same ~harge. Does the differ-

ence in original- charges bring about a ditferent sentence? 

Complementary but separate INSLAW research on plea bargaining 

in the D.C. Superior Court'suggests that-·for most types of 

chqrges--it does not,2 and that the breakdown of charges, in 

------------------
2.william M. Rhodes, Plea Barg~ining: ':~~ho Gains? 
PROMIS Research publication no. 14 (INSLA~~-;-:-rg7 8, 
see especially Chapter .4. ' 
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general, does not result in' measurable se~tencing concessions. 

Naturally, there are specific exceptions ~~ this'general pat

tern. While the plea bargaining .study focused on the charge 

a tan-est, th i s st udy \<i'ill examine the charg eat conv ict ion, .,._ 

and will incorporate a somewhat diff~~ent aspect of the effects 

of pleading, namely the situation in which one individual goes 
. . 

to trial and is convicted while another pleads'guilty, both 

for comparable offenses. This will test whether a plea of 

guilty is associated with sentencing leniency, even if no 

charge breakdown took place. 

One additional way in which the nature of the offense 

has implications for the se~tence, separate from the formula-
. 

t ion 0 f the c h a r g e, con c ern s the c h a r act e r is tic s 0 f the c r im e . 

For instance, was the offense against persons? How many peo-

pIe were involved? . Were there any injuries? W.as property loss 

hig~? And so on. It is anticipated ~hat these kinds of fac

tors, most of which are included in the presentence report, 

will have a strong bearing. on the j~dge's decision. 

A second source of sentencing variation is the off~nder. 

It is to be anticipate~' that the·individ~al who has a ~ong and 

~erious crimi~al history will receive a more sev~re sentence 

for a given offense than another' individual who' commits the 

same offense but who has no prior crimi?al history. Further 

variation may be .based .on extralegal factors, such as the 

of fender I s per sonal char a~ ter ~'st ic s. '. For in stance, t he idea 

of individualized sentencing s~ggests.th~t. different sentences 

s~ould be given to offenders who differ with respect to some 
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characteristic viewed as relevant to rehabilitation by the 

sentencing judge, even if they have committed comparatively 

similar offenses and have similar eriminal histories. If, for 

instance, in the judgment of the sentencing official, defendant 

A has a high likelihood of rehabilita~ion and reintegration in

to society, ·while'defendant B does not, then--according to the 

rehabilitation ideal--the sentence giv~n to defendant A should 

foster this potential. The sentence given to defendant B, on 

the'other hand, should presumably be more severe in order that 

socie~y can be protected against anticipated criminal behavior. 

A third possible SOUl:'ce of val:' iatj~on is the j ~dg~ making 

the sentencing decision. If two defendants who are more or 

less equivalent with respect to offense committed, prior crim

inal history, and personal characteristics are sentenced by 

tw~ judges who have different philosophies of sentencing, then 

it is 'likely that-they will receive different sentencp-s. The 

judge who believes, for instance, that offenders should be k~pt 

off the streets and be punished in a ~anner consist~nt with the 

crime they have committed is likely to incarcerate the felon 

before him for a longer period of time than the judge who be

lieves in rehabilitation. 

A fourth pot,ential source of var iation is the pro!?ati~ 

officer who prepares the presentence report. As' noted, this 

document provides the judge with details on the criminal history 

and socioeconomic background of the defendant and makes a recom

mendation about the sentence to be given. To t.he extent that 
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the judge is guided by the recommendation in mak.ing the senten-

cing decision, it could clearly be an important source of vari-

ation. However J because of the privacy and security considera

tions mentioned earlier, the presente~ce report was unattainable 
-.. -~ 

for this research. Consequently, it ~as necessary to deyelop 

substitute sources of information. The manner in which this 

was done is described in the next section. 

B. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DATA BASE 

Foui primary categories of data have been identified as 

relevant to the sentencing decision and potentially available 

tor analysis. However many of these data are contained in the 

presentence report, which, for the reason specified, was not 

available. Substitute sources were therefore developed. With 

the exception of the sentencing recommendation made by the pro-

bat ion officer, the sources developed are believed to equal or 

to exeeed the quantity and qual i ty 0 f the data contain'ed in 

the report and, therefore, ,they are believed to compensate ade-

quately for its exclusion. 

Data were drawn from the following sources: 

• Prosecutor's Managem~nt I~formation System (PROMIS) 

• District of Columbia Bail Agency files 

District of Columbia'Superior Court files 

• Biographical sketches'of judget and prosecutors 
(constructed by INSLAW staff) 

The full complement of data items that were incorporated 

in the study are listed in Appendix:B. However, each of the 
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aboVe sources and the main categoiies of .data derived from 
". 

them will be briefly discussed here. 

1. PROMIS 

PROMIS is an automated, case-based information system 
'/ 

that has qeen in operation in the Di~t~ict of Columbia since 
. , 

1971. Entries begin with data from the Crime Analysis Work-

sheet, completed by the arresting off~cer, and continue with 
. . 

extensive case processing information as the. cas~ moves from 

indictment to termination. The first· use to which PROMIS was 

put was to identify the names and case and defendant numbers 

of those felons who were to be included in the. study. These 

number s prov ided the ,1 inks by which inform'ation' from the c1 iffer-

ent sources was aggregated into a si~gle, case-based analysis 

file. In addition, the following general categories of data 

were extracted from the PROMIS records of the l~665 felons 

incl~ded in. this study: 

On the Defendant 

Biographical information (age, sex, race, etc.) 

Prior arr~st record and defendant seriousness score 

• Circumstances of the' arrest for }:he current offense 

On the Offense 

• Crime seriousness score 

Charge(s) at conviction 
. . 

• Details of offense (threats,. fdrce, weapon, injury, 
property damage, etc.) 

CD Case Processing 

• Type. of def,ense. attorney 
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• Identification of the judge and the attorney 

• Pretrial release conditions " 

• Type of trial 

Plea or not ....... 

On the victim '/ 

. 
• Relationship (if any) between v'ic'tim and defendant 

• Biographical characteristics (~ge, sex, race, etc.) 

Crimin~l record '( if any) 

2. District of CoJumbia Bail Agency Filps 

The Bail Agency mandate is to conduct an investigation 

into the criminal record and ~ommunity background of arrestees 

brought before the court and, on the basis of this information, 

to make a bail recommendation to th~ ciourt. Assuming pretrial 

release is granted" the agency may--and often does--impose re-

porting conditions on the defendant. In the process of execu-

ting this mandate, the agency develops and maint,ains a. case 

file on each individual. In this sens~, t~en, the Bail Agency 

develops much of the same information that is later pla~ed in 

the pr~sentence report py the probati~n officer, and it was 

~n fact the unavailability of the presentence,reports which 

led to the use of Bail Agency (iles as a sub§titute for them. 

'Though the probation officer's report is not necessarily iden

~ical in information items to the Bail Agency report, a high 

correspondence is believed to ~xist, particularly wit~ respect 

to the offender's prior conviction record. Bail Agency inves-

tigators check pr~ci~~ly the sour6esof information that are, 
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available" to the probation 9fficer, and, though the Bail ~gency 

is customarily urider great time press~re 'wi~~ respect to the 

investigation, there is no reason to believe that, in general, 

the Bail ~gency files are incomplete. - In fact, it has been sug-

gested to us that the probation officer often uses the bail in-
", 

vestigatidn and recommendation as th~ source of many of the 

presentence report items--~specialIY'convictio~ record data. 

un~imited acces~ ~o Ba~l Agency tase files w~s granted to 

the researchers. From them, the following data on offendprs 

were generated: 

Residence 

Community ties 

• Marital status 

• Employment and income information 

• Education 

Prior criminal record 

• outstanding warrants 

· Convictions (charges and sen~enqe~). 

It should be noted that background information on the d~fendant 

is sometimes d ifficul t .for the B~il A.gency to ver ify, and, in 

,these instances, unverified items were "treated as missing data. 

3. District of Columbia Superior Court Files 

For a variety of reasons, the sentence is not included in 

the District of Columbia version of PROMIS (though in other 

PROMIS jurisdictions inclusion of the 'sentence is rou~ine). 

Therefore this datum was taken, from Superior Court records. 
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4. Biographical_~rd~ . . 
Information was developed by INSLAW staff on the following 

biographical items: 

Judges 

Year of appointment 
Gra.duating school 
Bar membership 
Age,'sex, and race 

• Prosecutor 

Sex, race, and experience 

/ 

Differences between judge and prosecutor information items re-

flected partly the larger number of prosecutors in the Superior 

Court .system and p~rtly the difficultY'of identifying and devel

oping biographical information on them. . . 

When data from these different sources were combined into 

a single analysis file, the re~ult was a base that was as COffi-

prehensive as any used to date in the analysis of sentencing 

decisions. More th~n 200. separate variables were included in 
" . 

the initial data file, and this has made it possible not only 

to examine variation in senten~ing under. a variety of condi

tions, but also to look at the combined .effects of a. large num

ber of variables on the sentencing decision. The methodology 

used in the p~rformance of these tasks is discussed in the next 

section of this chapter. 

c. METHODOLOGY 

Two separate methodological approaches are taken in the re

port. The first involves tabular analysis.of the distribution 
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·'. 
of sentences under a variety af conditions~ the secon~ in-

volves multivariate analysis of the dE'ter.min~nts of the sen

tencing decision. 

In Chapter IV, for instance, the tange of sentences 

imposed on offenders convicted of ho~icid~, rape J robbery, 
/ 

a~d a num~er of'other serious off~nses will be presented in 

tabular form. These offense categori~s will be broken down 
. 

into specific charges to display more. accurately the senten-

cing variation that exists. I~ addition, felons will be 

........ 

grouped according to the sev~rity of thei~ prior criminal rec

ord, so that sentence variation within and between the groups 

'can be assessed. A sUb~tantial number of other offense- and 

Qffender-rela~ed factors, taken from ~he data base outlined 

iri t:he previous section of this chapte'r, will also be utilized. 

In Chapter V, this general methodological a~proach will be ex

~~nded to an analysis of the sentencing ~ractices of individ

ual judges. The tabular ana~ysis will perform two general 

functions. It will, first, per~it an empirical description 

'. of the sentencing variation that existed in the Superior Court 

with respect·to th~ cases studied. Second, it will lead to 

an identification of those factors tha~, being most strongly 

associated with the variation, should be included in the multi-

variate analNsis of the sentencing decision. This analysis is 

conducted in Chapter VI. A multivariate' technique called 

PRo.BIT is employed, and the techniq.ue'is described in detail 

in Chapter VI and in Appendix C. For the present, it· should 
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be ~oted that PROBIT is well suited to an'~nalysJs of the con-
/ 

ceptualization of the sentencing decision ~hat is presented 

above in Figur~ II-I. A decision such as sentencing, which 

appears to be influenced by a variety of factors, is difficull 
/ 

to investigate adequately using tabula~ breakdowns. These re-. . 

quire a large number of tables--lhe precise number being deter

mi~ed by the number of factors and the categories each possesses. 

However, the larger the number of tables, the gieater the dif-

ficulties of interpretation. PROBIT,' though not withou~ limi

tations, makes a complex situation such as ~his somewhat more 

~anageable by permitting the simultaneous consideration of the 

effects on the decision of a relatively l~rge number of vari-

abIes. 

D. ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT 

Chapter III describes the sentencing environment in the 

bis~rict of Columbia and th~ basic distribution of sentences 

imposed in the cases under study. Jhe remainder of the report 

is organized around the potential sources .of variation, noted 

~bovef on which it was ?ossible to devel~p inf6rmation. Chapter 

IV focuses on the offense ~nd the offender and ~nalyze~ the sen

tencing decisions in the Superior Court in terms of a variety 

.of characteristics. Chapter V consi?ers the sentencing prac

tices of the judge and assesses the degree to which those judge 

characteristics that it was possible to ?evelop for the study 

are associated with the sentences the judges imposed. 
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Chapters III-V ar~ primarily directed toward the'accom

plishment of the first objectiv~ of the ~tud~--the description 

of the sentencing patterns of the cou~t. The second objective 

of the study, that of Beveloping an explanation' of the sente.n~ 

cing deci~ion, is addressed in 'Chapter VI, where the combined 

effects pf those factors tbat have. been shown in the previous 

chapters to be most strong~y associated with the sentencing 

decision are examine.d. 

The final chapter of the report, Chapter VII, presents 

a methodology for the contr61 of the sent~ncing variation that 

is analyzed in the preceding three chapte~s. The policy impli

cations of this methodology and the way in which the rese@rch 

find ing s might be implemen ted' will a,1 so be disc ussed . 
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III. SENTENCING IN ~HE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
SUPERIOR COURT ' 

/ 

This chapter briefly reviews the statutory provisions 

relevant to sentencing in the Dis~ri'ct of Columbia l and exam-

ines the basic distribution of sentences tmposed in the 1,665 

cases tha,t' are the focus of this study.' These cases consti-. ' , 

tute a sufficiently large riumber to eXhibit all, the major sen-

tencing possibilities. , 

A. STATUTORY PROVISIONS IN THE DISTRICT 
OF COLUMBIA CODE 

As in most other jurisdictions, the District of Columbia's 

sentencing provisions appear to have evolved over the years in 
" 

response to changing and sometimes contlicting philosophies. 

At different times, punishment, deterrence, incapacitation, 

and rehabilitation have each e~itomizerl the orientation of 

'judges, legislators, and others involved in the 'sentencing 

p~oc~ss. The sentencing provisions that reflect these differ-
, , 

ent orientations are scattered throughout the District of Co-

lumbia Code and, in part, ~he U.S. Code and have not undergone 

IThis review is deliberately' brief, sin~e the" pr,imary objec
tives of this report relate to the empirical study of sentenc
ing decisions in the Superior Court, rather than to the 
statutory or normative issues relatin~ to sentencing. For a 
comprehensive analysis of these, the reader is referre~ to 
the Interim Report to the District of Columbia Law Revision 
Commission: sente~cing Issues and Problems, prepared by the 
1nStltute ror Law ana sacral" ResearCh, January 1977., Chap
ter 4 of the Interim Report (pages 54-79) assesses the present 
code in the Distl' iet of Columbia i,n some detail. 
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major revision for more than 30 years. As a co~~equence, it 
/ 

is difficult to derive from the statutes any overall purpose 

concerning sentencing, and, in many instances, it is even 

difficult to know whether a particular statute in the code 

contains all information relevant to sentencing for the partic-.. 
ular offens~ under consideration. In ~act, several sections 

of ' the D.C., Code often apply to the ~ame,offense, but they 

~re not cross-referenced and are therefore difficult to find. 

Misdemeanants and felons are sentenced somewhat differ-

ently, under the code. Misde~eanor convictions m~y result in 

a period of incarceration for up to 12 mon~hs. Sentences of 

180 days or less are determinate, meaning that there are no 

provisions for early release, except for «good« time (5 days 

are deducted for each month of good behavior, for sentences 

longer than 30 days). Sentences longer than 180 days are in-

determ'inate, meaning that ,a minimum and maximum time gre spe'ci

fied (parole eligibility ocCurs on completion of the minimum)', 

but that the actual time serve~ may be any time within the range 
. ' 

bracketed by those two figures. An additional element of the in-

determi~ate structure is that the minimum may not be more than 

one-third of the ~aximum, though it may be less. Consequently, 

it iS,possible for a misdemeanant sentenced to 180 days to 

serve a longer period of time than a misdemeanan~ sentenced 

to 6 months, si~ce the parole board cl~ssifies'the latter sen-

tence as indeterminate and the.formex as determinate. The 

misdemeanant re~eiving a sentence of 6 months is eligible for' 
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parole after serving 2 months. Since"most adult'offenders 

" , sente~ced in the Superior court are released after the flrst 

parole hearing, this means that the sentence of 6 months is 

actually likely to result in incarceration for 2 mo~ths. The. 

sentence of 180 days, on the other hand, results in incarcera-
" 

tion for ISO" to 180 days, dep~nding up?n the amount of "good" 

time accumulated. 

All felony sentences are indetermi~ate, and--with the 

exception of certain types of offenses classified by statute--

the period of incarceration may range from one y~ar to life 

imprisonment. Judges are responsible for establishing the 

maximum and minimum sentence, subject to statutory con-

straints, with the single proviso, as stated above, that the 

minimum must not exceed one-third of the maximum. As noted 

al~o, the minimum ~ay be less than one-third of the maximum. 

Of cOIIJ.: se, the fact that Il!ost incar cer ated felony 0 ffend er s 

are also released at the first parol~ opportunity means that' 

in most cases, even though the sentence is indeterminate, the 

time to be actual'ly served can be predicted fairly accurately 

at the ~ime of sentencing. 

Any code that incorporates indeterminate sentencing ap-:-

pears in principle to endorse the goal of rehabilitation, but 

due to the latitude permitted judg~s, and due to'the difficulty 

in interpreting: the D.C. Code, judges in the District of Col-

umbia may in fact impose sentences inaccor~ance with any phil-. ' 

osophy and any g,oal. There" is nothing in the code that provi'des 
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guidance for judges concerning factors that should betaken , . , 

into account in establishing the length of t~e sentence; 

therefore, the degree 'to wh ich the sentenc ing judge consider s 

such factors as prior recotd, persona~ characteristics of the 

defendant, and other matters separate from the offense for 

which sent~nce is being given is largely a personal matter. 

In this sense, the envir6nment in'which Superior Court 

judges operate fosters sentencing variation, and it can be 

expected that an empirical analysis of their sentencing de-

cisions will inevitably show substantial differences in the 

sentences given to apparently equivalent offenders. To·a 

certaih extent, the Superior Court judges are aware of this 

fact, and some steps have been taken to compensate for the' 

lack of a coherent sentencing policy in the relevant stat

tites. For instance, sentencin~ counctls have been in effect 

for ,fe~ony sentencing for several years, and although records 

are not kept, it, is believed that mo~t judges have at some 

time paT tic ipa ted in s uc h counc il s in the ir determination 0 f 

sentences to be g~ven. At the ~entencing councils, judges 

exchange presentence reports' and discuss what ~hey wduld do 

in the situations,covered by the report. The councils do not 

mandate a particular sentence to be imposed and, in this sense, 

they do not necessarily reduce sentencing variation. However f 

they do provide, an opportunity for the, judges ~o establish 

in their own minds an idea of the normative sentence for a 

particular type of offense"and to become more familiar with 
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the potential reactions of collpague~ to the sen~ences they 

would impose. The opinion of the judges with/whom this issue 

was discussed, however, is that judicial participation in 

sentencing councils has been limited. As a consequence; the 

impact of the councils on sentencing variation has also been 

1 imi ted. 

B. DISTR~BUTI0N OF SENTENCED FELONY CASES 
BY TYPE OF SENTENCE 

Table 111-1 depicts thi distributi6n of felony sentences 

imposed in the District of Columbia S~perior Court during the 

study period. The classification system used iri the table 
. 2' orders sentences in terms of severlty. Devising such a sys-

tern is not a simple matter, for at least two reasons. First, 

some offenders receive dispositions based on the Federal youth 

Corrections Act (FYCA), which ~pplies to offenders under age 

22' at the time of. conviction,3 or the Narcotics Addict· Rehabili

tation Act (NlI.RA) 1 which also involves individualized sentences. 

Second t the sentences that specify te(ms of incarceration are 

indeterminate and may be of any length within statutory provi-

sions. They may also involve probation ~s well as incarcera-

tion. ~he following discussion identifies the classification 

strategy that·has been adopted. 

2The sentence ~lassification scheme that is portrayed in the 
table was developed by Mark W. Foster and Judith Lucianovic 
for the 1 nter im Repor t on Sent·Ponc ing, pJ:epar ed by the Inst i
tute forLaw and Social Research in January 1977.' 

3pro~id~d the offender has not had any previous FYCA treat
ment. 
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Table III-l 
, / 

Distribution of Convicted Felony Cases 
by Type of Sentence 

M6st Serious Convicted'Charge a Felony 
" Sentence 

Probation and suspended 

Fine 
FYCA A 

FYCA B 
FYCA C 

NARA 

, Under 1 year lTIh'imum 

1 yr. min, - 3 YI~s. max. 

1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. max. 

2 yrs. mi n. - 6 yrs. max. 

2 y\~s. m'irl. - over 6 yrs. max. 

3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. max. 

3-4 yl~s. mi n. - over 9 Y'('S. max. 

5 yrs. min. - 15 yrs. max. 
5-9 yrs, mi n,'- over 15 yrs, max, 

10-15 yrs. min. 

20 yrs', to 1 j fe 

Total 

Percent 

35.3% 
;9 

6.1 

9.3 
4.0 

1.5 

8.5 

7.0 
-5.0 

4.6 
2.9 

2,3 

4.4 
2' .. 7 

2.8 

2.1 
, ,.5 

100.0% 

Number 

587 

15 

1.02 

155 

67 

25 
142 
117 
83 

77 

49 

38 

73 
4,5 

46 
35 

9 

1,665 

-------------------~------------ --------------------------------------
Summary: 

'Out' ,Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, Fine, FYCA ~ '42.3 704 

Alternative Incarceration 
(FYCA B, FYCA c, NARA) 1418 247 

'In \ Sentence: 

Less than 3 year minimum, 28.1 4'68 

3 yea~ minimum or more 14:7 246 
- ; 

Sourc,e: Records of the Superior ,Court of the'District,~~ Columbia. 



Sentences under the Federal Youth Corrections Act have 
/ 

been classified as FYCA A, B, and C, in accord~nce with the 

provisions of Title 18, U.S. Code~ Sections 5010 and 5017 of 

the act, and are presented in the table in the order of their--

" severity. ,An FYCA A sentence impose~ probation, while FYCA B 
, 

and C both involve incarce~ation. Un~er FYCA B, conditional 

release must octur no latei than foui years after conviction, 

and unconditional discharge no later than six years after 

conviction. Incarceration under FYCA·C is for a term speci-

fied by the sentencing judge, but it may not exceed the stat-

utory maximum for the convicted offense. Conditional release 
.. 

must occur not less \han two'years prior to the expiration of 

that term, and unconditional discharge.no earlier than one year 

after conditional release. 

Dispositions under the Narcotics Addict Rehabilitation 

Act involve incarceration under the co~trol of NARA authririties. 

Release and discharge are determined by those authorities within 

the guidelines specified ~i the sentencing judge. In practice, 

the minimum sentence under NARA is at least nine months, since 

one month is consumed by preparation fo~ study of the individ

ual, two months are needed to conduct the stu~y, and six months 

must be served after the study is completed. The maximum NARA 

sentence is ten years, regardless of ihe statuto~y maximum 

for the crime. NARA do~s not apply to offenders convicted 

of a violent offense, or tb offenders ~ith two or more prior 

felony tonvictions.' 
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The classification sys~~m addresses the problem of order

ing' sen tence s with spec i f ic min imums and ·ma?C imumi3 by focus ing 
,-

prim~rily on the minimum. For example, an~ sentence is con

sidered more severe than any oth~r ~entence that has a lower 

minimum, and less severe than any other sentence with a high~~ 

minimum, r-egardless of the maximums.· 'fhis reflects the fact . 
that the majority of offenders in. the District of Columbia are 

gr~nted parole after serving the minimum sentence. However, 

it is still the case that sentences wi th the, sam'e minimum may 

have different maximums and a corresponding potentia) for oif-

ferent periods of incarceration. The D.C. ~ode specifies that 

the minimum term of the indeterminate sentence. may not be greater 

than one-third of the maximum, but it 'doei not restrict the im-

position of a maximum that is more than three times longer than 

the minimum .. Thus, one-to-five years'is a legitimate sentence, 

as is one-to-three years. One-to-two years, however, is prohib

ited. To take the potentiallY different maximums into account, 

the classification syst~m places a~y sentence for which the 

maximum is more than three times the minimum in a more severe 

tategory than a ~entence for which it 'is not. tor instance} 

two-to-nine years is place~ in a mQre severe ca~egory £han 

two-to-six years. However, 'in accorda~ce with the principle 

,that the minimum should dominate, two-to-six is considered 

more severe than one-to-nine. Sentencei which impose different 

categories of pen~lty (e.g., ~ combin~ti9n of fine and proba

tion, or probation and incarceration) are included in the more 
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severe category. For instance, a sehfence of 1-) years plus 

a $1,000 fine would be included in the 1":'3 'categ'ory. This 

strategy involves some loss of variance in the sentence dis-

tribution, but it--or something like it--is a prerequisite 

of a manageable classification scheme. 
. , 

It can be seen from the, table th~t ,more than one-third 

of the convicted felons received probation or suspended sen

tences. In addition, when those who ieceived fines or who 

received probation under the Federal youth torrections Act 

are included, the proportion of convicted felons receiving 

"out" sentences rises to 42.3 percent. 

Those receiving incarceration under the Federal youth 

Corrections Act B or"C, or under the Narcotics Rehabilitation 

Act--designated in the table s~mmary as "alternative incarcer

a tion "-- accoun ted for another 14.8 percent 0 fall conv ieted 

felons. The balance of the sentences, 42.8 percent, involved 

terms of i~carceration of varying length. In the table sum-

mary, these "in" sentences have been grouped into two cate-

gories--those with a minimum of less than three years, and 

those with a minimum of three years o.r more. The purpose of 

.this grouping is to retain a distincticin between less and more 

severe sentences while still present~ng a clearly stated sum

mary. Thus, 28.1 percent of all convicted felons received 

sentences with minimums of less than three years, and 14.7 per-

cent received minimums of three year~or'more. 
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Almost 20 percent of the cas~s were sentenced under the 

Federal Youth Corrections Act. Roughly 35 p~rcent of the con

victed felons were age eligible fOL FYCA treatment, but only a 

little more than half of those in fact received it. 

An interesting property of this iable is the manner in 

whiph it illustrat~s quite even utilization of most of the 

different, ~ypes of sentences, particu~arly with respect to 

sentences involving specific terms of inc~rceration. One ob

vious exc'eption is the NARA category. This may be due to the 

fact that NARA commitments are availabJe in the federal prison 

system only when space is available an9 when the defendant is 

thought to be a likely candidate for rehabilitation. In addi-

tion, many defendants are believed to be reluctant to seek 

NARA commitment s because 0 f fear 0 f the slownes s 0 f the NlI,RA 

authorities to re~urn inmates to the community, and because 

of 'the stringent 'conditions of supervision that might be im-

posed after release. 

It is somewhat difficult to deteimine whether the incar-

ceration rate fot convicted felons in the bistrict of Columbia 

is high or low relative to other jurisdictions~ since, for the 

most part, comparative statistics of this sort are not r~a~ily 

available. A limited a~tempt at such a comparison was reported 

by Patrick Oster in u.s. New~ and World Report. 4 Oster compared 

the 1974 incarceration rates for six large ju~isdictions, of 

4 ' , 
Patrick R. Oster, "Revolving Door J~stice: ~~hy Ct;'iminals Go 

Free;" 2.,S., Ne,ws and World Report, May 10,1976; p. 37. , 
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which Washington, D.C., was one. Th8 focus was on felony ar

rests rather than .felony convictions, and 'Oster suggested that 
/ 

when incarceration rates are calculated on that basis, the Dis-

trict of Columbia is within the av~rage range for most large jur-

isdictions. However, more recent information, developed in a 

cross-cit~ analysis of PROMIS data, reveals variation between 

cities which is somewhat greater. 5 Th~ tabulation below shows 

in~arceration rates for offenders arrested for felonies and 

subsequently convicted of either felonies or misdemeanors. 

'City 

Indianapolis 

Los Angeles 

District of Columbi~ 

New Orleans 

Detroit 

Incarceration Rate 

81% 

73% 

61% 

57% 

39% 

The District of Columbia is again in the middle of the distri

Sution, but considerable viriation between cities is evident, 

and this supports the claim th~t sentences manifest· a high de-

gree of uncontrolled discretion. Of course" these rates re

flect police and prosecutory, as well as judicial, decision 

making, and, because of this; some of the divergence may have 

its roots in these other areas. 

----------

5Kathleen M. Brosi, A Cross-city Comoarison of Felo~y Case 
~rocessing, in draft (INSLAW, 1978) .~. 
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IV. THE OFFENSE AND THE OFFENDER 

.-
In this chapter, sentencirig decisions are examined in terms 

of a number of factors relating both to the offense and to the 

offender. There are two main objectives: the first isto dis-

cuss the extent and nature ~f the variation, if any, that exists 

in sentences given in the superior CouFt~ the s~cond is to iden-

ti'fy those ,factors that--being most st,rongly associated with the 

decision--should be included in the multivariate decision-making 

models that are developed in Chapter VI . 

. As was discussed in Chapter II and is detailed in Appendix 
. 

B, a large number of factors were included in the analysis that 

preceded the writing of this report; More than, 200 separate var-

lables were examined for their impact on the sentencing decision . 
. ' 

Many of these exhibited little or no relationship to the decision, 

whether considered individually (using cross-tabular analysis) or 

in conjunction (using multivariate teChniques such as those em-
. . 

ployed in Chapter VI in the construction of the decision-making 

aodels). Inclusion in this report of ~at~ on these low-impact var~ 

iables would pla6~ an unnecessary burde~ 6n ,the reader and, there

fore, ~he discussion that follows in this and ~ubseguent chapters, 

concentrates on fhose factors that do exhibit a relationsh~p with 

the ~entence. Information on low-impact factors can be obtained 

upon request from the Institute for Law and Social Research. 

The chapt~r is divided into four', parts: ',the first focuses 

on certain characteristics of the offense~ ,the second introduces 



factors relating to the offender; the,third look~ at the inter

action between the'offense and the offender; ,and the fourth con

siders the inferences 'that can be drawn from the analysis. 

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OFFENSE 

In this section, sentencing decis~ons in the District of 

Columbia S~perior .Court are described in terms of a number of 
, ' 

different factors related to the offenses for which the felons 

were convicted. Because there are more than 100 different charges 

in the cases examined, it would be diffi~ult if not impossible 

to detect any pattern in Lhem if the data for each were presented 

individually. In addition, the) ,665 cases on which thp present 

study is based is not a large enough number to permit a meaning-

ful breakdown into so many categories. Nevertheless, it is 

clearly desirable to be able to specify the distribution of sen-

tences for the more serious and more frequent kinds of offenses. 

For 'i~stancer sentencing breakdowns by specific robbery charge, 

by assault charge, and by other simi~arly important charges ~ould 

be highly informative. Therefore, the procedure followed is to 

discuss the sent~ncing distribtition first in terms of the gen

eral characteristics of the 'offense, and' secon~--for' serious of

fenses against peFsons--in terms of particular charges. Fi~ally, 

the maximum sentence as defined by statute is compared with the 

sentence actually given. 

1. General, Characteristics of the Offense 

Analysis indicated that the foll~wing general characteris

tics exhibited a statistic~lli signi~icant and, in some instances, 
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strong association with the sentence: 

• Targe t 0 f the, 0 f fen se (whether per'son S', proper ty , 
or some other) 

• Whether the charge of convictio~ was for robbery 

· The degree of violence in the offense, as measured 
by the occurrence of injury or'death 

• The possession and use of a weapon during the com
mission of the offense 

• The number of charB~s~brought against the defenda0t. 

It should be noted 'that t,he impact of th,ese characteristi,cs 

is independent of any charge reduction that might have occurred 

as a result of plea bargaining. In other words, information 

,that placed a ~ase in a particular category was'derived from 

the nature of the committed offense and not from the charge at 

con~iction. This facilitated the id~ntification of a potential 

source of variation in sentences for charges that were identical 

~t conviction but whic~ were based up~n,o~fenses with different 

characteristics. This capa~ili~y is particular~y important for 

the multivar iate analysis, that is reported in Chapter VI.' 

The sentence distribution for each category of these char-

acteriStics is exhibited in Table IV:l. Each characteristic will 

be discussed separately. However, the discussion of the target 

of the offensew,ill be presented in considerably greater detail 

than the discussion of other characteristics. This is partly 

because the distin~tion be~ween ofiense~ ~gains~ persons and 

other kinds of crimes is nor~atively and--~s will be seen--em

pirically important, and partly fo provide ,a methodo~ogical frame 

" 
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Table IV-l 

Distribution of Sentences by .Se!ected Character.istics· of the Offense 

Offense Target Was Offense . Injury/Death Hearon 
Sentence . a Robbery - Possessed, Person Property PUD 1; cOrder Yes No Yes No None not used 

Prnbation and suspended 27.3 41.3 41.8 25.0 39.5 31.0 36.3 39.9 30.9 

Fine .4 .8 3 .• 2 .4 1.1 .3 1.1 1.2 .8 
FYCA A 6.9 6.5 1.6 8.5 5.2 4.9 6.4 6.5 3.9 

FYC'A a 10.5 10.9 1.6 14.2 7.3 6.4 10.0 10.0 6.7 

FYCA C 6.6 . 1.7 1.6 6.8 2.9 7.6 3.1 2.4 5.9 

NARA .3 3.1 .5 .2 2.0 .0 1.9 2.1 1.1 

Under .1 year minimum 6.7 8.1 16.9 5.9 9.6 7.3 8.8 9.0 10.1 

1 yr. min'. - 3 yrs. max. 6.5 5.9 13.2 6.8 7.1 6.4 7.2. 7.8 6.7 
1 yr. min.·- over 3 yrs. ma~. 4.0 5.8 6.9 3.5 5.6 4.6 5.1 4.5 '6.7 
2 yrs. min. - 6 yrs. max. 3.4 6.2 4.8 3.5 5.1 2.4 5.2 5.2 2.8 

i 
" 

2 yrs. min. -ove\'." 5 yrs. max. 2.9 3.1 2.7 2.5 3.1 4.0 2.7 2.3 3.9 

3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. max. 3.6 1.1 1'.6 3.9 1.6 1.8 2.4 1.6 3.7 

3-4 yrs. min. - over 9 yrs. max. 6.5 2.3 3.7 6.2 3.6 6.1 4.0 3.2 6.2. 
5 yrs'. min. -15 yrs.' max. 4.2 .1.9 ' .0 4.1 2.1 5.5 2.0 2.1 2.5 
5-9 jlrs.· mi·n. - over 15 yrs. max: 5.2 .8 .0 4:5 2.0, .6.4 1.9 1.1 3.9 

lO-.l? yrs. min. 4.1 .5 .0 3.9 1.4 3.3 1.3 1.2 2.5 

20 yrs. to 1 He 1.2 .0 .0 .0 .8 2.1 .2 .1 1.4 

Percent of all Cases 48.6 39.7 11. 7 29.1 70.9 19.8 I 80.2 61:6 21.4 
Number (785) (642) (189) (485) (1180 ) (329) (1336 ) (1025 ) (356) 

--~----------------------------- ------- . .... ------ ----~------ -------- --.----. -.------ -------- -------. ---------
. SulTtTlary: 

. 'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
47.6 35.6 . Suspension~ Fine, FYCA A) 34.6 48.6 46.6 33.9 45.8 36.2 43.8 

Alternative Incarceration 
(FYCA S, FYCA C, NARA) 17.4 15.7 3.7 21.2 12.2 14.0 15.0 14.5 13.7 

, In' Sentence 

Less than 3 year minimum 23.5 29.1 44.5 22.2 30.5 24.7 29.0 28.8 24.7 
3 year minimum or morp. 24.8 6.6 5.3 22.6 11.5 25.2 12.3 9.3 20.2 

CHI 2 (df) 140.0(6)*** 59.7(3)*** 37.5(6)*** 89.1(6)*** 

***SiG (a = .001) 

Number of Charges ._-
Displayec 
or Used 1 2 or mon 

2.3.9 38.3 25.5 
.0 1.2 .0 

7.4 6.2 5.9 
10.2 9.3 9.4 
7.4 2.8 7.9 

.0 1.5 .1.5 
4.9 9.0 6.9. 
4.6 7.7 4.9 
4.6 5.0 4.9 
4.9 4.9 3.6 
3.9 2.9 3.1 
3.2 2.2 2.6 
6.3 4.2 5.1 
5.3 1.7 5.9 
7.4' . ,2.0 5.4 
4.9 '.7 6.6 
1.1 .4 1'.0, 

17 .1 76.5 (3.5 (284) (1273) 392) -------- -._-.--- --------

31. 3 45.7 31.4 

17.5 13.6 18.8 

22.9 29.5 23.4 
28.2 . 11. 2 26.6 

66.0(3)*** 



of reference into which discussion of other factors can be 

placed. l 

a. The Tal:g~ ,of the Off~!1~' There ar'e three target cate

gories--person, property, and public order 2--and it can be seen 

that ,48.6 percent of all convictions were for offenses against 

persons, and 39.7 percent and 11.7 per~ent were against property 
" 

--~--,--------------- ------------
IThis brief description of the organi~ation and interpretation 
of the table is provided for readers who are unfamiliar with 
tabular analysis. This and subsequent tables are all organized 
in the following manner. 

The percentage of cases that fall into a particular sen
tence category are presented in the columns in the tables. The 
total number of cases in any given column is shdwn by the num
ber in parentheses just above the dotted line. The proportion 
of the 1,665 cases in the study represented by the COlumn total 
is stated immediately above the fig0re in parentheses. In Table 
IV.I, for instance, 27.3 percent of the 785 sentences givpn to 
6ffenders against persons imposed either probation or a sus
pended sentence, 0.4 percent involved fines, 6.9 percent involved 
probation under FYCA A, and so on. The 785 offenses in this col
umn are 48.6 percent of the l,~65 total. Each column in the 
table can be read in this way. This means that the percentages 
in different columns can be directly compared. For instance, 
the fact that 27.3 percent of the antiperson offenders were 
given probation, compared with 41.3 percent of the antiproperty 
offenders, means that prob~tion was a much more likely outco~e 
in the'latter offense category than in the former. 

The portion,of the table below the dotted line contains a 
summary of the sentence category breakdown. The objective of 
the summary is to group the'sentences in such a way 'that com
parisons between the in-out decision, and the "'short vs. long" 
sentence decisiory can be more easily made. The percentages in 
this section of the table ara simply the sum of the percen~ages 
in the corresponding sentence categori~s. For instance, 24.8 
percent of antiperson offenders are shown as receiving sentences 
with at .least a three-year minimum. In the upper port.ion of the 
table, t.hese cases are split up among the six sentence categories 
that have a mi~imum term of at least that len~th. 

~The term upublic order U is used here to encompass all offenses 
that were not against persons·or property. Included are such 
activit.ies as organized gambling, vice and drug o'ffenses, an,d . 
so o,n. 
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and public order, respectively. To the extent that antiperson 
/ 

offenses are considered more serioGs than offenses against 

either property or public order, it is to be anticipated that 

more ~evere sentences will be imposed on individuals convicted 

of such o~fenses. This was' in fact the case, as the table illus

trates. Firit, it can be seen that 27.3 percent·of the antiperson 

offenders were given probation or suspension, compared with 41.3 

percent and 41.8 percent, respectively, .of the offenders .against 

property and public order. Second, a scan of the various categor-

ies o.f sentf'nces reveals that periods of incarceration tended to 

be longer for antiperson offenders than for either of the other 

two classes. Thus, the percentage df antiperson offenders,who 

~ere given a three-year minimum or longer (24.8 percent) exceeds 

by a considerable margin the cQmparable percentages for property 

offenders (6.6 percent) and public order offenders (5.3 percent). 

To some extent, these figures reflect statutes that provide longer 

sentences for offenses agairist persons, and discretionary judicia~ 

decision-making. 

The summary section of Table IV-l reveals an interesting 

property of the relationship between offense target and sentence. 

In spite of the tendency for \I out.1 sentences to be given st· a 

higher rate to those whose offenses are not against persons, 

it does not follow that "in" sentences are imposed at a higher 

rate on those whose offenses are against persons. As can be 

seen, "in" sentences were given for offenses against public or
. , 

der at a higher .rate (49.8 percent) than for offenses againsi 
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pe~sons (48.3 percent). This is because alternative incarcer

ati~n was used more frequently for antipeispn offenders than 
.' 

for ~ublic order offenders (17.4 percent c6mpared with 3.7 per

cent). To a certain extent, thes~ differences reflect the FYCA 

age ~ligibility of a high proportion of offenders against per-

sons. Hqwever, since probat~on, fine"and suspension are viable 

alternatives for the public order, offender, the differences may 

also be due to a judicial decision that short "in" terms (44.5 

percent of the public order offenders received m'inimums of less 

than three years) are equivalent to alternative' incarceration 

for those not el ig ible for FYCA or NAR.]I. tr eatment. 

One final point may be made about this section of Table 

IV-I. If the alternative incarceration and' the shorter" in" 

terms are considered together, then offenders against property 

and public order we,re treated very sil'nilarly. "Out" sentence 

rates for these two categories, for instance, were 48.6 percent 

a'nd 46.6 percent, respective1y, and the longer "in" sentence 

rates were 6.6 percent and 5.3 per~~nt, respectively. This sug

gests that the important distinction to be made on the basis 

of thi~ breakdown is be~ween offenses'against ~ersons, on the 

one hand, and a combinatiori of property and pub~ic order offen-

ses on the other. 

Discussion of the remaining cha~acteristics is linked to 

~eneral conclusions about the associat{on between them and the 

sentence given. Information supportirig these conclusions is, 

of course, contained in Table ~V-l • 
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b. Robbery. violent street crimes have been the sUbject 

of considerable pubJic concern in recent .years, and robbery is 
/ 

perhaps the most commonly feared crime. Cons~guently, it is 

freguently presumed that judges are particularly sensitive to 

this type of offense and are likely to be severe in their sen-

tencing p~actices with respect to it .. This analysis supports 

that assumption. Convictipns for robb~ry are much more likely 

to· result in incarceration (66 percen~) than are other types 

of convictions (apprciximateiy 55 percent for offenders against 

property and public ordel·). A comparison of specific robbery 
, 

charges with other offenses against persons is presented in 

section A.2 of this chapter. 

c. Injury or beath. It is to b~ expected that the oc

currence of injury or death will be associated with more sev-

ere sentences. This expectati6n was supported by the data to 

approximately the same degree as th~ robbery-ncrnrobbery break-

down. 

d. weapo~ssession and Use. Conviction for an offense 

that did not involve a weapon is much more likely to be .asso-

ciated with an ~odt" sentence than a conviction that did (47.6 

percent compared with 35.6 ·percent). In addition, use of the 

weapon is strongly associated with longer septences. 

e. Number of Sharges. The mor~ charges there are, the 

more severe the sentence is likely tcibe. In the single-charge 

6ategory, 45.7 p~rcent·of the offenders were given "out" sen

tences, in contrast with 31.4· perceni· for those with two or 
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more charges. In addit~on, 26.6 percent of all individuals 

with two or more charges were given "in" 'sent'ences with a 

minimum of at leas~ three years, compared with 11.2 percent 

of the individuals with only one charie. 

f. Summary of the Effect of Off~nse-baspd Characteris

tics. This discussion suggests that the nature of the offense 

is a highly important factor in the determination of the sen-

tence, and that the asssociation betw~~n the characteristics 

of the offense and the severity of the sentence is in the ex-

pected direction. That is to say, if the'offense was against 

a person and involved violence, injury, and multiple charges, 

then the sentence given was much more likely to be severe ,than 

6therwise. Ho~ever,'in spite bf thi~ tendency, substantial var

iations still exist. For instance, for offenses involving inj~ry 

or death, every sentence category, except NARA commitments, con-
, ' 

tains some cases. Thus, even though more severe sentences were 

associated with the occ~rrence of infury or death, it i~ by no 

means true,th~t all convictions' for such offenses lead to severe 

sentences. In fact, 50 percent of ~~ese convictions resulted 

in "out« sentences or alternative incarceration. Similar con-

elusions can be drawn from each of the categories shown in Ta-
o • 

,bl e ,IV-I. Of cour se, incl uded with in the gener al ca tegor ie s 

of offense characteristics used in ,this table a~e consider-

ably different kinds of events. For instance, an offense 

against a person(s) may be homicide, ~ape, assault, and'so 

qn, and the sentencing decision may d~ffer for each of these. 
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Discussion of the more. common and serious .charg~· types now 

follows. / 

2. Specifi~harges 

Table IV-2 presents data on the sentenceS given in the 

Superior Court to individuals convicted of five ~eneral clas-

ses of s~rious offenses: homicide, rape, assault, robbery, 

and felony burglary. The decisio~ to employ these categories 

was based on a conception of their se~iousness and of public 

awareness and sensitivity to judicial deciiions concerning 

them. Within each of the c~tegories are ~ubclassifications 

that identify specific charge types, and ~or which sentencing 

d~ta are provided. As an indicator of the relationship of the 

sentence actu~lly giveri to t~at whiqh is statutorily possible, 

the maximum sentence for each of the charges examined is ide~-

.tified in the table. 

a. Homic i de. The first three cblumns of the table pre-

sent the breakdovm for homicides, showing felony murder' and 

murder I together, murder II as a separate category, and man-

slaughter as a third category. Beca~se there were relatively 

few cases inv~lving these charges and because statutory provi

sions prescribe certain kinds of se~te~ces for these offenses, 

a relatively high degree of uniformity in sentences given is to 
. 

be expected. With respect to felony murder and·murd~r I, this 

clearly was the case. Seventy-five petcent of the individuals 

conv'i~ted in this category received t.he mandatory term,' 20 years

to-life, and the other 25 percent we~e incarcerated under the 
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Table IV-2 

Oistrubution of Sentence for 
S~rious Offenses Againit Person~ 

Homicide Hape 

Sel1tence Felony Ass'aul t 
Murder It,urder II Manslaughter Armed Forcibl e with 
and Rape Hape Intent 

. Murder I Ito Rane 

Probation and suspended • 0 .0 24.4 .0 .0 20.0 
Fine .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
nCA A . .0 .0 6.7 10.0 12.5 .0 
FYCA B .0 .0 2.2 .0 .0 30.0 
FYCA C 25.0 12.0 6.7 .0 31. 3 10.0 
NflRA .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Under 1 year minimum .0 4.0 8.9 .0 12.5 .0 
1 yr. min. - 3 yrs. max. .0 4.0 6.7 .0 .0 .0 
1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. max. .0 8.0 .0 .0 .0 10.0 
2 yrs. min. - 6 years max. .0 .0 2.2 .0 .0 20.0 
2 yrs. min. - over 6 yrs. max. .0 B.O 6.7 .0 .0 .0 
3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. ffiilx. .0 .0 2.2 20.0 .0 .0 
3-4 yrS. min: - oyer 9 yrs. max. .0 8.0 13.3 .0 12.5 10.0 
5 yrs. min. -15 yrs. max. . 0 4.0 20.0* .0 . 12.5 .0* 
5-9 yrs. min. - ove'r 15 yrs. max. .0 32.0 .0 30.0 1B.B .0 
10-15 yrs. min. .0 20.0* .0 40.0* .0* .0 
20 yrs. to 1 ife 75.0· . .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

' .. , 
Percent of all Cases 14:6 30.5 54.9 27.B 44.4 27.B 
Number (12) (25) (45) (10) (16) (10) . . 

------------------------~-------- -------- -------_ .. --- ..... _------ .. ------ ---_ .. _-- --------
. Sunmary: 

'Out' Sentence (Probation. .0 .0 31.1 10.0 12.5 20.0 Suspension, Fine, FYCA 1\) 

Alternative incarceration 
(FYCA B, FYCA C. NARA) 25.0 12.0 8.9 .0 31. 3 40.0 

, In' Sentence: 

Less than.3 year minimum .0 24.0 24.5 .0 12.5 30.0 

3 yea r mi'n i mum or more 75.0 64.0 35.5 90.0 43.B 10.0 

CIIl 2(df) 'tt tt 

*Indicates the maximum sentence allowable for' the particular charge. 
t~Too many cells with expected frequency less than five for valid use of CHI2. 
HS!G (u = .001) 

Assault 
Assault I\ssault 

on a with a 
Police Dangerous 

Orfi err WeilOon 

! 50.0 4B.2 
.0 .9 

8.3 2.7 
.0 4.5 
.0 .9 
.0 .9 

4'.2 10.7 

16.7 6.2 
16.6 6.2 

.0 5.4 

.0 3.6 

.0 4.5 
4.2* 5.4* 

.0 .0 

.0 .0 

.0 .0 

.0 .0 

14.5 67.5 
(24) (112) 

--_ ... _--- -------- .. 

58.3 51.8 

.0 6.3 

37.5 32.1 
4.2 9.9 

tt 

Robbery Burglary 

ArI~cd Armed Robber'y Attempted Burglary I Burglary Il Assault Robbery Robbery 

. 
16.7 11.9 29.0 37 :3 12.9 31.6 

.0 .0 .0 1.8 .0 .0 
3.3 8.3 7.2 10.9 19.4 6.3 

13.3 11.9 14.5 17.J 6.5 16.B 
10.0 11. 3 6.3 .9 6.5 1.6 

.0 .6 .0 .0 .0 4.7 
6.7 I.B 7.2 10.0 .0 6 .. 3 

10.0 2.4 2.4 21.8* .0 4.2 
.0 6.5 2.9 .0 9.7 3.7 

3.3 .6 7.7 .0 3.2 10,0 
3.3 3.0 : 3.4 .0 .0 4.7 
·3.3 4.2 5.B .0 .0 1.6 
3.3 .4.B 10.6 .0 3.2 4.2 
3.3 8.3 2.9* .0 12.9 4.2~ 

13.3 13.1 ·9 .0 16.1 .0 
10.0* 11. 3" .0 .0 9.7* .0 

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 

18.1 34,6 42.7 22.7 14'.0 86.0 
(30) (168) (207) (110) (31) (190) 

-------- - .... _--- .. -- ... --- --------- ---------- -------- .... 

20.0 20.2 36.2 50.0 32.3 37.9-. 

23.3 23.B 20.8 18.2 13'.0 23.1 

23.5 14.3 23.6 31.B 12.9 2B.9 
33.2 41.7 19.3 .0 41.9 10.0 

81. 2( 6) .... * 22.9(3)·'" 



most serious provisions of the Federal Youth corrections. Act. 

For murder II convictions, the spread of'sentences is greater; 

individuals are found in sentence categories ranging from less 

than a I-year minimum up to IS-year s minimum. 'The manslaughter 

range is greater yet. First, there are conspicu'ous bulges at 

both the most serious and least serious ends of the scale--20 

percent received the maximum sent~nce of S-to-lS years and 24 

percent were given prob~ti6; or a s~sp~nded sentence. Se~ond, 

most of the statutorily permissible categories were utilized. 

In' other words, sentence. var·iation was substantial, even though 

the number of cases (45) was low. 

b. Rape. Rape is subdivided into armed rape, forcible 

rape, and assault with intent· to rap.e. Armed rape sentencf'S 

were naturally more severe than sentences for either of the 

other charges, and forcible rape was punished more severely 

·than assault with intent to rape. However, the low number of 

cases of each type makes general conclusions about vari~tion 

within a part'icular charge type difficult ·to draw. It can be 

obs~rved, nevertheless, that--with the' possible exception of . . . 
the statutory maximum for armed rape·--no particular sentence 

category contains ·a concentration of cases. 
, 

. c. Assault. Assault convictions are also divided into 
," 

three categories--assault on a police'officer (APO), assault 

with a dangerous we~pon (ADW) , and armed.assault, which in

cludes assault with intent w~ile armed, mayhem while armed, 

and assault with intent to kill. One figure in Table IV-2 is 
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rather surprising: 58.3 percent of the APO conv~ctions re-

suIted in "out" seritences. Many observers of the court system 

have commented that the charge of ~ssault on a police officer 

often reflects a situation in which blame may be shared be-

tween the officer and the defendant. ~he fact that those con-

victed of ~his offense received "out" Sentences at such a high 

rate may reflect this contention, or perhaps a d~gree of skep

ticism on the part of the judges. tn ~ddition, offenses that 

would be misdemeanors if a police officer were not invol~ed are 

normally treated as felonies because of police involvement, 

.1 tis a 1 so 0 fin t ere s t t hat 51. 8 per c en t a fall i n'd i v i d u a 1 s 

conv ie'ted 0 f assaul t with a dangero~s weapon wer e not incarcer

ated. It has been hypothesized that a large proportion of' such -

cases involve defendants and victims who are either known or re-

lated to each other, and that as a consequence such cases are 

treat~d more as family disputes than as serious crimes'against 

ind i v 1d ual s . 3 

Again, sentence variation is high. For armed assault con

victions, all but 3 of the 16 p6ssible c~tpgories were utilized. 

For ADW, all categories were used', 

d. Robbery., Sentences for robbery convictions are divided 

in the table into armed robbery, robber~, and attempted robbery, 

----------------
3In 1973~ for instance, 75 percent of ' the arrests brought to 
the D.C. Superior Court on charges of 'simple or aggravated as
sault involved family members, friends, or acquaintances. See 
Kristen M. Williams, The Role hf th~ victi~ in the prosecution 
of Violent Crimes, PRo'Mrs l~esearch publication no. 12 (1978,' 
ror tqcom ing), Table 6. Sim il ar find in,9 s wer e repor-ted by the 
Vera Institute of Justice in Felony-Arrests: Their Prosecution 
and Disposition, in ~ew Y~~Ci~ Courts (Ne\<l York, 1977). 
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reflecting the de~lining seriousness of the offense. Armed 
,-

robbery sentences ate, distributed 'across the full range, up 

to and including the maximum sent~nce, but incarceration of 

some kind is more likely than not. For instance, S6 percent 

of all offende~s convicted'of armed r~bbery received inca[

ceiation fo~ specific terms,·and an additional ·23.8 ,percent 

receivedihcarceration under FYCA or NARA provisions. It can 

al so be seen tha t when incal-cer a tion is. imposed, it is some-

what more likely be for a long than a short term . 

. Unarmed robbery convictions have an incarc~ration rate of 

~3.8 percent, whidh--though higher than the average incar~era

tion rate for felony convictions (sj percent)--is still some

what lower than that for armed robbery (79.8 percent). 

Attempted robbery, the last subclassification of robbery 

convictions, is naturally associated with less severe senten-

ces. In fact, SO percent of all sentences for attempted rob-

bery convictions did not involve incarceration. Neverthe}ess, 

all but one of the statutorily.permissi~le sentence categories 

were used. 

e.. .§.~g 1. ary. The 1 a st 0 ffense con sid er ed in the tabJ. e , 

felony burglary, is divide~ into burgl~ry I and burglary II, 

the difference b~tween these being that burglary I involves un-

lawful entry of a residential-type building and burglary II 

does not. The former is clearly a more serious crime than the 

latter in terms of its impact. upon ·citizens and this diffprence 
. 

is reflected in the sentencing resuLts. Of the convictions for 
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burglary I, 54.8 percent resulted in ~inn sentences, compared 

with 38.9 percent .of convictions for burgiary II. In addition, 
/' 

a much higher proportion of all the offenders receiving "in" 

sentences for burglary I received sentences that involved a 

minimum of three years or more. To some extent, of course, 

this reflects the fact that the statutes permit a lO-year mini-

mum for burglary I, compared with a 5~year mini~um for burglary 

II. For b6th charges, sentencing variati9n exists, though it 

is 9reat~r for burglary II than burglary I. 

One final point of interest about the data for burglary 

and ~obbery convictions is that a fairly large proport~on of 
. -

young -offenders are convicted of these crimes. The findings 

of an 0 the r INS LA W stu d Y , 4 t hat d e fen dan t s a r res ted for c r i.m e s 

of robbery and burglary are younger than the average ariestee, 

are substantiated by the data included in this table. Over 

halt of those conyicted for some type of robbery wel'e PYCA 

age eligible (249 out of 485 convlcted) and of those 249, 57 

percent were given youth Act sentences. Forty-three percent 

of those convicted of a felony·burglary were sirniJa~ly age 

eligible (96 out of 221), and 56 .percent wer~ given FYCA 

4An INSLAW an~lysis of the characteris~ics of persons arrested 
for robbery or burglary in the District of Columbia between 
November 1972 and February 1973 found· their median age to be 
22.6 years and 23.9 years, respectively, compared with 26.5 
years for persqns arrested for other felonies .and serious mis
demeanors in the same period. Fifty-nine percent of the robbery 
arrestees and 51 percent of the burglary arrestees were in the 
19-to-24 age group, compared \·zith 42 percent of the other ar
restees. See Kristen M. Williams, Robbery and Burglary: A. 
studY_S'i_ the Char acter i st ic s of the Persons Al' res ted ana tne 
HanoTTi1gof Their Cases In Court, PROMIS Research pubITcaITO'n 
no. 6( 197s;-1orthcomIi19), ExhIbit 3.5 .• 
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sentences. Consequently, it' would nat be ,appropriate to claim 

that judicial use of FYCA provisions in robb~ry and burglary 

cases is necessarily inconsistent with their use in all felony 

cases--those convicted of these offenses simply tended to be , 

younger. 

3. Sentence Imobsed by the Statutory Maximum For the 
~onvicted Charge 

In Table IV-3, the data are orgariize~ by the statutory max

imupifor ,the convicted cbarg e . 'rwo ca tegor ie s--2 0 year s ,and 30 

years--contain a low number of cases due to the fact that maxi-

mums above 15 years tend to be identified in the statutes as 

"life;~ Other categories, however, co~~ain at least 200 cases, 

indicating that the cases considered in the stu~y covered .the 

full range of statutorily permissible sentences. 

Perhaps the most noticeable aspect of the table is that-

wi~h the excepti~n of the 20-year maximum, which has only one 

case--sentences.ranging from probation up to the maximum were 

actually given in each category of ma~imum. Thus, even though 

it is true that a higher propoytion of offenders weie incarcer-

ated as the maximum increased (e.g., 42~5 percent for offenses 

with a'maximum of three years or less, compared with 82.8 per-

cent for offenses with a maximum of life), variation was sub-

stantial. Also, it is interesting to note that conviction for 

an offense that carried a relatively long maximum did not nec-

essar ily resul't in a severe sentence e' More than 50 percent of 

all convictions for offenses \vith m·.aximums· of 10 years Ot" less 
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Table IV-3 

Distribution of Sentences by the Statutory Maximum 
For the 'Convicted Charge 

Maximum Sentence for the Convicted Ch.arge 
~entence 3 yrs, 

or less 5 ~rs. 

Probation or' suspended 45.7 41.7 
Fine 2.2 1.4 
FYCA A 8.5 7.9 
FYCA B. 9.4 7.9 
FYCA C .9 .9 
NARA 2.2 1.4 
Under 1 year minimum 9.0 13.4 
1 yr. min. - 3 yrs. max. 21.0 13.0 
1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. max. .0 12.5 
2 yrs. min. - 6 yrs. max. .0 .0 
2 yrs. min. - over 6 yrs. max.' .0 .0 
3 yrs. min. - 9 y.'s. nulx. .0 .0 
3-4 yrs. min. - over 9 yrs. max. .0 .0 
5 yrs. min. - 15 yrs. max. .0 .0 
5-9 yrs, min. - over 15 yrs. max. .0 .0 
10-15 yrs. min. .0 .0 
20 yrs. to 1 ife .0 .0 . 

Percent of a 11 Cases . 13.4 13.0 
Number (223) (216) 

-------------_ .. _------------ .. --- ------- .. -- .-.--------
Summary: 

'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, Fine. FYCA A) Q6.4 51.0 

Alternative Incarceration 
(FYCA B, FYCA C, NARA) 12.5 10.2 

'In' Sentence: 
Less than 3 year minimum 30.0 38.9 
3 year Rlinimum or more . 0 .0 

CfU'(df} 

Note: "20 yrs." column left out of CIU 2 calculation. 
*** SIG (a = .001) 

I 30 yrs ... ~ Life 10 yrs. 15 y,rs. . 20 yrs. 
-

48.6 29.5 100.0 14.3 9.7 
1.5 .0 .0 .,0 " .0 
2.5 6.7 .0 14.3 7.6 
5.3 14.6 .0 4.8 9.0 
1.7 4.4 .0 4.8 12.2 
1.5 2.0 .0 .0 .4 

11.4 6.9 .0 .0 2.9 
6.7 3.6 .0 .0 2.9 
5.9 3.1 .0 14.3 4.7 
5.3 8.4 .0 4.8 .7 
3.4 4.2 

I 

.0 .0 3.2 
2.3 3.6 .0 .0 3.6 
4.0 8.0 .0 4.8 5.8 

.0 5.1 .0 19.1 6.5 

.0 .0 .0 14.3 15.5 

.0 .0 

I 
.0 4,8 f2•2, 

.0 .0 .0 .0 3.2 

28.5 27.1 .1)6 '1.3 16.7 
(475} (~51) (1) (21) (278) 

_ ... -------- .. --------- ---------- _ .. ___ oot ____ --------- ... 

52.6 36.2 100.0 28.6 17.3 

8,5 21.1." .0 9.6 21.6 
. 

32.7 26.2 .0 19.1 14.4 
6.3 . 16;7 .0 43.0 46.8 ._- = 

41U(15)*,H 
---- .-

, 
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resulted in probation, fine, or susp~nded sent~n~e. If the 
. / 

maximum was IS years, more than a thIrd of the offenders rp-

ceived ~out~ sentences, and the figure only dropped to 28.6 

percent, even when the maximum possible was 30 years. In ad-

dition, the proportion of offenders s~ntenced to terms of in-

career at ion- that approached the maxim~m for the convicted 

offense wae relatively small for all qf the maximum sentence 

bategories. Interestingly, the proportion was higher when 

the' maximum was low. For instance, in the 3- and S-year cate-

gori~s, the figures are 21:0 percent end ]2.5 percent, resppc-
. 

tively, compared with 4.0 percent, 5.1, percent, 4.8 percent, 

and 3.2 percent in the 10, 15, 30, and life categories. This 

indicates that the probability of the sentencp being at or 

near the statutory maximum is low under all circumstances, but 

particularly low if the maximum is severe. 

4. Summary 

This section has considered the' distribution of sentenc~s 

for 1,665 convicted felons in the D.C. Superior Court. The 

data have been arialyzed in terms of a variety of characteris

tics of the offense for which the offender was' convicted, and 

the nature of th~ association between the offense characteris-

tics and the sentence given has been considered. For the most 

part, it has been found that the sentence and the offense char-

acteristics are associated in expecte~ ways. 'That is, convic

tion for more serious offenses has tended ~o result in more 

severe sentences. The degree of thi§ association naturally 
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differs from characttristic to characteri~tic and from chargp 

to charge, but the g~neral trend is clear. However, it is 

also clear that the nature of the offense and the manner in 

which it was committed do not fully e~plain the' range of sen-. 

tences given. The only instance in which a wid~ variety of 
~ 

sentences did not exist for more or ]~ss comparable individ-

uals was convictions for murder I' and felony murder, and that 

is, of course, directly attributabl~ t9 statutory provisions. 

In all other instances that were examined, ~ wide range of sen-

tehces existed. In an e~amination of other elements that might 

further account for this range, the next sectiop introduces the 

ci~iminal record and personal characteristics of the offender 

and considers the r~lationship between them and the sentence 

dis£ribution. 

B. THE CONVICTED FELON 

This section focuses on the conv~cted felon and considers 

the way in which the characteristics and behavior of the ~elon 

are associated with the s~ntencing decision. In order of in-

troduction l the variables examined are'as follows: prior crim-

inal record, including the number of. previous arrests, the 

number and type of convictions, the ~aFget of the most recent 
. . 

offepse, and the sentence for the last conviction~ the inter-

action betw~en the felon and the judicial system, including the 

existence at the ti~e of arrest of warrants unrelated to the 

current offense, the Bail Age~cy recommendation, the bail re

lease decision, and the kind of plea entered~ and finally, 
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personal character istics of the defendant ,. such as age, sex, 

race, and living arrangements. As in 'the Section A, two ques-
/ 

tions are posed: First, what is the exte~t of the sentencing 

variation that exists within each of t~e categories of these 

factors? Secona, do the factors themselves exhibit an associ-

ation witJ:! the .sentencing decision? 

1. Sentence Distribution by Prior Criminal Activity 

Both arrests and convictions are considered in this dis-. . 

cussion of previous criminal involveme·nt. In general r it will· 

be shown .that the larger the number of prior arrests and con

victions, the more seveie the sentence is likely to be. It 

will also be ~hown, however, that this tendency exists side by 

~ide with a su~stantial amount of sen~encing variation. The 

analysis begins with an ex~minatiqn'of prior arrests, moves 

to convictions, and concludes by consideri~g both factors in 

.light of the of tense fQr which the felon was convicted. 

a. Prior Arrest Record. In Table IV-4, Gonvicted felons 

are organized into three groups: those wi.th no known previous 

arrests; ~hose who had been arrested but ~ever con~icted; and 

those with ~t least one previous conviction. The last two 

groups are further classified according to the number of pre-
. 5 

vious arrests on their record. 

------------------------
5Because un~ertainties always exist with .respect to the prior . 
arrest record of defendants, it was decided for the purposes of 
this study to include as a prior arrest only those incidents 
for which a specific date of. arrest or conviction could be veri
fi~d. This meant, for instance,. that statements by ar~esting 
officiers that the offender had a prior arrest record (as re
ported on the Crime Analysis Worksheet) were not accepted un
less supporting information was provfded. In addition, (cont.) 
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Tabl e IV-4 

Sentence Distribution by Prior Arrest Record 

Sentence 

Probation 
Fine 
FYCA A 
FYCA B 
FYCA C 
NARA 
Under 1 year minimum 
1 yr. min. - 3 yrs. max. 
1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. mas. 
2 yrs. min. - 6 yrs. max'. 
2, yr's. min. - over 6 yrs. max. 
3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. max. 
3-4 yrs. min. - over 9 yrs. max. 
5 yrs. min. - 15,yrs. max. 

, '5-9 yrs. min. -' over 15 yrs. max •. 
10-15 'yrs. min. 

. 20 yrs. to 1 ife 
Percent of all cases 
Number 

----------------------¥-----------
SUrmlary: ' , 

'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, Fine, FYCA A) 

Alte'rnative Incarceration. 
(FYCA B, BYCA C, NAP.A) 

'In' Sentence 
Less than 3 years 
3 years or more 

CH'I2(df) 

**SIG (ex ,. .01) 
***SIG (ex = .001) 

No 
Known 

Arrests 

42.5 
1.4 

12.8 
12.8 
4.9 

.2 
7.5 
4.4 
1~8 

1.4 
1.4 
1.1 

2.3 
1.8 
1.2 
1.9 

.9 
35.1 

(572) 

------------~ 

56.6 

17.9 

16.5 
9.2 

, 

Arrested but not Convicted Arrested, Convicted at Least Once 

1-3 4-9 10+ 1-3 4-9 10+ 

. 
42.1 32.5 29.6 34.0 28.2 17.9 
1.1 .8 .0 .5 .5 .7 
9.1 4:9 .0 2.0 -- --

14.2 11.4 6.8 7.3 4.9 1.4 
9.7 7.3 2.3 1.0 2.9 .7 
.6 .8 2.3 2.2 1.5 4.3 

4.5 11.4 7.1 . 9.8 9.2 11. 4 
6.3 9.8 4.6 7.6 9.2 14.3 
1.1 7.3 6.8 7.1 6.8 10.7 
2.3 4.1 9.1 6.5 6.3 11.4 
2.8 .8 6.8 4.3 3.9 5.0 
1.7 2.4 2.3 2.7 4.9 1.4 
.6 .0 2.3 5.2 8.3 ,12.9 

1.7 3.3 4.6 2.7 4.4 2.9 
1.7 3.3 9.1 3.0 '5.8 3.6 
.6 .0 4.6 i.4 , , 2:9 1.4 
.0 .0 2.3 .5 .5 

10.8 7.6' 2.7 22.6 12.6 8.6, 
(l7G) (123) . (44) (368) (206) (140) 

------------- ------------ ------------ -------------1------------- ----------- .. -

52.3 38.2 29.6 36.5 28.7 18.6 

24.5 19.5 11.4 10.5 9.3 6.4 

17.0 33.4 33.4 35.3 35.4 52.8 
6.3 9.0 25.2 16.r; 26.8 22.2 

52.2(9)** 24.5(6)*** . 

.. --... --~-~ 
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From the table, i~ can be seen that 35.1 percent' of. the 

convicted felons had no arrest prior to the 6urrent offense. 

More than half of these individuals (56.6 percent) were given 

~out" sentences. The remainder are distribu~~d' across every 

possible category of sentence that in'volved incarceration. 

Those arrested but not convicted 'were given ~out" senten-

ces at lower rates when the numbe~ of arrests was higher. For 

the 1-3, 4-9, and 10 or .more arrest. c'ategol"'ies, the figures are 

52.3 percent, 38.2 percent, and 29.6 percent, respectively. 

Fu~ther evidence of this trend is exhibit~d in the incarcera-

tion figures presented in the lower half of the. summary table, 

particularly when the two categories involving larger numbers 

bf previous atrests ar~ considered. For instance, 25.2 percent 

of individuals with 10 or more arrests received sentences with 

minimums of three years or more, compared with 9.0 percent of 

·those with 4-to-9 arrests. 

The last three columns of Table IV-4 organize the senten

ces of those ~elons with at least one prior conviction accord-

ing to the number of times the felon ,had been arrested. Again, 

probation or a suspended sentence was imposed at a uniformly 

declining rate--from 36.5 percent down to 18.6 percent--as the 

number of arrests increased. Interestingly, those with 10 or 

--------~------------,------------

arrests for such relatively unimportant offenses as traffic 
violations and drunk-and-disorderly ihcidents were excluded. 
Corisequently, it is possible, and even likely, that some of the 
572 individuals for whom no known a.rrest existed had' ·in fact 
been involved with the law on'previou~ occasions. 
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more previous arrests but no convictions received more severe 

sentences (58.6 perqent incarce£ated) than those with 1-3 prior 

arrests and at least one conviction (51.8 percent incarcerated). 

This supports very strongly the idea that arrest record was be-

ing taken into account in the sententing decision, independent 

of the conviction record. However, the fact that the sentences 

for those with no prior convictions were consistently less se

vere than the sentences for 'those with the same number of arrests 

but at least one prior conviction suggests that conviction rec-

ord also has an indepen~ent,effect. This ,idea is further inves-

tigated in the following discussion. 

One finai point about Table IV-4 concerns sentencing vari-

~tion. Classifying the felons by prior arrest record did not 

fully account for the range of sentences that were given, even 

though it is true that sentences tended to be more severe as 

the number of arrests increased. 

b. Prior Conviction ~eco~d. Table IV-5 portrays 'the re-

lationship between the sehtence given and,a number of variables 

rel~ting to prior conviction. The first of these is the num

ber of prio~ convictions of the sentenced felon. 6 Three cate-

gories are used: ,no known prior corlviction; one prior convic-

tion~ and two oi more prior convictions. From the table, it 

can be seen-that 55.4 percent of t~e ~onvicted felons had no 

known prior convictions, 22.3 percent h~d'one prior conviction, 

~convictions for minor offens~s (traffic violations, being 
drunk and disorderly, and tlle like) were excluded .. 
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Sentence 
_. 
Probation arid suspended 
Fine 
FYCA A 
FYCA B, 
FYCA' C 

NARA 
Under 1 year minimum 
1 yr. min. - 3 yrs. max. 
1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. max. 
2 yrs. min. - 6 ,)Irs. max. 
2 yrs. min. - over 6 yrs. max. 
3 yrs,' min. - 9 yrs'. max. 
3-4 yrs: min. - over 9 yrs. max. 
5 yrs. min. -15 yrs. max. 
5-9 yrs. min: - ~ver 15 yrs. max. 
10-15 YfS. min. 
20 yrs. to 1 ife 

Percent of all Cases 
Number 

--------------------------------
" 

SU!llTlar~: 

'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, FYCA A) 

Alternative Incarceration 
(FYCA B, FYCA C, NARA) 

'In' Sentence: 
Less than 3 year minimum 
3 year minimum or morp 

CHI2(df) 

·**SfG (a = .001) , 

Table IV-5 

Distribution of Sen·tences by Pri~r Conviction Record. 

Number of Prior Convictions ' lIne'rise Cl ilSS oT 110S'; Target of Most Recent Offense Sen tence tor 
Recent C(Ln_'{icvi~ Last Conviction - . 

None Known 1 2 or more ~1isdemeanor Felony Person Property Public Order Out In 

I 
40.3 33.4 24.3 34.5 23.9 19.4 30.6 34.6 35.6 25.2 
1.2 .3 .8 .9 .3 .5 .0 1.4 1.2 .0 

10.3 1.9 .0 1.5 .5 1.0 1.3 .5 1.8 .0 
12.5 9.2 1.6 6.4 4.8 4.1 7.3 4.6 8.1 2.0 
6.0 , 1. 6 ' 1.6 2.1 1.3 l..I'i 2.5 .5 3.0 .0 

.7 1.1 4.0 4.7 1.0 1.5 2.9 3.7 1.5 4.6 
7.5 10.3 9.4 9.9 9.6 8.2 11.8 8.3 9.3 11:3 
5.4 8.4 9.7 6.4 10.8 11. 2 8.0 7.4 5.1 iO.3 
2.8 5.4 10.0 7.9 7.5, 8.2 7.0 8.8 6.6 9.3 
2.4 5.1 9.7 7.0 7.8 8.2 8.0 6.4 6.9 8.6 . 
1.8 '3.2 5.4 3.5 5.0 3.6 4.8 3.7 3.3 5.0 
1.4 3.0 3.8 3.8 2.8 4.1 2.5 3.7 2.7 3.0 
1.6 5.9 9.7 3.5 11.3 10.7 5.4 7.4 6.9 6.0 
2.0 3.8 3.5 2.9 4.5 4.1 3.5 4.2 

I 
2.1 5.,3 

1.8 '1.0 3.5 2.3 5.0 6.6 3.2 2.3 3.6 4.0 
1.5 3.0 2.7 2.3 3.5 6.6 ' 1.0 2.3 " 2.1 4.6 
'.7 .5 .3 .3 .5 .5 .3 ' .5 .3 .7 

55.4 22.3 ' 22.3 46.2 53.8 27.0 43.2 29.9 52.6 47.4 
(923) (371) (371 ) (342) (398) (196) (314 ) (217) (334) (301) 

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------_ ... --------- ---------- ---------- ------------ ---------- ----------

51.8 35.6 25.1 36.9 24.7 I 20.9 31. 9 36.5 38.6 25.2 

19.2 11.9 7.2 .13.2 7.1 7.1 12.7 8.8 12.6 6.6 . 

19.9 32.4 44.2 34.7 40.7. ,39.4 39.6 34.6 31.2 44.5 
9.0 20.2 23.5, 15.1 27.6 32.6 15.9 20.4 ~ 1,7 . 7 23.6 

182.5(6)*** 30.7(3)*** I 25.4(6)*** 24.8(3)*** 



and 22.3 percent had two or more prior' convictidns. Thp 

table summary shows 'a strong association'bet~een the number of 

prior convictions and whether the sentence involved incarcera

tion. "Out" sentences were given to 51.8 percent of the indi-' 

viduals w~th n~ prior convictions, but to only 25.1 percent of 

those with two or more prior convict~ons .. Alternative incarcer

ation reflects a similar ?attern, moving from most likely (19.2 

percent) to le~st likely (7:2,perce·nt). as the number of prior. 

convictions changes from none to two or more. This obviously 

strong association is confiimed by the te~dency of judges to 

sentence those with two or more convictions to ,terms with mini

~ums of three years or more at a rate (23.5 percent) that. is 

more than twi6e that oi thos~ with no prior convictions (9.0 

percent) • 

The second variable taken into account is whether the most 

'recent prior conviction was for a misdemeanor Qr a felony. It 

wOuld be consistent with the previous' findings to expect thos~ 

convicted previously of misdemeanors to be sentenced Jess se

verely.than those previously convict~d of feJonies, and this 

was in fact th,e case. The former received "out" s~ntences at 

a substantially higher rate than the atter (36.9 percent com

pared with 24.7 percent, respectively). SimiJarly, alternative 

incarceration under the Federal Youth Corrections Act or NARA 

was given at a much higher rate to prior' misdemeanants than to 

prior. felons. 
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The third variable in the table classifies ~he prior of-
/ 

fense on the basis of the target of the oifense: persons, prop-

erty, or public order. In the sens~ that offenses against per-

sons are considered more serious than offenses against either 

propert~ or public order, it. is to be expected that, if this 

variable is being taken into account, in the sentencing deci-

sion, those individuals with prior convictions for such of-

fenses would ~end to receive more severe sentences than those 

without. This was the case, as can be seen by the fact that 

72 percent of those with prior convictions ,in the antiperson 

category received "in" sentences, compared with 55.5 percent 

and 55 percent, respectively, for those with prior convictions 

against property or public order. This finding continues the 

developing notion of the importance o'f prior record in the 

sentencing decision. 

The last variable takeri into account in Table IV-5 focuses 

on whether the sentence' given for ~he last conviction was an 

"out" sentence or an "in" sentence. In the now familiar pat-

tern, it can be seen that those who were sentenced severely for 

the prior conviction (that is, those who received an "in" sen-

tence) were also more likely tci receive a severe sentence for 

,the current conviction: 68.1 percent, of all those previously 

incarcerated were a~ain given such a sentence, compared with 

only 48.9 percent for those who had pieviously receiv~d either 

probation or suspension. 
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c. Prior Criminal R~cord, Control] ing for 'Currpnt Offpnsp 

Type. In general, it has been shown that ea~h of the convic

tion r ecol:d fac tor s considpr ed in 'Tabl e IV-5 is assoc ia ted 

with the sentence in a mannpr similar to that demonstratpd 

for thp n umber of pr ev lOllS' ae rest s. The wor sp the pr ior r ec-. 
or d, the m O'l:' e s eve ret h e sen ten c e for. t h p cur J:f~ n t 0 f fen s e . 

It is also, the case that considerable sentpncing var iation 

exists even whpn arrest and conviction rpcords are taken into 

account. In other words, these variablps--though strongly as

sociatpd with the sentenci~g dpcision--are not in any sensp a 

full explanation of the decision. This is only to be expected 

since other factors, separate from the criminal. record, are 

'also associated with thf! decision. Onp of these, as was dem-

onstrated in the first section of this chaptpr, is thp current 

offense. Now, in ordpr to clarify further the nature of thp 

in ter'ac t io n bet'deen P'; io r record and sen tence t th e d a t a just 

presented in Tables IV-4 and IV-5 will be organizpd according 

to the current offense typP. To some extpnt this will show 

whether the more severe sentences given to thosp with more px

tensivp criminal records were due tc the commission of more 

serious offenses: 

For the purposes of this analysis, the current offense 

is classified int.o Cine of three types: robbeJ:Yi other offf!nses 

against persons; and nonpersonal off~nsps. The arrest rpcord 

data are presented in Table Iy-6, and the conviction record 

data in Table IV-7. For r~a8ons of ~pace, both tables preseht 
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Tqble I.V-6 

Distribution of Sentences for Robberies, ·Other Personal Offenses, and 
Nonpersonal Offenses, by Prior Arrest Record 

.Current Sentence 

'Out' 
Alternative Incarceration 
less ·than 3 year minimum 
3 year m1n1~u1O or more 

Percent of all Cases 
Number 

"Out' 
Alternative Incarceration 
less than 3 year minimum 
3 year minimum or more 

Percent of all 
Number 

CHI2(df) 

.*STG (a '" ;05' 
USIG (a = .n1\ 

Cases 

I 

.. 

Q 

47.9 
30.7 

10.8 

10.8 

39.2 
(186) 

-..... -

Robbery 

1-3 

33.3 
18.5 
22.2 

. 25.9 

34.1. 
(162) 

4-9 

18.1 
16.9 
28.9 
36.1 

17.5 
(83) 

85.0(9}*** 

--. SQt. j j I "f:; ~ .. . 

CONVICTED OFFENSE AND NUMBER OF PREVI00s ARRESTS 

11.4 I 
4.6 I 

34.1 
50.0 

9.3 
(41\) 

45.9 
12.0 
19.6 
22.6 

. 39.6 
(133) 

.. - . ...... 

Other Person1l1 

36.5 
12.2 
18.7 
32.1 

31.9 
( 107) 

1)-9 

22.8 
12.1 
24.2 
40.9. 

19.6 
(66) 

25.0(9}*** 

. s. .. .. 

10+ 

16.7 
.0 

33.3 

50.0 

8.9 
( 30) 

-~~ .. 

o 

61L8 

11.4 
15.8 
4.0 

30.9 
(253 ) 

.. 
CONVICTED OFFENSE AND NUt1flER OF PREVIOUS ARRESTS OF FELONS. 

WITH AT LEAST ONE PRIOR CONVICTION . . ... ---. .. ¥=_o _____ 
0 1-3 4+ 0 1-3 4+ 0 

27.2 16.9 14.7 28.6 19.4 9.5 43.1 

11.7 11. 9 . 0 4.8 8.3 .0 12.4 

26.2 27.1 38.2 25.Q 16.7 42.9 35.6 

35.0 44.1 47.1 41.3 55.5 1\7.6 8.~ 

52.6 30.1 17.3 52.5 ,30.0 17.5 50.8 
(103) (59) (34) (63) (36) (21) (202) 

16.2(6}* 14.8(6}* 

Non-Perc;onal 

1-3 

48.0 
14.6 

30.6 
6.9 

33.6 
(275) 

4-9 

42.2 
11. 7 

36.1 
10.0 

22.0 
(J flO) 

78.0(9}**fo 

. . 

. . 

1-3 

31.8 
8.1 

38.7 
15.3 

, 

27.9 
( Ill) 

)8.0(6)** -

• 

10+ 

26.4 
10.9 
49.1 
13.6 

13.5 
(110) 

.s . 

4+ 

" 

22.4 
10.6 
51.8 
15.3 

21.4 
(85) 



Table IV-7 

Distribution of Sentences for Robberies! 
Ot~er Offenses Against Persons!, and 

Nonpel~sonal Offenses! by Prior Conviction"Record 

-- CUI'rent Offense, 
Curre~t Offense, 

Current Offense, Robbet'y Ilonl'obbery Offense 
Current ; Aoainst Persons Nonpersonal Offense 

Sentence NUtlSER OF PRJ"OR CONV1CTIONS 

0 1 I 2+ 0 '1 I 2+ 0 1 2+ 

'Out' 43.0 23.7 18.5 43.3 ?1.4 22.2 62.1 48.1 
, 

28.4 . 
Alternative Incarceration 30. J 14.0 3.3 14.3 8.6 1.9 14.3 11.8 10.2 
Less than 3 year minimum 14.0 22.8 33.7 18.9 27.1 24.1 20.4 33.7 44.4 

3 year minimu;r, or more 12.9 39.5 44.6 23.5 42.9 51. 9 3.3 6.4 . 15.9 

Percent of Gases 57.5 23.5 19.0 .• 63.6 20.5 15.8 50.9 22.3 26.8 
hJiiit'el· ( .... t,,:,., (11': ) (92) (217) (10) (Sq (427) (H!7) (225) 

~CH!2(df) 
-= - -- ==t::::lrt.=_ =-~--= . .:. = _ .. -- = 

96 (6)**' 32.9(&)*'-- JOG.4(6)H. 
. 

- -----

'Out' 
Alternative Incarceration 

. Less than 3 yeal' minimum 
3 year minimum or more 

Percent of Cases 
Humber 

~HI2(df) 
=--==-..,....-=-= 

'Out' 
Alternative Inc'arceration 
Less than 3 year minimum 
3 year minimum or more 

Percent of Cases 
Number 

~) -

-

'Out' 
Alternative Incarceration 
Less than 3 year minimum 
3 year minimum or more 

Percent of Cases 
.~umbel· 

CH14(df) 

"SIG (tl ~ .05) 
**SIG (a = .01) 

MisdeMeanor 

27.B 
15.5 
25.8 
30.9 

46.4 
(97) 

_25. 1(3)** 

-
Out 

30.1 
15.1 

21. 5 
33.3 

53.1 
(93) 

17.7(3)*** 

Pel'son Property 

15.9 25.5 
4.8 14.9 

27.0 31.9 
52.4 27.7 

30.7 45.9 
(63) (94 ) 

14.8(6)* 

'·h*·SIG (n •• 001) . 
HToo many cc 11 5 wi th expected fre-

quency jess than five for valid us at' CHI 2 

PRCVIOUS OFfEtiSE CLASS . 
Felony Hisdemeanor I Felony Hi sdemeanol' Felony 

14.3 24.-5 20.3 44.4 31.6 
5.4 6.1 5.4 13.8 • 8.5 

29.5 34.7 20.3 33.2 44.3 
50.9 34.7 54.1 E.7 15.6 

53.6 39.8 60.2 

i 
4B.O 52.0 

(112) (49) (74) (196) (212) 
~=== f.=.~~~=.=--~~~=. -, . = ., 

5.0(3) 14.2(3)**' 

PREVIOUS SENTENCE 
. In Out In Out In 

14.6 29.Z 15.9 46.6 32.6 
2.4 9.2 2.3 12.5 9.7 

37.8 24.6 27.3 32.4 43.4 
45.1 36.9 54.6 8.5 14.3 

46.9 59.6 40.4 50. J 49.9 
(82) . (65) (441 (l7~) (175) 

t7 10.3(3)* -TARGET OF PREVIOUS OFFENSE 

Other Person Property Other Person Property! . Other 

18.8 16.1 29.7 23.3 23.6 35.5 45.3 

8.3 5.4 5.4 6.7 19.4 13.1 9.4 

20.8 33.9 13.5 25.7 44.2 40.4 35.3 
52.1 44.6 51.4 43.3 16.9 10.3 10.1 

23.4 45.5 30.1 I 
24.4 19.3 45.9 34.8 

(48) (56) . (37) (30) (77 ) (183, (139) 

5.9(6) 8.4(6) 
:_1.-. 
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summaries of the sentences rather than specific breakdowns. 

However, this doe? not affect the general conclusions. Inter
/ 

pretation of the two tables leads to similar findings--namely, 

that the association between the {elon's prior record and the 

sentence given remains strong. This can be seen clearly from 

the fact that in each table and for each variable, the sentence 

given is more severe when the prior record is bad, even for 

felons who' have been convicted of similar current offenses. 

Some figures from Table IV-7 will illustrate this point., With 

respect to ~obberies, for instance, 43 percent of those with no 

prior convictions received "out" sentences, comparpd with 18.5 

~erce~t of those with two or more previOUS convictions. Qf 

those incarcerated, 44.6 percent of those with two or more 

prior convictions received sentences with minimums of three 

years or longer, and only 12.9 percpnt of those with no prior 

conviction record received similar sentences. The data for 

those convicted of other -offense types exhibit similar pat

terns., That is, individuals with no prior conviction record 

· .... ere rr,ore likely to be given "qut" sente,nces tban those vlith 

one or more prior convictions, and, even when incar~eratpd, 

were likely to receive shorter terms. 

Table IV-7 also sbows that the class of offense for which 

the prior conviction was handed down, the target of the offense, 

and the sentence given for the prior conviction were all re-

lated to the current sentencing decision. Again, these rela-

~ionships persist even when t~e daLa are organized by offense 
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type. Fol.." instance, when consider in9 ,the cl ass 0 f the pI.." f'V ious 

offense, it is found that those fol.." whom,r~bber~ was thf' CUI.."-
.' 

rent offense were much more likely to be g'iven "out" sentences 

if they had committed a prior mi~demf'anor (27.8 percent) than 

if they had committed a prior felony (14.J percent). This is 

also true, though not to the samf' degr~e, when the oth~r two 

types of offense are considered. In, a similar manner, an pxam

in~tion of the'sentence given for the,prior conviction shows 

that a nonsevere sentence for past offenses ~as 'associated with 

a less severe sentence for the current offense. Those convicted 

of robbery in 1974 who had previously serve~ a term of incarcer

~tion were again sentenced to long incarceration (three-year 

minimum or more) at ~ higher rate thaB thOse who had previously 

been given "out" sentences (45.1 per,cent compared with 33.3 per-

cent). A comparable relationship holds for nonrobbery offenses 

(54.6 percent compared with 36.9 percent) and 101.." other kinds 

of dffenses (14.3 percent compared wi~h 8.5 percf'nt). 

When the target of the prior offense is con~ideredr the 

association between the variables is not quite so clear. with 

respect to robbefy and other offenses against persons, it can 

be seen that" out" sentence s ar e much mol.." e 1 i kel y to be given 

to those who had previously' committed offenses against prop-

,erty than to those who had committed offenses against persons 
" 

or other kinds of offenses. For instance, 25.5 ,percf'nt of 
, , 

those currently cbnvicted for robbery who had had a prior . , 

conv ic t ion for an offense ag a'inst proper ty weI.." e given !, out" 

~V-3l, 



sentences, compared with 15.9 percent of those who had pte-
. / 

viously been convicted for an antiperson ~ffense, and 18.8 

percent of those who had been convicted of some other kind of 

offense. While the figures for those currently convicted for 

nonrobber¥ offenses against persons are not identical in terms 

of percentages, the same relationships are exhibited. That is, 

the "out" sentence rate is highest for those previously con-

victed of antiproperty offens~s, ne~t highest for those pre-

viously convicted of other kinds of offenses, and least high 
. . 

for those convicted of antiperson off~nses. 

The se pa t terns chang e, however, when. tho se' c Ul: r pn tl y con

victed of offenses that were not agairyst persons are considered. 

In this situation, when thp prior conviction was for an offpnse 

similar to the current conviction, thE~ "out" sentpncp rate 

,(45.3 percent) \?as high,E'r than the "out" sentence tate for 

either property (35.5 percent) or person (28.6 ~ercenl). 

The findings with respect to these four prior conviction 

record variables suggest that ~hese varia~Jes have'an impact 

on the sente~cing decision that is indeppndent of the nature 

of the current offense, and that th~impact is essentially 

similar for allot the variables. That is, the more serious 

the prior conviction record, the more likely the current sen

tence is to be severe. True, the data ~ith respect to the 

target of the prior offense were not ponsistent. However, 

it may still be observed that if the sentences give~.to thosp 

who were convicted of offense~ agains~ persons are compared 
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with the sentences gi~en to those who Were not (i.e., anti-
, '.-

property and anti-public order combined), then the association 

between the target of the previous ofjense and the current 

sentence would be uniform for all classes of ~urrent offense. 
, ' 

In each instan~e, those who had previously been convicted for 

an offense against persons were much more likely to be incar-
" . 

cerated for the current ~onviction than those who had previ

ously been convicted of off~nsRs that were not against persons. 

In addition, the incarceration sentences given to those con-

victed of prior offenses ag~inst persons were much more likely 

to involve a three-year minimum or longer, than ,the sentences 

given to individuals in the other class. 

Similar interpretation may be made of Table IV-6, and 

similar conclusions would be drawn. The net effect of the 

,~nalysis then i~ to co~firm the indepen~ent nature of the asso

'ciation between prior record and sent~nce, and.to illustrate 

that the association is largely inde~endent of the current con-
. 

viction for which the sentence 'was imposed. 

2. The Distribution of Sentences by Outstanding 
Warrants, pretr~~J Re)easP L anaPlea ----, 

Four variables have been choseB 'from the original data 

base for inclusion in Table IV-B. Other variables that exhiS-

ited little. or no association included such items as the amount 

of delay between a~reyt anrl disposition~ the reasons given by 

the Bail Agency for not recommend ing '[elea'se,· whether the 
. 

de fend an twas ar I:e st~~d a t the 'scene 0 f the' cr ime, arid the 
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Table IV-8 

Sentence Distribution by Warrants, Bail Agency 
Recommendation, ,Rel ease 'Type, and Pl ea 

Sentence 

Any Wilrrantsl3all -Agency , 
Outstanding Recommendation Release T,ype 

Pers-on-a~3t"d Party 
~ ______________________ ~ __ ,_Y~eS~~ __ ~NO~_~N~o_R_e_l~ea~s~e~_O_t_h~er~~R~e~c~oOl~n~ncc etc, 

Probation and suspended 
Fine 
FYCA A 
FYCA'B 
FYCA C 
NARA 
Under 1 year minimum 
1 yr. min. - 3 yrs. max. 
1 yr. min. - over 3 yrs. max. 
2 yrs. min. - 6 yrs. max. 
2 yrs. mi,n. - over 6 yrs. max. 
3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. max. 
3-4 yrs, min. - over 9 yrs. max. 
5 yrs. [11i,n, - 15 yrs. max. 
5-9' yr's. min. - over 15 yrs. max. . .'. 
10-15 yrs. mi n. 
20 yrs. to 1 ife 

Perc!nt of all Cases 
Number 

S Ulllila r y : 

'Out' Sentence (Probation. 

27.8 

.5 

2.7 
12.2 
4.3 

3.2 

6.0 

8.4 

7.3 

7.0 

1.9 

2.4 
6,.2 
3.0 
4.1 
2.7 
.3 

25.3 
1370 } 

Suspension. FYCA A) 31.0 

Alternative Incarceration 
(FYCA S, FYCA C, NARA) 19.7 

, In' Sen tence 

less than 3 year minimum 30.6 

3 year minimum or more 1B.7 

37.2 
.7 

7.4 
9.3 

4.2 
.8 

8.9 

6.4 

4.5 

4.1 

3.0 
2.2 

4.3 

2.6 

2.4 ' 
'1. 5 

.4 

74.7 
(1091 ) 

45.3 

14.3 

26.9 
13,4 

28.6 
,4 

2,5 

10.4 
3.3 

2.3 
8.9 

10.0 

7.7 
6.9 

2.7 

1.2 
5.4 
3.7 

3.3 

2.3 

.4 

36.3 
(520) 

31.5 

16.0 

36.2 
16.3 

38,4 

.9 

8.4 
9.9 

4.8 
1.0 

8.0 

5.3 

3.8 

3.6 

2.7 
2.6 

4.5 
2.0 

2.4 
1.4 

.3 

63.7 
(913) 

47.7 

15.7 

23.4 . 

13.2 

45.8 
1.1 

10,2 

9.5 
3.0 

,2 

9.4 
6.0 

3.4 

2.8 
1.9 

1.7 
2.8 

.6 

.8 

.4 

.4 

31.8 
(529) 

57.1 

12.7 

·23.5 

6.7 

30.9 

1.1 

9.5 

13.3 

2.8 

1.8 

9.5 
6.7 

3.9 
5.3 

3.2 

1.8 

2.5 
2.8 

2.5 

2.8 
.0, 

17.1 
(285) 

41.5 

17.9 

213.6 

12.4 

Cash! 
Surety 

29.2 

.3 

1.9 

7.5 
4.6 
2.5 

7.1 
7.1 
6.6 

6.3 

3.6 

3.1 

7.5 
6.2 

4.4 
3.1 

1.0 

, 35.4 
(589) 

31.4 

14.6 

30.7 

25.3 

Plea 
Not GI.!..i.llY Gu; lty 

27.8 

.8 

4.2 
8.3 

5.3 

.6 

6.1 
5.3 

5.0 

4.4 
'3.1 

5.6 

6.4 
4.7 
5.6 

4.7 
2.2 

21.6 
(360) 

32.8 

14.2 

23.9 

29.2 

37.3 

.9 

6.7 
9.6 

3.7 

1.7 
9.2, 

7.5 

5.0 

4.7 
2.9 

1.4 

3.8 
2.2 

2.6 
1.4 

.1 

78.4 
(1305 ) 

15.0 

29.3 

10.9 

-----"------~~·----~·------~------~~!--------~------~--------i------~------~ 
23.1(3)*** 43.~(3)*** , 128.7(6)*** 76.4(3)11** 

~--------------------~~ ______ ~ ____ l ________________ ~ _________________________ A-______________ ~ 

***SIG (u = .001) 



existence of prior appearance problems. The variablei retained 

for ehe table are: the existence of warrants at the time of 

arrest~ the recommend~tion to the ~ourt by the Bail Agency~ 

the type of release granted by the court~ and whether there 

was a jury trial as a cons~quence of a not guilty plea by the 

defendant: 

The first section of the table examines whether any war

rants were outstanding against the 'defendant at the time of 

arr'est for the current offense. In 25.3 percent of all the 

cases, such warrants did exist, and it can be seen that 31.0 

p.ercent of those w,ith outstanding warrants werp given 'Iout" sen

tences, and 45.3 percent of those without warrants received sim

ilar dispositions. Alsci, longer incarceration sentences ~ere 

more likely for the former group than for the latter--19.7 per

cent compared with 14.3 percent. These differences are not as 

lar'ge. as other s that have been observed, but they are 'in the 

expected direction. 

The recommendation of the Bail Agency is the next vari

able examined in the table. For the puipo~es of the table, 

all recommendations to rele~se h~ve been grouped together. 

Again, it is clearly the cas~ that those individuals for whom 

the Bail Agen6y did not recbmmend rele~se were given more 

severe sentences than those~ho obtained any kind of release 

recommendation~ The table summary shows that,47.7 percent of 

those individuals in 'the "other" category were given "out" 
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sentences compared with 31.5 percent of ~hose in the ~no re

lease~ category. It should be kept in min~ that the recommen

dation by the Bail Agency that is clas~ifi8d here as ~no 

release" is really a failure to recommend a pal:'ticular release 

type. Ii'this'situation, the cou~tcustoma~ily imposes some 

sort of cash or surety bond at an amount ultimately determined 

by the judge, and as noted ~bove, the defendant mayor may not 

be able to post the bond. 

The type of bail release granted by ,the court is divided 

into three categories for the purposes of this table, though 

~hete are, in' fact, a larger number of categories under which 

,release may ac~ually be given. Analy~is of these other cate

gories, however, indicated that triey ~re not individually sig-

nificant and that they could, therefore, safely be merged into 

the ones shown here. 
. , 

The personal r~cognizance column includes 

tho~e individuals who weregiv~n bai~ with only minimal condi-

tions, suc.h as reporting 'to the Bail Agency on a systematic 

basis, not leaving the area, and so forth. The second category 

of release fype, third-party custody or other, covers the situ-

ation in which an individual other than the defendant guaranteed 

appearance in cdurt, 'and the third column, cash or surety bond, 

covers those situations in wpi~h a specific amo~nt had to be 

posted by the defendant or bondsman bef6r~ release could be ob

tained. It should be noted that the estabiishment of a cash or 

surety bond does not necessa~{ly result in'pretrial ~elease, 
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since not all defendants are able to post the ne~essary amount 

or Bngage a bondsman. However, it was n~t p~ssible to identify 

from the data those individuals who were unable to post bond 

and who therefore were subject to some form of pretrial deten

tion. 

Th~ data presented for the rele~se-type variable indicate 

that the more stringent the release conditions the more likely 

t.he ultimate sentence is to be seve're., Of the individuals re-;

leased under pe~sonal recognizance, 45.8 percent were given pro

bation or suspended sentenc~s compared wi~h 30.9 percent and 

29.2 percent, respectively, for the other,categories. When 

other .1 out·' sentence s ar e added to the pr oba t ion 0 r suspend ed 

~entence cate~orie~, ttie differences among the three types be

come even more marked, as can be seen from the summary of the 

table. Fifty-seven percent of the defendants released under 

'personal recognizance were ultimately given "ollt" sentences, 

compared with 41.5 percent of those-who received third-party 

or other bail release, and 31.4 percent of those who were sub

ject tq cash or surety bond. 

A commonly held belief is that 'individuals who plead not 

guilty to a charg~ are more likely to be given severe sentences 

upon conviction than those who plead guilty prior to trial. 

The data from the Superior Court presented for the fourth var-' 

iable in this table are consistent wit~ this idea. Of those 

who eptered a not guilty plea, 53.1 percent were ultimately 
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sentenced to incarceration, compared ,wi th only 4.0.2 percent 

of those who pled'guilty. The difference is/highlighted in 

the summary of the table: 29.3 pe~cent of all those who pled 

not guilty ultimately received sentences with a three-year 

minimum or longer, compare~ with 10.9 ,percent of those indi

viduals w60, pled guilty. Further testing of this variable is, 

of course, necessary to ascertain whether those individuals 

entering guilty pleas were being co~victed of less serious of

fenses than those going to trial. This is done in the m~Jti-

var iate analysi s conducted .in Chapter VI. 

3. Distribution of Sentences by Personal 
Characteristics of the Defendant 

. 
Data were collected for this study on a SUbstantial num-

bet of personal characteristics of the defendants. These in-

cluded such items as age, sex, race, marital status, income 

level ~ employment history, and the relationship, if an'y, be-

tween the defendant and the victim. ,A complete list of the 

variables can be derived from Appendix B. 

A large number of the perional char~cteristics variables 

were eliminated prior to this st~ge of the analysis, for a 

variety of reasons. The sex and race of defendants, for ex-

ample, were not included because of lo~ variance, and other 

variables, such as income level and employrnent,tended to be 

unreliable becijuse they reflected self-reporting by the de-

fendant. Of the variables that remained, the four included 
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1.0 ' 

Sentence 

Probation and suspended 
Fine 
FYCA A' 
FYCA B 
.FYCA G 

NARA 
Under 'I year minimum 
1 yr. min., - 3 yrs·. max. 
1 yr. 'min: - over 3 yrs. max. 
2' yrs. min. - 6 yrs. 'max. 
2 yrs. min. - over 6 yrs. max. 
3 yrs. min. - 9 yrs. max. 
3-4 yr.s. min. ~ oV,er 9 yrs. max. 
:; yrs. min. -15 yrs. max.' 
5-9 yrs. min. -over 15 yrs. max. 
1.0-15 yrs. min. 
20 yrs. to 1 i fe 

Percent of all Cases 
Number 

----------------.----.----------
SUlTlTIary: ' 

'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, FYCA A) 

Altern'ative Incarceration 
(FYCA B, FYCA C, NARA) 

. 'In' Senten~e (Specific 
minimum and maximulIl) 

CHI 2(df) 

, *S1(; (u = .05) 
*-IrSIG (u = .01) 

1'**SlG (u :: .001) 

Table IV-9 

Sentence Distribution by Characteri~tics of the Offender 

I\ge Living ~Iith Was Address Verified Victim Known 
or Re I iltpd 

Spouse/ 
'-. 

Under 22 22-30 31-45 Over 45 Parents Friends I\lone ' No Yes Yes No 

24.S 38.2 44.8 49.5 29.5 46.0 37.0 33.1 35.3 34.3 33.3 
.4 .9 .8 3.9 .5 .7 2,1 .3 .8 1.0 .4 

17.7 .4 .0 .0.0 9,4 1.7 1.4 2.0 7.3 6.2 7.0 
25.9 1.6 .0 .0 14.3 3.2 3,5 8.2 10.4 6.2 11.0 
11. 4 .5 .0 .0 5.9 1.5 1.4 4.1 4.2 3.1 5.2 

.4 2.0 2.8 1.0 2.1 .5 .7 1.7 1.5 .7 1.0 
3.4 9.8 13.3 14.6 7.4 9.2 11.2 7.5 8.3 10.4 6.B 
3.B 9.1 8.1 6.8 5.9 8.4 6.3 11. 3 5.8 5.9 6.0 

1.3 8.1 4.8 1.9 4.2 5.7 7.0 7.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
1.3 6.4 6.4 4.8 4.9 4.2 7.0 6.1 4.5 5.5 4.7 

.9 3.9 3.2 5.8 2.6 2.5 3.5 2.7 2.7 5.5 2.7 
1.6 3.1 1.2 1.9 1.8 3.5 2.1 .3 2.7 ~.O 3.4 
2.4 4.3 7.7 7.8 4.0 5.7 8.4 4.1 5.0 5.9 4.5 
1.6 3.8 2.8 .0 2.6 1:7 4.2 , .4.8 2.,1 2.0 3.2 
2.0 3.9 1.6 1.0 2.5 2,} 4.2 , 3.1 2.7 3.8 3.4 
1.3 3.0 1.6 1.0 2.1 1.7 .0 2.7 1.6 1.7 , 2.1 

.2 .8, .8 .0 .1 1.0 .0 .3 .3 1.7 .4 

33.1 4.5.8 14.9 6.2 61.5 28.4 10.1 20.0 80.0 26.2 73.8 
(552) (762) (248) (103) (874) (404 ) (143) (293) ( 1170) (289) (815) ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --.---- .. --- ----------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---.----.- ----p-----

42.6 39.5 45.6 5;i.4 39.4 48.4 40.5 35.5 43.4 41.5 40.7 . 
37.7 4.1 2.3 1.0 22.3 5.2 5.6 14.0 16.1 10.0 17 .2 

19.8 56.2 51. 5 45.6 38,1 46.3 53.9 50.4 40.4 48.2 42.2 

402.4(6)**~ 
, 

76. 7(4)'~** 9.5(2)** 9.1(2)* 



· . 
in Table IV-9 were considered reliable and more ~trongly as-

sociated with the sentencing decision'than a~y others. 

Defendants have been grouped according to the categories 

of age shown in the table. All those in the ~under 22~ cate-

gory are, in principle, eligible for FYCA treatment, and those 
,\ 

in all other categories are not. It ~s; therefor~, to be ex-

pected that FY8A sentences will be he~vily rep~esented in the 

lowest age category,"and, as can be seen from the' table, this 

is in fact the case. A few individu~ls in the 22-to-30 cate-

gory were also sentenced under FYCA. This is presumably due to 

the fact that the Young Adult Offenders Act extends FYCA eli

gibility to age 26 under som~·circumstanc~s.7 

A relatively clear picture of th~ association between ·the 

age of the defendant and the sentence. given can be derived from 

the summary of the table. Defendants in the 22-to-30 age group 

were substantially more lik~ly to b~ incarcerated than defendants 

in the under 22 age group, and slightly more likely to be in

carcerated than individu~l's in the two older groups. However, 

if the alternative incarceration figu~es are added to the speci-

fic-term incarceration··sentences, th~n t~ese differences are 

reduced. Of all defendants in the under 22 age group, 57.5 '. . 

percent received incarceration, compared with 6b.3 percent in 

the 22-to-30 age range. Consequently', .at this stage of the 

analysis, age appears to be of only s~all significanc~, except 

to the extent that it identifies FYCA' eligibility. 

718 U.S. Code § 4209. 
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The second variable in, the table concerns t~e living ,ar

rangements of the defendant. The variable i~ divided into 

three categories: those living with parents~ 'those living 

with spouse or friends~ and those living alone. There was a 

moderate tendency for those living alone to receive incarcer-

ation (59:5 percent) at a higher rat~than those living with , ' , 

spouse or friends (51.5 pe~cent) or parents (6Q.4 percent). 

This distribution ma~ ~eflect the notion that the,felon who 

has strong community ties or responsibilitie~ to parents or 

spouse is more likely to be rehabilitated than the felon liv-

ing alone, and, therefore, is more suited to a sentence that 

leaves the individual in the Gommunity. 

This idea is supported to some eitent by the information 

presented in the next two columns of the table, which focus 

upon the question o£ address verific~tion by the Bail Agency. 

On the Bail Agency report that is sent to the court, the Bail 

Agency investigator indicates whether it was po~sible to veri-

fy the address and living, arrangements ,provided by the defen-
, , , 

dant at the time of the bail interview. It can be seen from 

the table that those defendants who did supply ultimately ver-

,ified addresses were incarcerated at a lower ~ate (56.5 per-

cent) than those whose address could not be ~erified (64.4 

'percent),' Again, this suggests that ~tability in the community 

and established community ties are a factor in the sentencing 

decisions of the judges. 
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There is a logical connection between these findin~s and 

those in the previoqs section relating to Bail Agency recommen-

dations and release decision. Stability in the community is an 

important bail criterion, and both sets of variables reflect it. 

Consequently, it is to be anticipated that at l~ast one of the 

sets will prove to be of little value'when they are considered 

together in the multivariate models to be developed in Chapter VI. 
,-

Previous research has indicated ,that familiarity between 

the offender and victim reduces the probabiJ.ity that the offender 

will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. 8 Once convic-

ted t however, as shown by the data in Table IV-~, the sentences 

i!f\posed do not appear to be influenced by the relationship be

tween the victim and the offender. There were only very slight 

differences between the proportion of defendants receiving «6ut U 

sentences when the victim was known or related (41.5 per

,cent) compared with when the victim ~as n6t known (40.7 per-

cen£). It i~ true that' al~ernative incarceration was mor~ 

, likely whel) tohe victim wa's not ,known, as can be seen from the 

table summary, but the overall incarcetation figures obviously 

do not justify a conclusion that knowledge of the vict,im is or 

is not a factor of much relevance tci the sentencing'decision. 

8 See, for example, Vera Institute of Justice, Feloriy Arrests: 
Their Prosecution and DisposItion in New York 'CIty's Courts 
(New York, 1977) and Kristen M. Williams, The Role of the Vic
tim in the Prosecution of Violent Crimes, ~ROMIS Research PuS
l.ication no. 12 (1978, forthcoming). 
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C. SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the associations 'between a variety'of 
. " 

factors and the sentencing decision have been examined. It 

has been demonstrated that the prior criminal record of the 

convicted felon is strongly associated with the sentence, in 

the antic~pated,direction. That is, the worse the record, in 

terms of, number and type of incidents" the more severe the 

sentence. This relationsbip existed for those who had been 

arrested but never previousiy ponvicted, as well as for those 

with convictions, although it was weaker when the number of 

previous arrests was low~ 

other offender-related factors also proved'to be asso

ciated with the ,sentence, though to a ,lesser degree than prior 

record, and also in different ways~ . For instance, whether de

fendants had outstanding warrants, were rel~ased on personal 

~~cognizance, or, pled n9t guilty were m~re relevant for the 

~entencing decision than their person~l characteristics. 

Characteristics of the offense proved to be of substan

tial relevance. The statutor ily permissibJ,e max imu'm sentence 

was strongly associated with the sentence actually given, as 

was the general nature of the offens~,committed. When the prior 

records of felons 60mmitting similar types of offenses were ex-

amin'ed, it was found that the record was stilJ strongly associ

ated with the sentence, thus ~emons~ratin~ that the effect was 

not due to the commission of more serious offenses by those 

with 'worse records. 
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The implication of these findings is'that the majority of 

the variables introduced in this chapter should be included in 

the multivariate analysis on which the models of the sentencing 

decision will be based. It is probable that simultaneous exam-

ination of their effects will indicate that some of the associ-

ations developed in this chapter are spur ious .. Consequently, 

the final' model is likely to consi~t of .fewer elements than have 

so far been considered. 

Finally, it may be observed that the question concerning 

sentencing variation has been answered in the affirmative. Re

~ardless of the wa~ in which the cases were classified, there 

was wide variation in the sentences given. In other word~, 

even though--for instance--a prior conviction record is asso-

ciated with more severe sentences, it is still true that those 

with similar prior records who commit similar offenses could 

get' a sentence ~anging frDm probation to the maximum permis

sible. The same claim can be made for all factors considered 

in this chapter. 

In order to inquire further into the nature and causes of 

this variation, the characteristics and sentencing decisions of 

the individua~ judges will be examined next. 
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V. THE JUDGES 

Ther e ar e a total of 44 judge s in the ·Syper.io r Cour t , 

all of whom are, in principle, eligible for a~signment to fel

ony cases. Thirty-eight of the 44 judges were involved in 

sentencing convicted felons during the study period, and they 

are the focal point of this chapter: 

Data illustrating th~ relationship betwee~ judges anj the 

sentencing decision ar~ presented in two ways. F~rst, in 

Table V-I, the proportion of cases in each of the sentence 
. . 

categories is organized according to the following character-

istics of the judge involved in the senten~ing: age, race, 

sex, and experience. Next, ~?bles V-2, V-3, and V-4 consider 

the individual sentencing practices of judges and the differ

ences that exist among them. l 

.7l,. CHARACTERISTICS OF 'rHE SENTENCING .'JUDGES 

Table V-I organizes the sentence distribution by ju~ge . 

age, sex, race, and experience, thereby offerin9 a basis for 

considering the impact o~ these variables pn the sentencing de

cision. For instance, does it make a difference if the'judge 

is older rather than younger? White rather than nonwhite? 

lIt was intended at the outset of the study to incorporate 
, into the analysis characteristics of prosecutors and defense 
attorneys as well as those of judge~. However, these data 
proved difficult to obtain, and ultimately the ~nformation 
available was limited to the prosecutor's sex, race, and ex
perience and whether the sentenced,felon was represented by 
the Public Defender. The dat~ for these' variables, however, 
were examined, and it wai determined that there was' little 
relationship between them and t~e sentenc~ng decision. Conse
q':lently, the information has not ·beeri included in the analy~is. 
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Table V-l 

Sentence Distribution by Characteristics of the Judge 

Judge Age Judge Race Judge Sex 
Sentence 56 -

Under 45 46-50 51-55 ~jhite Non-white Fel1ille Male or over ----1---

Probation or suspended 37.9 31. 6 29.7 41.1 31. 5 42.4 38.4 34.9 

Fine .3 .5 1.4 1.3 1.1 .5 . 5 1.0 

FYCA A 2.8 7.1 6.2 8.0 6.7 5.1 4.9 6.3 

FYCA B 12.6 7.1 9.7 8.0 10.6 6.9 6.0 9.7 

FYCA C 5.7 2.2 5.1 3.2 4.4 3.4 2.2 4.3 

NAP.A 2.1 1.4 .9 1.7 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.6 

Under 1 year minimum 12.1 9.3 6.9 6.5 10 .. 3 . 5.1 8.1 8.6 

1 yr. min. -3 yrs. max. 2.8 8.7 8.1 8.2 7.5 6.2 "4.3 . 7.4 

1 y,r. min. - over 3 yrs. max. 5.2 4.4 7.8 2.7 5.5 4.1 7.0 '4.7 

2 yrs. mi n. - 6 yrs. max. 2.1· 4.6 6.4 5.1 4.7 4.6 6.5 4.4 

2 yrs. min. - over' 6 yrs. max. 4.6 3.0 3.0 1.5 2.6 3.5 2.2 3.0 

3 yrs. min. -9 yrs. max. 1.0 2.5 3.7 1 .. 9 2.4 : 2.1 3.2 2.2 

3-4 yrs. min. - over 9 yrs. max. 5.4 4.4 4.8 3.2 3.5 6.2 4.9 4.3 

5 yrs. min. - 15 yrs. max .. 1.8 4.4 1.4 3.4 

I 
2.1 3.9 5.4 2.4 

5-~. yrs. min .. -·over. 15 yrs. max. 1.6 4.4 2.5. 2.7 2.5 3.4 2.2 2.8 

10-15 yrs. m~n. . 2.1 3.3 2.3 . 1.0 I 2 .. 4 1.6 . 1.6 2.2 

20 yrs. to 1 ife .0 1.4 .2 .6 .7 .2 1.6 .4 

Percent of all cases 23.3· 22.0 26.1 28.5 65.9 34.1 11.1 88.9 
Number (388) (367) '(435 ) (475) (1097) (598 ) (185 ) (1480) 

-------------------------------- -------- ------ ------- ------- ------- --------. ------- -------
Summary: 

'Out' Sentence (Probation, 
Suspension, Fine, FYCA A) 41.0 39.2 37.3 50.4 39.3 48.0 43.8 . 42.2 

Alternative Incarceration 
. (FYCA B, FYCA C, NARA) 20.4 10.7 15.7 12.9 16.7 11.4 9.3 15.6 

'In' Sentence: 

Less than 3 year minimum 26.8 30.0 32.2 24.0 30.6 23.5 28.1 28.1 

3 year minimum or more 11. 9 20.4 14.9 12.8 13.6 .17.4 18.9 14.3 

CHI 2(df) ,40.2(9)*** 28.3(3}*** 6.0(3) 

*** SIG (u=.OOl) 

Judge Experience 
3 yrs. 4-6 7+ or less 
39.1 32.9 35.3 . 

.8 1.1 .5 

3.9 7.3 5.6 

8.0 8.5 13.0 

3.3 4.0 5.1 

1.8 .6 3.3 

5.7 8.6 11. 3 

5.9 7.8 6.4 

3.1 6.2 4.9 
5.9 5.5 1.5 

2.3 3.8 2.3 

2.8 2.0 2.3 
5.7 4.4 3.3 

2.1 2.9 2.1 

5.7 2.1 1.5 
2.8' 2.1 1.5 

1.3 .5 .0 

24.3 5l.3 24.4 
(389) (822) (391) 

------- ------- -------
" 

4·3.8 41.3 41.4 

13.1 13.1 21.4 

22.9 31. 9 26.4 

20.4 14.0 10.7 

30.1(6)*** 

.. .. 



New to the bench or experienced? / 

The first variabie, judge age~ is categorized into four 

groups--jud~es under 45, jud~es between 46 and 50, judges 

between 51 and 55, and j udg~s 56 or over. W The table summary 

indi6ates ihat j~dges in the three youngest age categories 

gave ·'out" sentences at comparable rates. There is a slight 

tendency for the "out" sentence rat~ wit~in these categories 

to be lower for the older judges, but the differences are' 

small. For judges in the oldest age category, however, the 

~endency is sharply reversed: 50.4 percent of the sentencing 

decisions involved probation, suspended sentence, fine, or' 

~YCA A--approximately a 10 percent increase over the avera~e 

of the other three categories. When the alternative incar-

ceration sentences are examined, it can be seen that judges 

in the youngest age group used this option at the highest rate 

and that use by the other three age groups was mixed. How-

ever, I/'in'· sentences were most frequen·tly handed down by 

judges in the 46~to-50 age grou~. As a do~sequence of this 

mixed picture, it is difficult to'astertairi any syst~matic 

trend in the assopiation between judge age and the sentencing 

decision. There is a slight tendency for the youngest age 

group and the oldest age group to be comparable, as for the 

two middle age groups, but little exists in the table to 

justify a conclusion that the age of the judge is an important 

or even relevant factor fo~ the sent~nce imposed. 
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The race of the judge is ~xamined next, and the tablp 

summary provides a somewhat mixed picture.' Nonwhite judges 

gave Uout~ sentences at a somewhat higher rate than white 

judges (48.0 percent compared with 39.3. percent). Nevertheless, 
, ' 

because FYCA commitments are more ext~nsively imposed by the 

latter than by the former (15.0 percent compared with 10.3 per-

cent), the difference in rates of incarce~ation for specific 

terms is not so great. White judges gave "in~ sentences,to 

44.2 percent of the felons the¥ senten~ed, whereas nonwhite 

judges gave similar sentences at a rate of 40.9 percent. In 

contr ast, hov~ev er, "in" sentences given by nonwh i te judges 

,tended to be longer than those given by whites.'For instance, 

17.4 percent of ,all "in" sentences imposed by nonwhite judges 

had ,minimums of three years or more," compared with 13.6 percent 

of those imposed by white judges. Thus, th~ impression given 

'by the "out" sentence d-istributions, ,i.e. ~ that nonwhite judges 

are more lenient than white, judges, is contradicted when the 

incarceration patterns ar~ considered. This lack of consi~tency 

in ~he direction of the association raises serious questions 

about the meaning of the differences ~isplayed in the table. 

The sex of the judge appe~rs t~ have little association 

with the kind of,deci,sion made. Female judges gave "out" 

'sentences at a 43.8 percent rate, compared with the 42.2 per-
, , 

cent rate of the male judg~s. Alter~atiye incarceration was 

used more by male judges than by female jUdges, but the dif

ference is slight, as is the distinction between the, kind of 
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incarceration term given. Again, therefore, it must ~e con-

cl uded tha t 1 it tIe' systema tic d ~ f ference ,in ~,en tenc ing pa t

terns between sexes can be established. It should also be 

noted that ther e ar e few femal e judge s 'in the ,cour t, and 

~herefore, the number of cases heard ,by them is small rela

tive to tri~se heard by their male colleagues. 
, . 

Judge experience on the bench is divided into three cate-

gories: three years or l~ss~ four-to~six years, and seven or 

more years. There were, in f~ct, judges who bad served one 

year or less on the bench, apd others who,were in their fif-

teenth year. ' However r the larger number of categories of ex-

p~rience yielded no information that is not contained in the 

subclassificati6ns used in this table: The data, in fact, 

show few diffe~ences between the mbre~ and less-experienced 

judges. "Out" sentence rates were all in fhe low 40s, and 

the only differ~nce of ~ote in the othef sentence groups is 

t~at judges with seven or more jears?n the bench were more 

1 ikely to use· al ter na t ive' incar,cer at ion than tho se "d th Ie ss 

experience (21.4 percent compared with,13.1 percent in each 

of the other' two exper ience ca tegol.' i,e s). Con seguen tly, the 

by now familiar p~ttern continues, an~ it must be concluded 

that judge exper1enc~ has a minor influence on the sentence 

given. 

One further ge,ner al observation th,a't ' is notev,ror thy con-

cerns the spread of sentences across ~he categories of the 
. 

variables. Each judge used a ~ide variety 'of senten~es. 
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That is to say, regardless of the age, race, sex r or e~peri

ence of the judge, the individual sentence categories were 

employed at rates that are similar. putting it another way, 

the variation in sentencing does not appear to· be a product 

of the judge characteristics that wer~ examined here. 

B. SENTENCING DECISIONS AND CASE LOAD CHARACTERISTICS 

The finding that judge age, ~ace, sex, and experience 

exhibit little association with the .sen.tencing decision does 

not necessarily mean that different judges will give a simi

lai sentence in a similar situation, though it is, of course, 

consistent with that conclusion. It does sugge~t that the 

factors considered in Table V-I are not responsible for what

~ver sentencing variation exists. The question of interest, 

of course, is whether other judge characteristics might be 

responsible. Unfortunately, this issue cannot be fully 

addressed in this study because of th~ lack of additional in

formation on the judges. What can be.done, howevpr, is't~ 

consider the aegree to which the individual sentencing prac

tices of the judges differed. This qu~stion is addressed in 

Table V-2, which presents information on the decisions of each 

judge who sentenced 20 or more felon's. There were 28 such 

judges, and between them they imposed sentence in 1,608 of 

the 1,665 cases considered in this .study .. It should be ob

served before discu~sion oi the table begins that the order 

in 'which information is prese'nted bears .no resemblance either 

to an alphabetical listing of. judges at to a listing by judge 
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Incarceration 
Rates 

87.0* 
78.1* 
74.4* 
73.6 
72.3 
66.7 
66.7. 
66.2 
65.S* 

63.8 
60.6 
60.3 

60.0 ------.----------
56.7 

. 56.2 
55.6 
54.0 
50.0 

. 50.0 

50.0 
49.3 
45.7t 
44.7 
42.0 
37. It 
36.7 
33.3 t 

29.0+ 

'I il1l1 (! V - 2. 
Incarceration Rates and Case Load Mixture for Judges 

Responsible for Twenty o.r ~~ore felony Sentences 

Percent of Tota 1 Cumulative Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
Percen t of T uta.l Cases That Vlel"e Cases Tha t vlr.re Cases \Hth 

Incarcerations Incarcerations Robberies Against Persons, Statutory r~aximum 
JJlSJ"!!9~2..J~.o.t)~et::. i. ~~ of 15 yrs or m~~ 

2.1 2.1 13,0 73.9 73.9"'" 

2.5 4.6 28.1 87.5 81. 3 * 

2.9 7.5 48.7 84.6 66.7"'" 

6.4 13.9 43.7 69.0 56.3 
3.4 17,3 29.e 48.9 46.8 

8.4 25.7 30.2 43,7 42:9 

1.8 27,5 22.2 40.7 37.0 

5.3 32.8 32.5 43.8 53.8 
2.5 35.3 47.4 76.3 68.4 ..... 

4.4 39.7 30.4 49.3 36.2 
2.0 41. 7 51. 5 66.7 42.4 
4.1 45.8 22.1 39.7 41. 2 

3.3 49.1 16.4 34.6 43.6 -------.--------- ----------------- ----------------- .-.-.------------ -----------.-----
'10.6 59.7 31.6 49.7 36.9 

5:2 611.9 16.9 39.3 44.9 

5.0 64.9 24.1 40.7 38.9 
4.7 74.6 33.3 711.7 64.4 
2.8 77 .4 16.1 23.2 35.7 

2.1 7~.5 31.0 47.6 35.7 

1.7 81.2 29.4 47.1 70.6 
3.8 85.0 28.6 . 39.0 32.5 
1.6 86.6 20.0 48.6 28.6 + 

2.1 88.7 27.7 38.3 51. 1 
2.1 90.8 36.0 48.0 42.0 

1.3 92.1 14.3 34:3 22.9+ 

1.1 , 93.2 40.0 70.0 40.0 
1.0 94.2 . 23.3 ?r:..7 26.7 t 

.9 95.1 25.8 25.S 22.6'1' 
'-

Percentage of 
Defendants With. 

Serious 
~.inal History 

60.9 
56.2 
53.8 
65.5 
55.3 , 
57.9 
48.1 
50.0 
71. 0 
65.2 
45.4 
55.9 

58.2 -----------------
57.7 
66.3 
46.3 
54.0 
1\8.2 

61. 9 
'. 55.9 

59.7 
57.1 
51. 1 
5'l.O 
62.9 
56.7 
76.7 
61. 3 

Note: All figures in th~ table are based on cases in which the judge~ impo~ed sentence, not on all the cases th~ heard. 
The dotted line divideS the judges into two approximately equal groups. The 13 judges above it are responsihle for 
49.1 percent of all felony incarcerations; the 15 below it are responsible for 46.0 percent of felony incarcerations. 
The remaining 4.9 percent were imposed by judges who sentenced less than 20 cases. 

*Identifies the four judges in the upper group with the hig.hest perce,ntage of cases involving statutory maximums of 15 years 
or more. 

tldentifies the four judges in the lower g~oup with the lowest percentage of cases involving statutory maximums ?f 15 years 
or more. 
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identification number. The data have' in fact been ranked by 

incarceration rate for all cases heard by ea~h judge, from 

highest (87.0 percent) to lowest (29.0 percent). The table 

contains seven columns. The first three of these address 

incarceration rates of the jL~dges; the: fourth, fifth, and 

sixth columns contain information on the kinds of offenses 

for which the judges handed down sentence; the last column 

contains a measure of the seriousness of the defendant's crim

inal hist~ry. A brief discussion of each of these now follow. 

1. Incarceration Rates 

The first column in the table exp~e~ses the numbei of 

incarceration sentences given by each judge as a percentage 

of the total number of felony sentencing ~ecisions by that 

judge. Incarcerations as defined here include alternative 

~in~ sentences (FYCA B, FYCA C, and NARA) and indeterminate 

sen tence s lnvol v fng spec i f ic min irnums and max imums . Thus, 

the judge at th~ top 0 f the. 1 ist had' an 'incarcer ation rate 

of 87 percent, the second judge had art incarceration rate 

of 78.1 percent, and so on down to the bottom of the list, 

where the last judge had an incarceration rate·of 29.0 per

cent. The second and third columns of the table focus on the 

number of individuals incar6erated by the judge as a percen

tage of the felony incarcerafions by ~ll judges. The second 

column presents these data by judge, and the third column ex

presses them cumulatively. Thus, the 28 judges for whom data 

are presented accounted fOf 95.1 percent of all iricarcerations 



that resulted from the 1974 cases. On th,e' average, each judge 
/ 

was responsible for 3.4 percent of total inca~cerations; the 

largest percentage for any judge ~as 10.6 percent and the 

smallest was .9 percent. Though there is considerable differ~ 

ence between these outer limits, there is no unusual concen-

tration of incarcerations in the sen~encing decisions of a 

few judges. 
, ' 

2. Offense Characteristics of Judge Ca~e Load 

If different judges had different kinds of case loads 

during the study period, then different incarceration rates 

are to be expected. This was--and is--the situation in Super-

erior Court, where t~e more ~erious felony'case~ are assigned 

by the Chief Judge to a limited numbe~ of judges. In order to 

control fo~ t~is effect, three'characteristics of the offense 

'are presented in the table. The fourth colGmn e~presses the 

numb~r of s~ntences imposed by each judge for robberies as 

a percentage of all sentences imposed by that judge, and the 

fifth column expresses sentences involving,offenses against 

per son s a s a sim i1 a1' percen tage . Can sequen t} y,' the fifth col

umn includes robberies 'as well as other,antiperson offenses. 

This was done 'because some of the judges had ,very few cases 

,involving offenses against persona t~at were not robberies, 

and therefore, if column five had considered all,antiperson 

offenses.except r6bber{es, there would'· have been a tendency 

for the percentages expre~sed 'to be misleading. 
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The sixth column contains the per~entage of felons sen

tenbed by each judge for offenses 'with maiimums of 15 years 
" 

or mbre. The choice of this breakdown is ~omewhat arbitrary, 

though it does separate the offerises into more- and less-

serious types. In addition, roughly half. (44.6 percent) of 

the convictions had maximums of 15 yea~s or more, which prO-

vides a convenient break point. 

3. The Defendant Score 

In PROMIS, a score is calculated for ea~h d~fendant that 

expresses numerically an estimate of the seriousness of that 

defendant's criminal history. Included in the basis for the 

~stimate are the prior arrest record of the de.fendant, the 

nature of previous offenses, and the existence ~f prior prob-

lems in dealings with the judicial system. For the purpose 

of this table 4 defendants were jivided int6 two groups--those 

for whic h the de fend an t scor e ind ica ted 11 t tJ. e 'or no pr ior 

c~i~inal history, and those 'for whom ~ more serious hisiory 

existed. Column seven of the table contains the 'percentage 

of convicted defendants with more serious criminal histories. 

Again; this could be a factor explaining differences in the 

incarceration rates of judges. 

4. Analysis' of the Tables' 

It was noted earlier that the overall incarceration rate 

for convicted felons was 57.7 percent (see Tabl~ III-I). An 
, . 

. interest'ing aspect of TableV-2 is. that the judge who ·was re-
-

sponsible for the largest prdportion of all incarcerations 
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(10.6 percent) was also the judge whose individual incarcera-

tion rate (56.7 percent) was closest to the courtwide average. 
, -' 

Moreover, as can be seen fro~ the cumulative percentage col-

umn, those judges with higher incarcer~tion rat~s than this 

judge accounted for approximately ha~f of all in~arcerations. 

In several', senses, then, this judge can be considered the mid-

point of the system wi.th respect ~o these "data. This provides 

a convenient break point for-further analysis of the table. 2 

There are 13 judges above' the midpoint, and 15 judges 

below (including the judge with the highest proportion of 

total incarcerations). As stated, the 13 accounted for 49.1 

'percent of all' incarcerations. Their aver'age incarceration 

rate was 68.9 ,percent, which contrasts' sharply with the aver-
. 

age ,rate for the other 15 judges, which was 46.0 percent. 

Of course, case load differences between th~ top and the bot

l6m half of the 1ist coUld be responsible for the incarcera

tion r~te differential. The figures will help io clarify 

this issue. The top 13 judges sentenced 43.4 percent of all 

" offenders convicted in the study period and accounted for 

49.1 pe~cent'of all incarcerations. The same judges were re-

sponsible for 47.8 percent of the sentences for robbery and 

-------
2Tho~gh conv~nient, the breaking point is arbitrary. The 
judges could just as easily have be-en divided in'to three or 
more groups, thus increasing the variance in the sentencing 
severity variable that is being created. ' However, as can be 
ver,ified by any reader who chooses to 'make 'such breakdowns 
from '~he data provided in the table, doing so would not 'change 
the substance of the conclusions that are drawn. Futther il
lustration of this point is made during the discussion of Table 
VI-2 in the next chapter. 
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47.6 percent of the sentences for offenses against pe~sons. 

In this sense, then, since they .accounted. for" almost hal f of 

the Superior Court case load, they did not'differ markedly 

from the other group of judges. Howevet, ther~.are some dif

ferences when their serious cases ar~.expressed as proportions 

of their total case load, as is done in Table V-3. For in-

stance, on the aver age, robber ie s x epr esen"ted 33.3 per cent 

of the sentencing case lo~~ of the top 13, and all antiperson 

offenses represented 58.4 percent. Offenses with maximums 

of .15 years or more represen~ed 53.1 perc~nt. These figures 

differ somewhat from those of the lower 15 judges (27.4 per-

cent, 43.0 percent, and 37.2 percent, respectively) and could 

c.1ear 1 Y accoun.t "for .some 0 f the differ ence in inc ar cer a t ion 

rate·, since, as has been demonstrated in Chapter IV, the more. 

serious offenses are associated with more severe sentences. 

An e stima te 0 f the ex ten t to wh ic h the o"ffen se type .• expl a in s" 

. incar cer ation rate differ ences c an be mad e by compar ing .the 

ratio of the averages for ·the tv?o groups. This can be done 

.by calculating the following statistic:. 

. Comparison Ratio = Average for Top 13 Judges 
Average for Lower 15 Judges 

Incarceration Ratio = 68.9 = 
46.0 

Robbery Ratio = 33.3 = 
27.4 

Offenses Against._ 58.4 = 
Persons Ratio - 43.0 

1.5 

1.4 

Statutory Maximum Greater = 
Than 15 Years Ratio 

53.1 1 4 
37.2 =. . 
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Table V-3 

Average Incarceration Rates and 
Case Load !~i xtures for the Upper and Lov/er 

Groups of Judges " 

Incarceration Rate 

Percent of Sentences That 
Were for Robberies 

Percent of Sentences That 
Were for Antiperson Offenses 

Percent of Sentences for 
Offenses \\lith Maximums 
?f 15 years o~ more 

Percent of Offenders with 
Serious Criminal History 

i3 Judges 
\\lith Highest 
Incarceration 

Rates 

68.9 

33.3 

58.4 

53.1 

57.2 

V-13 

15 Judges 
wi th Lovles t 

Incarceration 
Rates 

46,. 0 

27.4 

43.0 

37.2 

. 58.0 



These ratios may be interpreted in the fo110win~·manner. The 
/ 

upper 13 judges incarcerated at a tate that is, on average, 

1.5 times greater than that of the'lower 15 judges. Clearly 

then,'variation in sentencing exists between the two gr6ups. 

However, tpis variation mai be due to the fact that the 'upper 

13 judges h~ard more-serious cases at a rate that was also 

1.5 times'greater than that of the lower, 15 judges. If so, 

the v~riation would be considered by mast to be justifie~. 

In fact, the other ratios indicate that the upper 13 judges 

sentenced for robber ies, offenses against per son,s, and offenses 

with statutory maximums of 15 years or,longer at rates that 

were 1.2, 1.4, and 1.4 times greatei--respectiveLy--than those 

ju~ges of the other group. What this means is that the case 

load of the judges with the highest incarceration rates was, 

on,the average, different from--that is, more serious than--

that 6f the lower 15 judges, but that the difference in case 

load was not as great as the difference in incarceration rate. 

Consequently, not all of the dtfference in incarceration rates 

can be explained by the fact that the judges imposin9 the most 

severe ,sentences also handled the most ser ious cases. It 

should be noted, ~oweverr th~t the ratios are not dramatically 

different from one another, and that the measures of offense 

seriousness are not as refined as they could be if the case 

load of each iridividual judge was larger. For instance, it 

would be advantageous in this ~ind of ' analysis to look at 

pariicular charge types, b~t the fact that the average numbei 
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of offenders sente~ced by each judge is 51 means that no judge 

handles enough char~e~ of anyone kind for such an approach 

to be useful. 

A further potential source of variation between the two 

groups is khe offender who is sentenced. If the top l~ judges 

tended to hear more cases involving felons with' serious crim-

inal histo~ies than the bottom 15 judges~then they could be 

expected to give more serious sentences ·because of this fact, 

other things being equal. On the average, however, 57.2 per-

cent ~nd 58.0 percent of the sentences given by the upper and . 
lower groups, resp~ctively, involved d~f~ndants with serious 

criminal records. This ~ndicates that the kind 'of defendant 

sentenced tends to be the same from group to group and, there-

fore, the variation in incarceration rate is not likely to 

have been produced by differences in the criminal hist9ry of 

the defendant. 

T~is analysis of average incarceration rates, case load 

mix, offense characteristics, and defend 9nt type for the two 

groups of judges suggests t~at so~e--but· not·all--of.the v2ri-

ation between the more severe and less severe sentencing deci-

sions is due to differences in offense ~ix. In other words~ 

the upper group handled more serious cases than the lower 

group, on the average. However,'analysis of averages can be 

misleading, since dis~ortion is introduced by extremes. In 

T~ble V-2, for instance r there-are f?~r judges in the upper 

13 whose offense mix is substantially ~ore se~io~s ~han that 
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of the remainder of the group .. For each of these four judges, 

the proportion of defendants sentenced for' offenses with 'maxi-
" 

mums of 15 years or more was 66.7 percent or greater. Similarly, 

in the lower group of 15 judges, ther~ were four whose offense 

mix was substantially l€ss serious than that of the remainder of 

the group.-, For these four, 28.6 percent, Ot- less, of their case 

load involved offenses with statutory,max±mums of 15 years 

or more. When the effect-of, these two somewhat extreme groups 

is excluded, 'the picture is qu-ite diffe'rent. ,Table V-4 pre-

sents data comparing the remaining 9 judges from the upper 

group and the remaining 11 judges from the lower group. 

The tabl e· ind ica te s tha t the inc arcer'a t ion' l' ate s 0 f the 

two groups still di~fer substantially,. though not as much 'as 

they did when all judges were includ~d. However, the offense 

ser iousness rates are much more comparable" Both groups im-

~osed sentence for offenses against p~rsons and for offenses 

with statutory maximums of 15 years or more at ~quivalent 

rates. Robbe!y cases wer~ more frequent for the upper group 

thaD for the lower group, but, as is indicated by the compari

son rat"io, the difference is not as 'g'reat as the difference 

between incarc~ration ratios. Consequently, it may be con-, , 

cluded that, when the eight judges wh6 were at the extremes 

of the court in terms of offense seriQusness are excluded from 
, , ' 

the analysis, substantial variation still,exists between the 

group that is more severe in ,its sentencing practices and the 

group'that is less severe, However, this ~ariation is not 
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Table V-4 

Average Incarceration Rates and Caie Load Mixtures 
for the Upper and Lower Groups, Excluding 

Judges With the Least Representa·ti ve Case Loa.cJs* 

9 Judges 11 Judges Comparison 
from from the 

the Top 13 Bottom 15 

Incarceration Rate 65.6 49.6 

Percent of Sentences That 
Were for Robbe.des 31. 0 26·.1 

Percent of Sentences That 
~Jere for Antiperson Offenses 48.5 47.1 

Percent of Sentences for 
Offenses with Maximums 
of 15 years or more 44.4 44.8 

Percent of Offenders with 
Serious Criminal History 55.7 55.6 

* The eight judges excluded from th~stable were identified 
in Table \1-2. 
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1. 32 

1.18 
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accounted for by differences in the offense mix of th~ two 
, . 

groups. In additi'on, the variation is~not aq,countea for by 

differences in defend~nt type, sln?e--as was found even when 

all judges were included--there are no differences between 

the two groups with respect to this factor. 

The information contained in Tables V-2, V-3, and V-4 

has perhaps raised more questions than it has answered. It 

is clear that sentencing practices diffe~·widely from judge 

to judge; The variation in incarcetatio~ rates is consid~rable 

and cannot be fully account.ed for by differences in the type 

of case load handled by each of the judges. It 'is difficult 
'. 

to be 'definitive about this conclusion, however, because 6f 

~he problems involved i~ analyzing the case load for an irrdi-

vidual judge, when that judge has sentenced only 40 or 50 fel-

ons. If these cases were organized by the kinds of characteris-

tic'S employed in -previous chapters in this report, it 'would be 

virtually impossible to detect any m.eaningful pattern, because 

there are so few cases in any given category. For instance, if 

the sentencing decisions of th~ judges for the 168 armed rob-

bery convictions were examined, there would b~ an aVerage of 

about seven cases per judge. Naturally, some judges would have 

more than sev~n, and some would have less. However, it would 

be virtually impossible to identify any reliable trend. In 

order to addre,ss this proble\ll and to ,investig~te further the 

relationship between the sentence and the offense-, offender-, 
. 

and. j udg e-r ela ted factor 5 ex amined ,in Chapter IV ,and in thi s 

V,... 1 8 
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chapter, a multivariate model of the sentencing decision is 

coristructe,l in the next chapter. The modei"inco~porates those 
/ 

variables that, on the basis of the analyiis to date, have 

been shown to be associated with" the sentencing decision. 
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VI. A MODEL OF THE SEN~ENCING DECISION 

The preceding two chapters of this study have .been pri= 

marily descriptive. In them, the associations between a rela~ 

tively large number of factors and th~ se~tencing decision 

have been examined. It has been showri:that certain character

istics of the ~ffense, elements i~ t~e felon's 'prior criminal 

record, ,and some per sonal char aeter ist ic,s of the felon have 

been individually and in varying degrees of strength associ-

ated with the sentencing decision. It was also concluded that 

different judges follow different sentencing practices, though 

these d ifferences w~re not accounted for 'by the, judge charac

teristics that were examined. 

In this chapter, the simu~taneous effects of these vari

ous factors will be' considered. This will be accomplished 

through the use of PROBIT, a technique specifically designed 

for multiva:iate analysis of ordinal dependent va~iables. 

PROBIT will be discussed in more detail' shortly. Its utiliza-

tion here will facilitate an answer to'two important questions, 

and will assist in the ,development of 'a model of the senten-

£ing decision in the Superior Court~ 

The first question concerns the ,relati~ effect of the 

factors tha£ have been shown to be agsociated with the sentence. 

In Chapter IV, fo~ inst~nce, it was demonstrated that the prior 

arrest record and the prioy conviction, re'cord of the felon were 

associa ted wi th the sen tence, a'nd that, the effect s 0 f those two 
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fac,tors were to some extent independent of each other. Spe-
, ',/. 

cifically, it was shown that even if the prev~ously arrested 

felon had not been convicted, the existence of the arrest rec-

ord was associated with a sentence that was more severe than 

that given to the felon with no prior 'record. However, it was . . 
not possible in Chapter IV to state wftti assuranc~ which of the 

tw,o types of record had the greater connection'to the sentE>ncing 

decisio~. Si~ilarly~ iittl~ or nothing is known,'on the basis 

of what has been done thus far in this report, about the rela-

tive effect of criminal record when compared with the kind of 

offense for which the felon was convicted. Both appear to be 

important, but which is more importan~? These kinds of ques

tions--about these and other factors-7will be addressed in ' 

this chapter. 

The second question that will be addressed relates to the 

cpmbined effect of the asso~iated variablps. For examplff, offense 

type, seriousness of criminal history, and the ~ind of plea E>n

tered were all individuailY associated'wit~ the kind of ,sentence 

given. If the offense was serious or if the criminal history 
, ' 

was long, ~ if a plea'of not guilty was entered, the sentence 

imposed was likely to be more severe than un?er the opposite con-
, , 

ditions. However, this sheds little'light on the way in which 

these three factors work together. Fb~ instance, was the defen-

dant who committed a serious offense, "and had a long c,riminal 

record, and who pled not guilty 1 ikel'y to receive a ,more severe 

sentence than the defendant who had sImilar offense and criminal 
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history characteristics but who pled guilty? ,The analysis dis-

cussed in earlier chapters suggested a limited answer to this 

particular question, by showing that the kind of plea entered 

was associated with the sentence impo~ed for similar offenses 

(see Table IV-8). A comp~ete answer,'however, depends not only 

on the basic association between ple~ and sentence, but also--
, ' 

and mor'e importantly--on the interactio'n of all, the associated 

factors. If it is the case that the,plea is itself associated 

with some or all of the other factors, then the plea may make 

'no difference to sentence severity when those other factors and 

the plea are simul~~neously'taken in~o account. 

These examples are intended to illustrate a general point. 

Many factors ,appear to influe~ce the ,sentencing decision. Some 

of them may, in combination, have a' greater impact than any of 

them alone. Conversely, some that appear to be influential 

when considered alone may turn out to have no unique effect 

when ~hey are simultaneo~~ly considered with other factors. 

,It is clearly important to sort out w.hich is which, sincp 

failure to do so will 'almost certainly result in a mislead-

ing interpretation of the sentencing decisi~n. 

All of the factors that were irivestigated in Chapters 

,IV and V were tested for inclusion i~ the sentencing model . 

. However, the firidings'reported in this chapter are limited 

to those variables that 1 'on the basis of the analysis, proved, 
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t~ be st~tistically most relevant. l . They are l~sted in Table 

VI-I. The order of presentation has ~o Imp~ications for the 

relative importance of the variables. This issue will be ad-

dressed in the analysis sections of this chapter. Not~, how-

ever, that of all factors examined in this study, this.set is 

most st~origly associated with the s~nte~cing decision, and, , . 

in the combination s deta ii ed below I 'represen t $ t he be s t "ex-

pI anation ,I 0 f the d ~c 1.sion . tha t could be devel op~d . Each 0 f 

the variables has been discussed previously~ but it will be 

helpful to clarify their role in the model. First, the ex-

planation of the sentencing decision may be represented by 

the following statement: 2 

sentence Impos~d = f (statutory ~aximum Sentence, Whether 
the Convic~ion was for an Offens~ 
Against Persons, the Number of Charges, 
the' Incarceration Rate of the Judge, 
the Release Type, the Nature of 
the Plea,' the Number· of Pr ioc Con
victions, the Number of Prior Ar
rests, and ·the Age of the Felon 
at Sentencing) 

In less fOl"mal term.~., this means .that the decision is a 

function of the cumulative effects of the independent variables 

contained in the right~hand side of the equation. Further, it 

,means that the sentence given to each felon ~ay· be predicted, 

with an.as yet undetermined degree of succe~s,.from a knowledge 

------------------~------------

lA variable was 'excluded from the model if, on the ba~is of 
PROBIT ~nalysis in conjunction with the·other factors, it made 
a unique contribution of'less than ohe-half of one percent to. 
the predictive success of the.eguati~n. 

2see Appendix C for ~xpanded discussion.of this ~opic. 
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Table. VI-l 

Factors Reported from the PRQBIT Analysis 
of the Sentencing Decision 

. .Name Categories 

Statutory maximum of offense (1) . 3 yrs or less (2 ) 5 years (3) 10 years 
of conviction (4) 15 years (5) 20 years or more 

Was conviction for an anti- . (0) No' (1) Yes 
person offense 

Number of charges ( 0) One (1) two or more 

Judge Incarceration Rate ·Number of Incarcerations Divided by 
Total Sentences Impo~ed 

. Release Type (0) Conditional (1) Personal 
Rel"ease Recognizance 

Plea (0) Not Guilty. (1) Guil ty 

.. Number of previous convi cU ons (0) None (1) One (2) Two or more 

Numper of prior arrests (,O) None ( 1-) 1 to 3 (2) 4 to 9 
(3) 10 or more 

Age . (.1) under 22 (2 ) 22-;30 (3) 31-45 
(4) 46+ 

.. 
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of the values of the variables for each felon and an under-

standing of the relative impact each"variable h~s on the 

decision. 

It seems clear that some of the variables in the state-

rnent are really "standing in" for other factors on which data 

were not available. The incarceratio~ rate of the judge, for 

instance, which ~as shown in, Chapter y to b8 o~ly partially 

dependent pn objective characteristic~ of the judge's case load, 

'may be plausibly considered as a measu~e--albeit indirect and 

in60mplete--of the sentencing philosophy of the judge:' The 

relepse type variable, as was noted earlier, is more usefully 
. 

,viewed in this context as a measure of the community ties and 

stability of the offender (information that is ,in the presen-

,tence report) rather than an unrelated statement about pretrial 

release conditions. Even the statutory maximum sentence for 

the convicted offense can be interpreted as a measure of offense 

sever'i ty . 

Thus, the statement of the model seeks to capture the 

effect of the following types of influence: 

• Severity ~f the Offense (measured Sythe Statutory 
Maximum Sentence, Whether, the Offense was Against 
Persons and the Number of Charges) 

· The prior" Record of the Offender (measured by the 
Conviction and Arrest Records) 

• The Philosophy of the sentenc~ng Judge (measured 
by the Judge's Incarceration Rate) 

• The Community Ties of the Off~nder (me~sured by 
the Release Type) 
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The Effect of a Guil't"y Plea 

• The Effect of the Offender's Age 

The re~ainder of the chapte~ is organized into three 

sections. The first presents a flow model of the sentencing 

decision~ the second identifies the main determinants of the 

decision to incarcerate or not (hereinafter calle'd the "in/out'· . . , 

de·cision) ~ and' the third examines the length of /I in" sentences. 

A. A FLOW MODEL OF' THE SENTENCING DECISION 

It was suggested in the work on .sentencingguidelines by 

Leslie Wilkins and others that the sentencing decision could 

fruitfully be conceptualized as a two-stage process. 3 The 

first stage is a de'cision by the judg~ to.g ive an II in." or an 

"out~ sentence. If the decision is tp incarcerate, then the 

next stage is to determine the' leng tho 0 f the incar cer at ion. 

This approach is followed in this ctiapteri with some adjust-

ments to reflect the particular situation that exists in the 

District of Columbia Superior Court. For instance, the first 
. . 

stage of the decision prddess involves three possibilities, 

r ather than two: an /I out ,/ sentence (probat ion., suspended 

senten~e, fine, or FYC~ A)~ alteinat{ve incarceration (FYCA B, 

FYCA C, or NARA)~ and incar~er~tion for a term with a specific 

minimum and maximum. 

The second stage of the decisio~ process, at which point 

length of incarceratioh is determined, can in princip~e result 

3Les1 ie Wilkins~ et~al., SentencingGuid~lines: Structuring 
Judicial Discretion n'Vashington, D.C.':' Law Enf·orcement Assis
tanceAdministratIOn, 1976) •. 
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in any statutorily permissible sentence. Because of the pre-

dominating influence. of the minimum term 'in the District of 

Columbia, the ~ind decision will be classified by the number 

of years in the minimum, up to five years. Thete will thus 

be five categor ies of the .. in" decision in this 'second stage, 

corresponding to minimums of less than one year, one year, two 

years, three or four years, and five years or more . 
.. 

Figure VI-I depicts the two stages of the decision pro-
. . '. 

cess and identifies the number of cases for ~hich each type 

of' decision was made. Th~s, there were 1,665 convicted felons, 

704 of whom received ~out" sentences, 247 of whom received 

~lternative incarceration sentences, and 714 of whom received 

"in" sentences. Th~ proportion of cases that follows each of 
. . 

the'paths is expressed by the figure on the arrow leading 

from one box to another. These percentages were discussed 

.in Chapter III. "Out" sentences vlere' given in 42 percent of 

t.he cases, alternative incarcer'ation in 15 Dercent and'" in" . , . 

sentences in ~3 percent. The second stage of the sentencing 

decision process specifies five option~, each of which repre-.. 
sent s a par t icul ar kind 0 f mimimum .. Consequen tl y, 20 per cen t 

of the sentences involving incarceration have minimums of less 
. . 

.than one year, 28 percent have minimums of exactly one year, 

18 percent Have minimums of two years~ an~ so OD. 

In the two sedtions that follow, each stage of the deci-

sion.will be analyzed. First, a statement will be made. about 

those factors that are most r~levant to the in/out decision; 
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second, the length of the minimum will be ~onsidered. In 

both sections, the most important factors witl be identified 

and a quantitative assessment of the effect of those factors 

will be presented. 

B. ANALYSIS OF THE IN/OUT DECISION 

Although the first stage of the sentencing decision is 

being refe(red to as the in/out decis~on, it actually entails 

~ choice among three options, as was specified in Figure VI-I. 

Two predictive models, the second being a more parsimonious 

version of the first, were estimated. The statistics produced 
. 

by the PROBIT analysis of the models are presented in Table 

VI-2. For the nontechnical reader, a brief comment on the 

interpretation of the statistics will provide a frame of ref

erence for the discussion of the table that follows. 

1. A Comment onPROBIT 

As \vas state-d earli.er, PROBIT assesses the impact of a 

set of factors (identified ~ere as ihdependent variables) on 

a dependent variable (the in/out decision, in this instance). 

Two kinds of statistics are produced. Fir~t" the individual 

import~nce of each of the factors is numerically expressed by 

the maximum likelihood estimates (MLES) and the standardiz~d 

coefficients (BS); second, summary statistics are developed 

for the 60mplete set of variables. The former are listed in 

the table to the right of each of the',factorsf the latter are 

listed at the bottom of the table. 
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The MLEs and standardized coefficients are ~like in that 
, . . . ' / 

both are estimates of the unlque lmpact of,a factor on the 

sentencing decision. They differ, in that standardized coeffi-

cients can be compared in order to ascertain the relative im-

portance of factors, but MLEs cannot. ' Because the question of 

relative importance is of primary intete~t in thi~ study, 

emphasis will be placed on the standar~ized co~fficients. 

Ano'ther I;~ay to e'xp'ress'the idea of unique impact is to 

say that the standardized coefficient,provides an estimate of 

the association of the factor with a particular kind of sen-

tence when all other things are equal. For instance, if dif

ferent sentences are given to'~efendan~s who are alike in 

all respects but the kind of plea ente!ed, then the plea ma~ 

be said to have a unique effect. In ~his situation, the 

'standardized coefficient would not be zero~ How,far it deviated 

f~om, zero would depend on the degree of difference in sentences 

imposed on those who pled guilty and those who dld not. The 

greater this difference, then the larger the standardized coef-

ficient. This argument can be generali~ed to the factors included 

in the table, and consequently, it may be claimed that all the 

~actors have a unique impact on the se~tencini decision. Of 
, , . 

, , 

course, the magnitude of this impact 'varies from factor to fac-

tpr. For instance, in Model I, the coefficient for the effect 

of the number of prior ~onvictions is.22, and the coe~ficient 

representing the impact of the number 'of charges against the 

felon is .04. This means that the for~er is a much more important 
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determinant than the latter. In fact, they are at opposite 
• • ,f 

extremes in terms of importance, since number of prior con-

victions has the largest standardized coefficient, while the 

number of charges has the smallest. 

In general, all the coefficients can be interpreted in 

this way .. The larger the coefficient, th~ more important the 

factor to which it appli~~. Thus, the factors have been listed 

in declining order of importa~ce. Ii two coefficients are 

equal, then the variables are of approximately equal impor

tance, and the order in which they are pr~sented is determined 

by the statistical significance of the coefficient. 5ignifi-

c~nce is indicated by the asterisks alongside each coeffiaient. 

~~o asterisks'indicate ~ very' high l~vel of significance; a 

single asterisk indicates a lower but nevertheless acceptable 

~evel of signif~cance. In general, the greater the statistical 

'significance, the more confident one can be abollt the findings. 

The most important que it ion addr~ssed by the statistics 

at the bottom of Table VI-2 is ~he extent ~o which 'the analysis 

results. in a correct interpretation af the in/out decision. 

This question ~s answered by the stat~stics specifying the per

centage of decisi6ns which, on the basis of the coefficients 

presented in the table, could have been correctly predicted. 

For Model I, this figure is 61.2, which means that an applica-' 

tion of the coefficients in the table to the cases that formed 
. . 

the b~sis for this study would have correctly predic~ed the 

judges' decisions 61.2 percent of the,time. 
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This discussion of the PROBIT technique has been delib-

erately brief, anQ has, in fact, ignored some of the statis-
/ 

tics presented in T~bles VI-2 and VI-3. Additional informa-

tion, with references, is presented in Appendix C. It is 

hoped that this short presentation has provided a framework 

for the following discussion. 

2. Discussion of Table VI-2 

statistics for two separate models ·of the first stage 

of the sentencing decision are presented in Table VI-2 .. Model 

I incorporates all the variables from Table VI-I: Mode] II 

consists of the four most important independent.variables . 
from ~odel I (prior conviction record,' ~rior arrest record, 

judge incarceration rate, and statutory maximum' sentence) ~ 

The reason for the presentation of two models is as fol-

lows. Model I is the most successful predictor of the in/out 

decision (61.2 percent correct); Model II, a simpler v~rsion 

of t, provides a basis for comparison of the effect of the 

four most important variables with that of the five least im-

portant. Each of the models will be briefly discus~ed. 

a. Model I. The inde~ende~t variables in the Model I 

column ·of the table are listed in declining order of impor-

tance, as det~rmined by the standardize~ coefficients (Bs); 

As was stated pr~viously, the nine variables included in the 

model are those that produced the most successful predictions 

of the in/out decision. This means that if the weights in 

the model had been applied to ·the 1;665 cases before sentence 
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Table,VI-2 

PROBIT Analysis of the In/Out I?ec;sion / 

'Independent Variables 

Number of Prior Convictions 
Number of Prior Arrests 
Judge Incarceration Rate 
Statutory Maximum Sentence 
Release Type 
Anti-person Offense 
Pled 
Age of Felon 
Number of Charges 

-2 X LLR (CHI 2) 

Estimated R2 

Percent Predicted Correctly 
Improvement Over Prediction 

Based on Chance ' 
Improvement Over Prediction 

of Most Frequent Category 

Model I 

Maximum Standardized 
Li kel; hood Coefficient 
Estimate 

.32 

.23 

.002 ' 

.14 

.32 

.25 

.22 

.07 
~1l 

~EstimatedL 

.22** 

.20** 

.19** 

.15** 

.. 12** 

.1"1** 
'.08* 

.O~ 

.04 

391.5**(9df) 
.29 

61.2 

27.·9 

18.2 

*Significant at' .05 level or better 
**Significant at .01 level or better-
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Model II 

-Maximum 
Li ke 1 i hood 
Estimate 

.35 

.24 
'.002 
.20 

Standardized 
Coefficient 
(Estimate) 

.24** 

.20** 

.20** 

.22** 

347 .. 3** (4df) 

.27 
60.0 

26.7 

17.0 



was imposed and a prediction of the sentence had been made 

based on the application of those weights~ then 61.2 pertent 
/ 

of the time the model would have correctly predicted the sen-

tence given by the judge. Compared wit~ the prediction that 

could have been made if the cases were distributed randomly--

that is, ~ne-third in each of the three sentence categories--

this figure leads to an improvement in prediction success of 

27.9 percent. Of course, jf the distribution of the C~~eS 

across each of the three paths was known, then it would be 

possible to predict that all cases were given the sentence 

l-epresented by the most 'frequent category--in this instance, 

incarceration at a rate of 43 percent--and therefore the 

improvement made by the model compare~ with this prediction 

is 18.3 percent. 

One of the significant aspects of this model is the fact 

,that--with the ~xcepti~n of the age of the felon and the judge 

'incarceration rate..,-all of the variables are le,gal in nature. 

That is, they reflect either the criminal record of the d~fen

dant or offense-based character'istics. In 'fact, since the model 

is predictin9 the possibility of alternative incarceration as 

well as an "out·1 sentence and an .1 iri", sentence, age is al so 

legal in nature in at least one sense--the Federal Youth Cor-

'rections Act, upon which most-of the alternative incarcera-, ' 

tion sentences are based, sp~cifie~ that ~ge is'a criterion 
" -

for the decision. The model suggests, th~t the prior criminal 

recotd of the felon is slightly more important than ~he judge 
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incarceration rate, which in ~rirn is somewhat more i~portant than 

the statutory maximum 'sentence. other variables make successively 
" 

smaller contributions. 

Of particular interest is the cl~ar importance of the number 

of previous arrests. 4 Although the number of prior convictions 
, ' 

is also includ~d in the model, and although conviction record is 

slightl~ more important than arrest tecoid, it is still the case 

that prior arrest record 'appears to be more important than the 

statutory maximum sentence, the target of the offense (antiperson 

o~ not), and the number of charges. It should be pointed out, how-

ever, that the effects of these offense variables are to some ex-

t.ent dispersecl due to the fact that there are sever a] of them. 

Caution in interpr~tation is therefore in order. 

In Chapter V, judges were divided into two groups on thE' 

basis of their incarceration rates, and this division was used 

'~s the basis for the ~judge incarceration. rate" included in the 

anal ysis in .tha t chapter. ,In the PROBIT anal ys is, howe.ver, the 

actual judge.incarcerati~n rate was employed, thus providing a' 

mor~ complete picture of judge effect. In addition, in order 

41n considering the impact of arrest record on the sentence, 
it should be nOLed that prior arrests are properly considered 

.in dete~mining sentence (along with any other available infor
mation on tl}e defendant's life-style,. conduct, mental atti
tudes, ~nd moral propensities), even if no conviction resulted 
from them. Williams v. Oklahoma, 358 U~S~ 576 (1959) ~ Williams 
v. New York, 336 U.S. 241 (1949); united states v. Sheppard, 
462 F. 2d 279 (D.C. Cir.), cert. deni-ed, 409 u.S. 985 (1972); 
united States v. Sweig, 454 F.2a 181 (2nd Cir. 1972)~ 18 u.S. 
Code ~3577. A judge may not, of course, properly r~ly on 
misinformation, United States' v. Tuck~l:, 405 u.S. 443 (l972). 
. ------------------------
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to test further the extent to which differences in incarcera-

tion rates between judges could be atcounted fo~ by differ

ences in their case~load mixture and defenda~t type, a PROBIT 

analysis of the incarceration rate was conducted, using the 

eight nonjudge variables listed in Table VI-2. The results 

confirmed the conclusions drawn in Ch~pter V. When judges 
'. 

were divided into high and low groups, it was Eossible to pre

dict corre~tly only 56 percent of the time whether a judge 

'belonged in the high group or the low group. This is only a 

6 ~ercent improvement over chance, and virtually no improve-

ment over a prediction of ~he m~st frequent category. When 
. 

the judges were divided into four groups, prediction success 

was 12 percent better than chance, but again very little bet-

~er than predicting the most frequent category. 

This PROBIT analysis of the incarceration rate confirmed 

that the sentence given is, to some extent, dependent on who 

gives' it. It also lends weight to the idea that the incarcer-

ation rate measures, loosely, the sentencing philosophy of the 

judge. The size and the significance'of the standardized judge 

rate coefficient in Table VI-2 provides further support for 

the claim that the judge has a unique impact on the sentencing 

decision. If an offender is sentenced by one of the judges ,in 

the group with a relatively high incarceration rate, then that 

offender is more likely to be incarceiated than another offend-

er who committed a similar offense, h~d a comparable record, 

was of the same age, entered the same kind of plea, and who was 
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sentenced 'by a judge from the group with a relatively low incar-

cer~tion rate. In other words, some senten~~ng v~riation exists 
/ 

that'appears to be due solely to differenc~s between judges. 

b. Model II. In the intere'st 'of parsimony, Model I was 

reduced to the four most important variables and reestimated. 

The purpose in doing this was to ~sses~ the importance of ~hose , 

four variables, relative to the nine ,that were included in Model 

I,'and to see ~hether a simpler model ~ould be used without much 

loss of predictive success. 

The statistics for Model II indicate that prior conviction 

record, statutory maximum sentence, prior a~rest record, and 

judge incarceration rate--in that order of importance--can be 

used to predict successfully 60 percent of' the in/out decisions. 

This is only 1.2 percent less successful than the larger model 

and indicates ,that the five excluded variables made a minimal 

contribution to the overall equation. The~e is' a change in the 

r~la~ive magnitude of the st~ndardize~ coefficients for the four 

variables. Prior convi6tion record is still the most important 

variable, but the statutory maximum sentence is slightly more 

important than either the number of pr'ior arres'ts or the judge 

incarceration rate. This change supports the observation made 

in the discus~ion of Model I that the impact-of offense charac-

.teristics was dispersed across several variables. Now it is 

more concentrated, and as a consequence the statutory maximum 

~entence·increase~ in predictive power. 
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3. Summary 

The in/out decision appears to be most Heavily influenced 

by the prior criminal record of the offender, the statutory max-

imum for the offense, and the philosophy of the judge imposing 

the sentence. Less important, but still making a contribution, 

are the offense type, the release type, the age of the felon, 

the type o~ plea that is entered, and the number of charges 

in the case. No other variables were of 60nsequence. The model 

sucbessfu·.11y predicts slightly more than 61 percent of the de-

cisions. Expressing it another way, it is wrong 39 percent of 

the time. This implies that a good deal. of the variatfon in 

the decision is due to factors other than those considered 

here. 

C. ANALYSIS OF THE SENTENCE LENGTH 

Table VI-3 presents information similar to that just dis

cus~ed, but the d~cision being investigated is the second stage 

of the sentencing process .. Frequencies for the five categor ies. 

of the decision were presented in Table VI-2. Two models were 

again estimated.' In the sense that it is more difficult to pre-
. . 

diet decisions across five categories than it is across three, 

it is to be expected that the overall success of the model will 

be less than that of the model developed for the in/out decision. 

This expectation is confirmeci by the fact that only 40.8 percent 

of the length-of-sentence decisions were predicted correctly by 

Model III. Nevertheless, the improvement over a prediction based 

on chance is above 20.8 pe~cent, an~ ·the improvement over a 
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Table VI-3 
PROBIT Analysis of S~nt~nce Length 

Independent Variables 

Statutory Maximum Sentence 
Number of Previous Convictions 
Release Type 
Judge Incarceration Rate 
Number of Charges 
Type of P1 ea 
Injury or Death 

-2 X LLR(CHI 2) 
Estimated R2 
Percent Predicted Correctly 
Improvement Over Prediction 

'Based-on 'Chance. 

Improvement Over Prediction 
of Host Frequent Category 

PROBIT 'Es t ima tes 

Model 
I II r 

Maximum 
Likelihood 
Estimate 

.54 

.15 

.53 
-.001 
.37 
.41 
.36 

Standardized' 
Coefficient 

jEstimated) 

.51** 

.10* 

.17** 
-.'08* 

012* 
.14** , 
.12* 

346.3**(7df) 
.43 

40.8 

20.8 

12.8 

*Significant'at .05 level or better 
**Significant at'.Ol level or better 
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Model IV 

Maximum 
Likelihood 
Estimate 

.61 

.63 

.43 

Standardized 
Coefficient 
(Estimated) 

.56** 

,.20** 

.14** 

320. 3*-}' (3df) 
.44 

39.1 

19.1 

11.1 



prediction based on the most frequent. c;:ategory ( a sentence with 

a one-year minimum) is 12.8 percent. 
/ 

.~Iable VI-3 has several striking features .. First, the stat-

utory maximum sentence is the most important predictive factor, 

by a considerable margin. The standardized coefficients of .51 

in Model I~I and .56 in Model IV dom~n~te the equations. In 

addition, other variables ~hat were i~~ortant for the predic

tion of the in/nut decision have lit~l~ relevance here. The 

prior cohviction reco~d, whi~h was ranked first in Models I 

and II, is sixth in Model III. Prior ,arrest record had a stan-

dardized coefficient of .01, which does not even merit inclusion 

in the table. 

A further surpiising el~ment is tbe reduction in size and 

reversal in sign of the coefficient for the judge incarceration 

rate. This factor was strongli and positively associated with 

·the in/out decision--that is, incarc~ratiori was more likely 

if the judge was from the group with the highest incarcer~tion 

r9te, even if other factors were equivalent. However, it is neg--

atively and weakly associa~~d with the decision about length 

of sentence. This means that the group of judges who are more 

likely to give uin~ sentences are nevert~eless likely to give 

shor te r "in II sen tence s than the ,othe r g l.:oup. . Th i s find ing was 

ve'rified by examining the proportion of "in" sentences for each 

judge group that had minimums of threi'years or l~nger. The 13 

judges with the higher ~verage incarceration rate gave such sen

tences 32.8 percent of the'time, compared with 36.3 percent for, 
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the other group. This difference is small, but it is indepen-

dent of the influence ~f other factor~, as is demonstrated by 

the fact that the coefficient in the PROB+T table is significant, 

and is only slightly less important than the felon's number of 

previous convictions. , 

Two ~ther variables, of lesser importance in the in/out 

analysis, have taken over the positions held by prior criminal 

record and jcidge incarce~~tion rate in Models I and II. These 

are the pret~ial release type,and the type of plea entered. 

Though the coefficients for these factors do not compare in 

size with that of the statutory maximum sentence, they never-

theless make a significant contribution to the predictive suc-

c~ss of the model. It was observed earlier that the release 

type is considered a substitute mea~ure for the felon's commu-

nity and home ties, and the relationship iry the table suggests 

that a felon wi~h such ,ties is likely t~ be given a shorter 

term of incarceration. The relationship ,of the type of plea 

,can be interpreted as an indication that--for a given convic-
, " 

tion charg~--shorter sentences are likely to be given to those 

who plead g~ilty. Judge Harold H. Greene, Chief Judge of the 

Superior Court, at the time of the stu,dy, has advised t'hat this 

is Court policy: 

The Court in general follows the ABA guidelines which 
recommend that sentencing rionsid~ration be given to 
those who plead guilty.' If the judg~s follow that 
standard, •. '. individuals who ple'ad gui] ty are 
likely to besgiven sentencing copsideration because 
of the plea., 

5~ommunication to INSLAW, Decemb~r 29, 1977: 
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In complementary INSLA~ researoh. it was demonstrate~, 
, 

in 'fact, that such consideration is morp'lik~ly .to take place 
" ' 

for 'robberies than for any other felony oifense. 6 That find-

ing is consistent with the one presented here. Almost one-

third of the cases considered in Models I,ll and IV were robber

ies,7 and; consequently, it is to be expected that their impact . ' 

on the overall equation would be ~reat. 

When the three most prominpnt variables are considered 

separately frbm the others (Model IV), the reSUlting predic-

tion success rate suffers only a sligbt drop (f~om 40.8 percent 

2 to 39.1 percent). The estimated R actually increases. In 

othei words, the contribution of prior criminal record, judge 

incarceration rate, number of chargesi an~ the incidence Qf 

injury or death amounts to 1.7 percent of the prediction suc-

cess of Model.III. 

D,. SUMMARY 

Two general conclusions'may be drawn from the analysis 

presented in this chapter. First, ,Qf all the variables in-

eluded in the study, those that proved, to bp most import~nt 

for the predictio~ and ~xplanation of the sentencing decision 

are primarily legal in natu~e. SecDnd,·thoug~ the models 

develop a prediction succes~ rate that is cotisi~erably better 

6~illiam M. Rhodes, Plea Bargaining: Who Gains? Who Loses? 
PROMIS Research Publication no. 14 (INSLAW, 1978, forthcoming). 

7 .,. 
Forty-five percent (218 

sul ted ,in incarcer at ion. 
of all incarcerations in 

cases) of all robbery convictions re
These 218 c~ses,Gonstitute 32 percent 

this analysis. 
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than chance, and is also better than predictions based on 

frequency distrib~tions, a large proportion of the variation 

in the sentencing dec,ision is still unexplained. Consequently, 

while it is fair to say that in the Superior Court of the Dis-

trict of Columbia the kind of variation that exists derives 

in part f~om legally based'factors, and may, in this sense, 

be classified as warranted variation, ,all of the characteris-

tics of the offense, the felon, and the ,judge do not predict 

the decision completely successfully. This is equivalent to 

the statement that factors other than those considered in this 

study account for the unexplained variation. 

~ince the data base with respect to' the offense is re.1a

tively comprehensive, an~ since information has'been deveLoped 

bn ~he prior record and the personal chaiacteristics of the 

defend ant (see Append ix B), it, seems likely that unmeas ur ed 

differences between judges and between probation officers 

making recommendations to,judges account for some and perhaps 

most of the variation not e"xplained by these models. In Chapter 

V, factors such as the age, sex" raCE,' az:1d experience of thE=>. 

judge seemed to be of little relevance to the decision, and 

this was substantiated by the analysis in this chapter. How-

ever, it was also observed th'at judge i~carceration rates and 

decisions about sentence length vary in ways that are not due 

to different case loads or different types of defendant. This 

suggests that other judge characterisbics--such as sentencing 

p'hilosophy--would have greatel:'o explanatory vaJue than those on 
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which information was available. Of'c~urse, it ts also p~obab]e 

that the unmeasured defendant-based charact~r~stlcs mentioned 

in the conceptual framework in Chapter II would,account for 

some of the unexplained variation. 

There is some evidence that the judg~s themselves see sen

tencing ph~losophy as an important f~c~or in vari~tion. In a 

recent interview, one Supe~ior Co~rt'judge said: ~ ••. everyone 

has his ,own sentenci~g ,pbilosophy and 'ev,ery judge ,is an individ

ual judge. I donlt know what the other judge~ are dOing. u8 It 

is not clear, of course, that this particular--or any otber--

judge would change the sentencing decisions'he or she makes 

if what other judges are doing--or had done--was known, but it 

suggests a perceived"need for more and better information op 

sentencing than has generally been aVailable in the past. The 

next chapter focuses on this need and suggests a method by 

which information on sentencing could be communicated to the 

judges. 

8DavidPike and Thomas Crosby, "Judgi~g t~e Judges," The Wash
ingt~tar, January-19, 1978. 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

/ 

One of the primary objectives of this report has been to 

provide an empirically based assessment, of past sentencing 

practices in the Superior Court of th~ District of Columbia. 

Achievement of this objective has been approached by the ex-

amination of the individual relationship between a comprehen-

sive set of factors and the sentence, and the incorporation 

of those factors into a model of th~ s~ntencing decision. A 

secondary objective is to consider how the information pro-

vided by this assessment can be utilized by judges in making 

. sentencing decisions in the future. Befor~ disciussing the 

w~y in which this might be accomplished, a brief review of the 

gen~ral findings of the report is pr~sented. 

A. REVIEW OF STUDY FINDINGS 

The analysis has demonstrated that the nature of the of-

fens,e for wh~ch the' felon i,s convicted and the pr ior cr ~minal 

record of the defendant s~rongly affect the sentencing deciision. 

The latter was the most important determinant for the in/out 

decision, while the former--represent~d by statutory maximum 

sentence for the convicted charge--w~s most important for the 

decision about sentence length. It is' believed that the statu

tory maximum influenced the decision ~n two separate but rela-

ted ways. Fir st, the ex iste,nce 0 f a max imurn clear 1 y constr ains 

the range of sentences that can be given for a particular charge. 

As a con~equence, it is inevitabl~ that it will be statistically 
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associated with the sentence distribution. Second, however, 

it is also believed that the variable' as constructed in this 

study provides a measure of the seriousness d~ the offense 

that is perhaps superior to the other offense characteristics 

that were included. With respect to the prior criminal record 

of the felon, the number of, previousatrests and convictions 

were both strongly associated with the first stage of the sen

tencing pr~cess. That is, the larger the number of prior con

victions or arrests, the greater the likelihood of a sentence 

involving incarceration. However, when decisions about the 

lengtp of incarceration wer~ examined, prior conviction rec

ord declined in importance, relative tq the statutory maximum 

sentence for the convicted charge, and prior arrest record 

bec~me insignificant. 

precisely the opposite happened to the release type and 

the type of plea. 'These variables were a good deal less im

poriant than prio~ record and judge incarceration [ate when 

the in/out decision was analyzed, but they were more impor

tant influences on the length of incar~eration. 

It was also demonstrated, in Chapters V,and VI, that 

considerable sentencing variation existed between judges, and 

that a good deal of this variation could not be attributed 

to differences in the type of case load or the type of defen

dant with which the judges were confr6nted. For instance, when 

the judges who 'sentenced 20 or more felons were divided into 

two groups on the basis of their incarceration rates, it was 
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found that, on the average, the group with the ~igher ihcar-
, / 

ceration rates gave ·~in~ sentences 68.9 p~rcent of the time, 

and the group wi~h lower incarceration rates did so 46.0 per-

cent of the time. Interestingly, it was noted that the group 

·of judges ,with ~he highest average incarceration rate tended 

neverthe)ess to give shorter uin~ se~tenc?s than the other 

group. Again, this tenden.cy was largely independent of the 

kind of offense for 'which sen~encing 'was taking place, and 

of the kind of defendant on whom sentencing was being im-

posed. 

In summary, then, the fact that the seriousness of the 

·o£fense and the prior conviction record of the defendant were 

most important in determining' the sr-.-ntencing decision implies 

that the kind of variation that existed is in part justifi-

able. That is to say, ,it is reasonable, both from a Jegal 

'and a philosophical point of view, to think in ,terms of more 

severe sentences being given to defendants committing more 
. 

serious offenses and having a m6re serioui. hiitory 'of crim-

inal i ty.. Never thel ess, fur ther v ar iat ion ex i sted tha twas 

not accounted for by these factors. ' ~his was demonstrated by 

the compar ison 0 f 'the sen tenc ing pr ac t ices 0 f the judges, and 

by the limited ~egree to which the models of decision making 

were able to predict the kind of s~ntences impo~ed. If all 

the variation in sentences were due to the variables included 
. . . 

in 'th~ study, then the predict~on succeSs rate of th~. models 

w,ould have been much higher. 'That it ,is not, indicates that 
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offenders with similar backgrbunds, convicted o~ similar of-

fenses, do not neCE-ssar i1y rece,ive simi1,ar s,entences. This 

sort of variation--genera11y considered unwarranted--has 

prompted most of the current criticism~ of the 'sentencing 

process in the United States. It is'a1so the kind of varia

tion that" the sentencing guidelines approach, which was dis-

cussed in Chapters I and II, seeks to minimize. The following 

section considers how the findings of this report might 'be 

used to implement a guidelines policy. 

Br A SUGGESTED GUIDELINES ,APPROACH 

One way in which control of the kind of variation just 

identified ca~ be estab1ished is by specifying within a given 

court system a ~et of norms based on ~he prior sentencing 

practiceE of that court. In a sense, previous decisions rep

resent the collective judgment of the judges in the court. 

'in most courts,'this eiperience is larg~ly hidden. However, 

a guidelines approach could bring it to light. For instance, 

if it were possible to id~ntify for a judge in a s~ntencing 

situation the nature of past sentences given by other judges 

in the same ~ourt to offenders with ,similar offense character-

istics and simila~ criminal histories, then the judge could 

1 make a decision ~hat ~as consistent with those past sentences. 

An example of the kind of data that cbuld be provided to the 

lIn the District of Columbia Superior Court, the mechanism 
for dOing this is in par t already in existence. For'each 
case PROMIS produces data on a large number of factors that 
are relevant to future sentencing declsions, and it is pos-
sible to develop the remainder of the, information that is (cont.). 
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judge at the time of sentencing is presented in Figure VII-I. 

This is a proposed format for the expression of an historical 
/ 

sentencing profile; it includes information on the age, sex, 

number of prior convictions, type of prjor conviction, and 

charge record for the current offense, as well as data on 

sentences Jmposed on felons convicted of this kind of offense 

and with'this kind of prior criminal history over a predeter-

mined period of time prior t9 the imposition of current ~en-

tence. More, or less, ihformation ciould be provided than is 

contained in this format. In addition, if the period of time 

over which the sentencing history of the court is maintained 

,is long enough" then a highly reliable pro'file eouId be devel

o~ed. For instance, in the sentencing profile on this char~,' 

the defendant sampIe size is 168. Th~se cases represent the 

armed robbery convictions handed down during the period of 

this study. Few other charge types h~d ~his many convictions. 

Most.' in fact, had very. few,. COl)sequentl y, one year would not 

be a long enough period o~ time to develop a meaningful pio

file for the majority of the sentencing decisions judges have 

to make~ This does not deny the utility of the approach, but 

it does require careful examination of the volume of cases of 

needed. Oth~r jurisdictions that alr~ady use PROMIS, or a 
similar system, would also be able to impl'ement a guidelines 
approach with littl~ diffi~ulty, though time might be needed 
to establish an appropriate data base. Nonautomated jurisdic
tion~ could establish guideli~es throug~ one-time projects 
to analyze past sentencing practices. Review could then be 
conducted as and when necessa(y. 
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FIGURE VII-l 
A PROTOTYPE SENTENCING PROFILE 

DEFENDANT CHARACTERiSTICS 
NAME AGE SEX #CONV FELONY 

DOE~ JOHN 26 M 2 1 

CASE DISPOSITION CHARACTERISTICS 
LEAD GUILTY CHARGE 

ARMD ROBBERY 

OTHER GUILTY CHARGES DISPOSITION TYPE 

ADW PLEA 

HISTORICAL SENTENCING PROF-I LE 
DEFENDANT SAMPLE SIZE: 168 INCARCER.ATION DISTRIBUTION 

INCARCERATION 56% 
MIN SENT MAX SENT 

PROBATION) SUSPENDED 20% LOW 1 YEAR 3 YEARS 
I 

FINE 0% MOST FREQUENT 5 YEARS 15 YEARS 

.ALTERNATIVE INCARCERATION 24% HIGH 15 YEARS LIFE 

NOTE: DUE TO SMALL SAMPLE SIZE, OTHER GUILTY CHARGES HAVE BEEN IGNORED. 
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par",ticular types for which sent.encing decisions are made, 'and 

of the appropriate length of time over whic~'~at~ would have 

to be collected in order to provide,an adequate'sample. 

The document displayed in Figure VII-2 contains three kinds 

of information. At the top of the fo~m, defendant char~cteris

tics are'listed. These are toll owed by ~ase disposition char

acteristics and the historical sentending profile. The profile 

would be based on a saMple of cases for which t~e'current defen

dant and case disposition characteristics were comparable to 

those for this case. 

The information to be included in the form would be spec

ified by the judiciary or th~'appropriate ~egislative body. 

The analysis conducted in this report suggests that the most 

salient information is the previous criminal record of the de

fendant and the seiiousness of the offense of cpnviction. How

eve~, other information could be included, if desired. Thus, 

for illustrative purpose~, the age and sex of t~e defendant 

have been included in th~'prototype foim,' ~Jong with other 

guilty charges and the kind of plea entered. 

As noted, the act ual p,ro fil e pre sen ted in the fig ur e is 

~rawn from the sentence distribution for armed r6bbery convic

tions during the study period. There were 168 §uch cases. In

carceration resulted in 56 percent ot t~ese cases, probation or 

suspended sentence in 20 percent, and alternative incarceration 

in 24 percent. ConsequentlY"the judge ~ho is--for instance-

considering probation for an a~med ro~ber,Y case would immediately 
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kno~ that sentence is relati~ely rare for this kind of offense. 

The profile implies then that mitigatihg cird~mstances should 

exist if probation is to be given.. ptherwise, the sentence 

would be at od6s with the general trend of past decision making 
--------- -----_. ----_ ... 

by other j ~dg es. -if -a-'S-en tence involving some d eg r ee 0 f incar-

ceration is decided Jpon, then the jud~e'could ex~mine the in-

ca~ceration distribution figures on th~ right-~and side of the 

sentencing profile. Th~se inform the judge that.the least se-

vere II in" sentence given in the past was I-to-3 year s, and that 

the most severe was 15 years-to-life (the statutory maximum for 

t~is type of conviction). The sentence given most frequently 

was 5-to-IS years. The judge·examining thi$ profile would there-

fore kno\v the frequency wi th which" in:' sentences have been' 

given, the upper and lower limits of t~ose sentences, and the 

.most frequently imp6sed sentence. Additional information could 

b~ p~ovided, if desired. It would be possible, for instance, to 

specify the proportion of cases that were given tile lowest, higb-

est, or most frequent senfence. More de~ail~d breakdowns of the 

length of sentence could also be prese~ted. Whatever was in-
. . 

eluded, the general accomplishment of the profile would be to 

offer the judge a framework wit~in whicn the sentencing deci

sion for the current case could be placed. 

One shortcoming of this kind of approach needs to be 

stated. In general, it might be argued .. that the more p~ecise 

the profile, the better th-e gu.ideline 'it provides. For in-

stance, in the illustration being use~ in.Figure VII-I, it 
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would be useful to know whether the prior conviction record 

of ' the defendant involved an' offeI!se' of violence" since this 

-would be relevant for the statutory provisions that apply to 

the case. However, each time an additional piece of information 

i sin c 1 u d ed, t he p r 0 f i 1 e t p n r'I ~ t '=' b-€t-Q .:;. S-!?~-G-~ f e-w-e--c-e-a--s ~ttrcrrr---

,------------.otherwise. This can result in distorted 'statistics. Conse-' 

quently,'it is necessary to build int~' the design. of the proce

dure for produ~ing the profile sifeg~ards against the presen

tation ~f misleading.data .. How this might work is illustrated 

by the note at the bottom of the figure, which advises that 

the other guilty charges have been ignored becausp the pro

file based on them would have been too smali to be useful. 

It is anticipated that ~he guidelines doc~ment for which 

Figure VII-l is a model could be automatically produced as .soon 

as conviction information was ~vailable. The document would 

be prepared a~d inoluded in the case file~ or in a file main

tained by the probation officer respo~sible for making r~com

mendations to the judge. The document should be,placed before 

the judge at the time the·, probation officer I s presentence rE'!-

port is delivered. The judge would then have available both 

a complete statement of' the investigation into the background 

of the defendant and a profile of the way similat defendants 

were sentenced in the past. 

This approach could reduce varia.tion in at least two ways. 

first, the existence of a well-specified range of prior sen

tences would tend to channel the sent~ncing ideas of the judge 
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who is looking fOI:" guidance. In this sense, "the instrument 

would perform a function similar to the sentencing council 

approach discussed in Chapter II. SecO-nd; fn)- the i tJ.9qe_ who 

has a clear idea of the sentence he or she anticipates impos-

ing, the ihstrument would identify the" degree to which that 

sentence corresponds to or diviates fr6m the hi~torical norm 

for the court as a whole. In both instahces, variation in the 

ovej.."all sentencing practices of the court is likely to dimin-

ish. Sentencing variation,_ of course, is not reduced by the 

mere existence of the instrument, since judges may not .feel 

the need to incorporate the information provided by it intb 
-

their sentencing decisions. However, the possibility of vol-

untary reduction is enhanced. Failing this, judicial discre-

tion in sentencing might very ~ell be eliminated by legislative 

actions. 

Two final points should be made. The guidelines approach 

that has been outlined summarizes past sentencing practices 

in the court and formalizes th6se practices into a strategy 

for guiding the future decision making of judges. Obviously, 

this a~proach will not work unless judges feel the need for 

such guidance. In addition, this institutionalization of 

past practice occurs whether that praqtice was good or bad. 

In other words, a dominant but undesirable or incorrect sen

tencing pattern could be given apparent approval simply by 

the demonstration that it had ~always been done in the past.~ 
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.. 
This is not what the guidelines approach is inte~ded to accom-

, 
plish, but it is what can result i~ th~ guid~lines are applied 

mindlessly. 

One way to address these two {ssues is to establish his-

torical sentencing profiles for major nffense types and to . , 

, . 
expose them to judicial consideration prior to implementation 

of. the guidelines procedure. On the basis of ihis considera

tion, a 'courtwide judicial policy with respect to 'the guide-

lines could be implemented. If the s~ntencing patterns for 

any given type of offense were considered undesirable or mis-

leadlng by the judges involved in the review, then the guide

lines fo r that 0 f fense could· be adj us ted a~cord ing 1 y. The 

effect of doing this would be to desi~nate a set of guidelines 

with which judges could be comfortabl~: to make clear to the 

. public that the judiciary has adopted a rationaJ. and consis-

t~nt basis for sentencing: and thereby to respond to and sat-

isfy the mounting expressions of discontent with ~he sentenc-

ing process. 
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Source File 
~~.E.! abl~_#_ 

VI 
V2 
V3 
V4 
V5 
V6' 
V7 
VB 
V9 
VIO 
VII 
V12 
V13 
V14 
V15 
V16 
V17 
V18 
V19 
V20 
V21 
V22 
V23 
V24' 
V25 
V26 
V27 
V2B 
V29 
V30 
V31 
V32 
'V33 
V34 
V35 

. V36 
V37 
V38 
V39 
V40 
V41 
V42 
V43 

MI-020 
-025 
-030 
-,075 
-095 
-115 

M2-020 
-038 
-039 
-055 
-060 
-065 
-080 
-090 
-100 
-115 
-120 
-130 
-305 
-337 
-340 
-375 
-380 
-397 
-400 
-410 
-415 
-420 
-425 
-430 
-435 
-440 
-445 
-450 
--455 
-475 
-490 
-495 
-500 
-520 
-530 
-535 
:-540 

AP'P'ENDI X S 

VARIABLES USED IN ANALYSis/ 

Data Source: PROMIS 

Sex 
Race 
Date of Birth 
State of Birth 
State of Horne Residence 
Q~adrant (Horne), if D.C. ,resident 
Case Number 
Crime SeriousDess Score 
Defendant Seriousness Score 
Offense Quadrant 
Offense Date 
Of fense Time 
Arrest Quadrant (NW, NE, sw, S~) 
Arrest State 
Arrest, Date , 
Stolen )?roperty 
Property/Evidence Recovered 
Number of Codefendants 
Defense Attorney ~ype 
Last Action Judge 
Number of Charges 
Release Ty?e 
Cash Bond 
Final Action Reason 
Final Action Date 
Final Disposition 
Weapon Posse,s,sed 
Injury/Death? 
Minor Injuries, number of victims 
Treated, number of victims 
Hospitalized, number of victims 
Killed, n~mbet of victims 
Threats Made? ' 
Physical Force, number of'victims 
Display of Weapons, number threatened 
Theft or Damage? 
Dollar Value of Property Damaged or Destroyed 
Scene of Offense, arrested at or n~ar 
Local Resident? 
Relationship to Victim 
Exculpatory ~vidence 
Provocation by Victim 
Participation by Victim 

~-l 
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Source File 
Variable # ------
V44 M2-545 
V45 -560 
V46 -565 
V47 -570 
V48 -575 
V49 -580 
V50 -585· 
V51 -590 
V52 M4-065 
V53 -070 
V5~ -075 
V55 -085 
V56 -090 
V57 M4-065 
V58 -070 
V59 -075 
V60 -085 
V61 ..,.090 
V62 ~14-065 
V63 -070 
V64 -075 
V65 -085 
V66 -090 
V67 M4-065 
V68 -070 
V69 -075 
V70 -085 
V71 -090 
V72 '114-065 
V73 -070 
V74 -075 
V75 -085 
V76 -090 
V77 M4-065 
V78 -070 
V79 ... 075 
V80 -085 
V81 -090 
V82 f.16-025 
VB3 -025 
V84 -025 
V85 -025 
V86 -025 
V87 -025 
V88 M6-160 
V89 M6-130 
V90 M6-135 
V91 M6-:-125 

Data Sourcei PRJMIS (Cont'd.) -------------------.---. ----~---.,. • ,I 

Victim other Than Individual 
Defendant Arrested in Last Five Years? 
Alias Ever Used? 
Previous Arrests, number 
Crimes Against Persons, number 
Most Recent Arrest, year 
Second Recent Arrest, YEar 
Third Recent Arrest, year; 
Court Charge Code, charge 1: 

Final Action Date' -
Final Action Reason 
Final.Prosecutor 
Final Judge 

Court Charge Code, charge 2: 
Final Action Date 
Final Action Reason 
Final Prosecutor 
Final Judge 

Co~rt Charge Code, charge 3: 
Final Action Date 
Final.Action Reason 
Final Prosecutor 
Final Judg e 

Court Charge Code" charge 4: 
Final Action Date 
Final Action Reason 
Final Prosecutor 
Final Judge 

Court Charge Code, charge 5: 
Final Action Date 
Final Action Reason 
Final Pr oS'ec utor 
Final Judge 

Court Charge Code, charge 6: 
Final Action Date 
Final A9tion Reason 
Final Prosecutor 
Final Judge 

0itness-Victim Type~ #1 
Witness-Victim Type, #2 
Witness-Victim Type, #3 
Witness-Victim Type, #4 
Witness-Victim Type, #5 
Witness-Victim Type, #6 
Victim Has an Arrest Rec6rd? 
Victim Sex 
Victim Age 
Victim Resident of D.C.,.leng~h of time 
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Sou.rce File 
Variable # 

V92 
V92A 
V92B 
V92C 
V92D 
V92E 
V92F 
V93 
V93A 
V94-
Vl04 

Vl05 
VI06 
VI07 
VlD8 
VID9 
VIIO 

Vl,ll 
Vl12 
Vl13 
Vll4 
VIIS 
Vll6 
Vl17 
Vl18 
Vll9 . 
Vl20 
V12l 
V122 
Vl23 
Vl24 
V12S 
V126 
V127 
Vl28 
Vl29 
Vl30 
Vl3l 

, 

Data Sources: Biooraohical Records 
---------------------.------~--------

Year Last Action Judge A9Poin~ed· 
Last Action Judge G~orgetown University Graduate? 
Last Action Judge Member of Local Bar? 
Year of Birth of Last Action Judge 
Last Action Judge a D.C. Resident? 
Race of Last Action Judge 
Sex of Last Action Judg~ . 
Sex of Final Prosecutor 
Race of Final' Prosecutor 
Data Recorded in Variables 
V92 through V92F and in V93 and V93A were 
recorded for each of a maximum of ~ix charges 

Most Serious Convicted Charqe 
Minimum Sentence (Yrs., mos:, or days) 
Maximum Sentence (Yrs., mos., or days) 
Sentence Categor'~ 
Minimum- Sentence (Days) 
Maximwu Sentence (Days) 

Da!~_so~£~~~~~c·~~i!_Ag~~cy 

Defendant Data: 

Length of Residence 
Living with 
Address Verified 
Formerly Lived with 
Former Addr~ss Verified 
Marital Status 
Time in D.C. 
Other D.C. Ties 
Other Ties' Verified 
Employed 
Income . 
Employment Information verified' 
Length of Employment 
Type of Employment . 
Prior Employment Verified 
Length of Prior Employment 
Type of Prior Employment 
Reason Left Job 
Support, if unem?loyed 
Education, in years 
Record of Court Appeara~~e 
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Source File 
Variable # ------

VI32 
VI33 
VI34 
V135 
V136 
V137· 
VI38 
VI39 
V140 
VI4I 
VI42 
VI43 
VI44 
\7145 
VI46 
VI47 
VI48 

, VI49 
VISO 
VI5I 

'Vl52 
Vl53 
VI54 
V155 
V156 
VIS7. 
VIS8 
,VIS9 
VI60 
V16I 
V162 
V163 
V164 
V165 
V166 
VI67 
V168 
V169 
V170 
Vl7l 
1172 
VI73 
V174 
V175 

Data_~~~~£~~~_~l! 'Ag~~£Y_l£~nt'~l 

Outstanding Warrants , 
Nu~ber of Prior Co~victions 
Bail Agency Record . 
Reason for No Release Recommendation 
Stbdent , 
Year Most Recent Conviction 
Year 2nd Most Recent, Convictlon 
Year 3rd Most Recent Conviction 
Minimum Sent~nc~--Most Recent Conviction 
Minimum Sentence--2nd Mo'st Recent Conviction 

'Minimum Sentence"':-3rd Most Recent Conviction 
Maximu~ Sentence--Most Recent Conviction 
t-1aximu:n Sentence--2nd ~1:)st Recent Conviction 
Haximuil1 Sen,tenc'e--3rd l'1ost Recent Conviction 
Charge Code--Most Recent Conviction 
Charge Code--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
Charge Code--3rd Most Recent 'Conviction 
FYCA--Most Recent Conviction 
FYCA--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
FYCA--3rd Ho st Recen t C.onv ict ion 
Date Paroled--Most Recent Conviction 
Date Paroled--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
Da te Par 01 ed--3 r d Mo st Recen t 'Conv ic t ion 
Length of Incarceration--Most Re~ent Conviction 
Length of Incarceration-~2nd Most Recent Conviction 
Length of Incarceration--3rd Most ~ecent Conviction 
Susperision Type--Most Recent Conviction 
Suspension Type--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
?uspension Type--3rd Most Recent Conviction 
Probation--Most Rebent Convic~ion 
Probation--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
Probation--3rd Most Recant Conviction 

'Conditional Release--Cat. I 
Conditional Release--Cat. II 
C6nditional Rel~ase--Ca~~ III 
Conditional Release--Cat. V 
Other 
Basis for No Release Recommendation 
Work Release--Most Recent Conviction 
Work Release--2nd Mos~ Recent Conviction 
Work Release-~3rd Most Recent Conviction 
Date to Halfway House--MostRecent Conviction 
Date to Halfway House--2nd Most Recent Conviction 
Date 'to Halfway House-~3~d ·Most Recent ConViction 
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APPENDIX C / 

'PROBIT ANALYSIS 

The technique used to analyze the two stages of the deci-

sion process is the Probit estimator. This technique, origi

nally deve10ped by biometric~ans,l ha~ been incprporated 

recently into social science inquiry2 and is suitable as an 

. estimator of an ordinal-level variable of the kind being in

vestigated here. 

~ formal expression of " the kind of model to which Probit 

can be applied is as follows: 

In this model, y represents the decision being investigated, 

while the x. represent the characteristics believed to affect 
1 

that decision. The coefficients bl-b k are the weights,to be 

applied to x 1-x k, respectively in the assessment of the rela

tive i~pact of each of the ~ariab1es. The intercept of the 

model is represented by b O' while e stan~s for the effects of 

lsee, especially, D.J. Finney, PROBIT Ana1ysi~ (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1947). 

2For the mathematical and programming bases of PROBIT, see 
R. McKelvey and W. Zavoina, "A Statistical Model for the Analy
sis of Ordinal-Level Dependent Variables," Journal of Mathe
~at!£~~£cio1~1 4(1975), pp. l03-120~ an?--"An-IB~Fortran 
IV Program to Perform N-Chotomous Mu1t~varlate Problt Analy
sis," Behavioral Science 16 (March 1971), l?p. 186-87. See 
also J-:-AIcirlch ana"C.F. Cnudde, "Probing the Bounds of Con
ventional Wisdom: A Comparison of R'egression, Probit and 
Discriminant Analysis," American Journal of Political Science 
3 (August 1975), pp. ~71=608-.--For-applrcatron~-see-T~-nung= 
worth, '''Discretion in the Juvenile Justice System: The Impact 

'of Case Character.istics on Pre-Hearing Detention," New Research 
in~Crim!!l0lo91 (Sage publicat'ions, for,thcoming, 1977):'"-------
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unspecified or excluded variables, as well a~ error due to 

measurement. 

This is the characteristic linea~ model,'i'n which the 

, un i que e f f e c t s 0 f e a c h 0 f the v a ria b i e s eH e ass urn edt 0 be 

additive. The formal statement made above corresponds to the 

following expression, in v.'hich ttie mathematical symbol s B,re 

replaced by the variables being empldyed in this study: 

Sentencing Decision = f(Offense Factors, Offender 
Characteristics, Judge 
Characteri'stics) 

In other words, it is hypothesized t~at the decision is 

determined by elements in the three sourC2S of variance or 

disparity that weri id~ntified in C~apter II of this report, 

and that were investigated in Chapters IV-VI. Naturally, 

there are a number of variables within each of the three gen-

'eral categories. Probit assumes that there exists an under-

lying linear association between the dependent variable and 

the independ~nt variables, and 'that this underlying model 

satisfies regression assumptions. E~timates are produced by 

the method of maximum likelihood. That is, those estimates 

that are more likely to have produced the observed data are 

selected by the estimating procedure. 

Althou~h Probit does not correspond precisely to regres

s ion i nth e a eve 1 0 ~m en t 0 f co e f f i c i en t san d s tat i s tic s, s e v

eral,properties are analogous. First, it is possible to 

measure the overall fit of the model ~y the calculation of 



,( 
f 

) 

an estimated R2. This can be interpreted,'normally, in much 
/ 

the same way as a comparable regression goodness of fit mea-

sure. Second, the maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs, here-

after) can be standardized in a manner analogous to the 

calculatioB of beta weights in regression through the esti

mation of th~ variance of the underlyitig linear ~ariable.3 

It is ther~fore possible to draw concl~siops about the rela

'tive impo~tance of the set of independent variables included 

in the model. 

A final desirable property of the Probit program i~ that 

it calculates the proportion of cases p~edicted correctly by 

the model. This permits a clear and valuable i~terpretation, 

since it thereby becomes possible to state precisely how well 

thci model would have done in predicting the decisions under 

study, had the weights developed by the model been applied 

'to each of the c~ses prior'to sentencing. This implies that, 

to the extent that sentencing practice~ and case types have 

remained stable, the weights could also be applied to future 

sentencing decisions with comparable suc~ess rates. 

'~McKelvey and Zavoina" -A Statistical M6del for the Analysis 
~f Ordinal-Level,Dep~ndent Variables,· p. 120. 
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